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Dear visitors to Varna, welcome! 
This is a city with rich 6 000 years 
history, dating back to the Thracian 
times and likely even before that. We 
are proud that Varna has conserved 
so much of its history that you will be 
amazed. Visit the ruins of the Roman 
baths, the Aladzha Rock Monastery, 
the Stone Forest or the Archaeological 
Museum, which houses the oldest gold 

treasure in the world.
Varna is more than just history. It is a dynamic and ever 
growing city. It is the sea capital of Bulgaria and home 
to a big seaport, the headquarters of the Bulgarian 
Navy and the only naval museum. Net to being a major 
tourist destination Varna is also a university and busi-
ness centre. Many businesses have found their place 
in the new business park, located near the renewed 
airport of the city.
Varna is widely known for its beaches. What many do 
not know is that there are several hot mineral springs 
which pour into the sea and if you want you can enjoy 
them even the colder months of the year. The less 
obvious sites include a dolphinarium, art galleries and 
even a Zoo.
During the summer Varna offers many sunny hours and 
festivals to enrich your cultural soul. Amongst them are 
the International Ballet festival, the International Music 
Festival, the Theatre and Jazz festivals.
Varna’s luury hotels stand up to modern business 
and leisure requirements. The restaurants can suit 
all tastes.
Welcome to Varna, the gem in the crown of the Black 
Sea!

dr. Marin Neshkov, Associate Professor
Chairman of the Varna Chamber of Tourism
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Welcome to Varna, the Pearl of the Black Sea. Varna has 
it all, great beaches, superb restaurants, bars aplenty and 
clubs to suit every taste. There’s some great shopping 
do be had here and some wonderful sightseeing in and 
around the town. Some of the countryside around Varna is 
breathtaking and should be seen to be believed. You’ll find 
plenty of help in this guide about Albena, Balchik, Golden 
Sands and St.Konstantin & Helena (so keep the guide in 
your pocket!).
We’ve included etensive write-ups on all the bars, discos, 
restaurants and cultural venues you’re likely to come across, 
so check the guide if you see something that sparks your 
interest, we hope you’ll find enough information and as-
sistance within these pages. There’s a lot happening this 
summer regards festivals, concerts and events so check out 
the culture section to see what takes your fancy.
Varna in the summer is perfect for sun, sand, sea and se. 
It’s, quite literally, a hotbed of youthful over indulgence and 
etravagance. So, go easy and good things will happen.
Check out the key phrases over the page and really ingrati-
ate yourself with the locals by speaking some of the lingo. 
You’ll be amazed how welcome they’ll make you by speaking 
just a couple of words. While we’re on the subject of local, 
don’t forget to try the local dishes in the restaurants. The 
Balkans are famous for their grilled meat and salads, so 
you should definitely give them a go. Oh, and never drink 
rakia without the famous shopska salad. As long as you 
have the salad, you can drink as much as you like. But do 
be careful, it’s looney juice.
To help also hotels, restaurants and other business during 
the current crisis, we gave these the possibility for their 
promotions, to be freely included within the tet of their inde-
pendently written review by us from In Your Pocket.   
We recommend you to keep your ‘Sofia In Your Pocket’ 
just where it belongs – in your pocket, so you can also 
benefit from these promotions. We from In Your Pocket 
Bulgaria disclaim however to be responsible for any of 
the offers made in this Pocket, or any other previous or 
future edition. 
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Athens - capital of Greece and one of the world’s 
oldest and most historic cities - ended thousands 
of years of confusion for visitors this month when 
it became the latest European city to get itself an 
In Your Pocket guide. Imagine how much quicker 
Aleander the Great could have conquered the east 
if he’d had an Athens In Your Pocket to help him 
find the coolest places in the city to schmooze pe-
ople who matter and make alliances. Nevermind. 
Not resting for a minute we are preparing even 
more Pockets, including a guide to Ljubljana, 
which should be on newsstands by June 1. Belgra-
de In Your Pocket - complete with the full address 
of the American Embassy for handy reference - will 
be published before summer is out.

Europe In Your Pocket Varna is Bulgaria’s second city and the main location on the 
Black Sea. It’s a very vibrant and lively city that comes alive 
in the summer months. Once you’re in Varna, the whole coast 
is at your fingertips. 

By boat
The Sea Port Varna G-8, tel. +359 52 69 23 33
The Sea Port Varna is located on ul. Valnolomna 1. It was 
built in 1968. The building is on 3 floors and there are a 
restaurant, duty-free shops and offices. A panoramic terrace 
on the third floor provides a broad view of the port comple. 
The port of Varna serves cargo, cruise and linear passenger 
ships. There are two quays for cruise ships and a small yacht 
port managed by Yacht Club Varna. The yacht club provides 
services to small vessels and is a regular host and organizer 
of many local regattas.

By bus
Central Bus Station (Tsentralna avtogara) F-7 bul. 
Vladislav Varnenchik 158, tel.+359 52  74 83 49, www.
autogaravn.com .
International buses arrive and depart from the central bus 
station at bul. Vladislav Varnenchik 158. There’s a cur-
rency echange office, ATM and plenty of shops, cafes and 
restaurants. 
The station is, to put it mildly, still awaiting its turn for 
renovation. 
Getting to town: Take a tai to the city centre (3-6Lv.). Buses 
No18, 18A, 40, 59, 148 will also get you downtown.
If you want to visit a resort or a town in the vicinity check 
the buses leaving from the Central Bus station. If there is no 
bus leaving to your destination, check the private minibuses 
(marshrutki). They have set tariffs and usually there is one 
leaving to Balchik (and other northern parts of the Black 
Sea coast) or to Burgas (and other southern parts of the 
Black Sea coast) every hour or so. Be aware that almost no 
middle aged person will speak English, so you will have to 
use sign language and repeat the name of your destination 
with various accents. As getting around will be an adventure, 
try to take it with humour, albeit black. Valium may be handy 
for the more nervous passengers. 
Getting to St. St. Konstantin and  Elena and Golden 
Sands: 
Bus No 8 - Varna - St. St. Konstantin and Elena - Varna
Bus No 9 - Varna - St. St. Konstantin and Elena - Golden 
Sands - Varna
B u s  N o  1 0 9  ( d i r e c t  fa s t  b u s)  -  Va r n a  -  S t . 
St. Konstantin and Elena  - Golden Sands - Varna  

By car
Travelling by car can be tricky. A lot of signs are still only in 
Cyrillic or appear unepectedly on the road. The state of the 
road network at times resembles the surface of the moon 
and you should take care of potholes. To get to Varna from 
Sofia you should take Hemus Highway (Avtomagistrala He-
mus), passing around Veliko Tarnovo. Mind that the speed 
limits are maimum 130 km/h on main highways, 90 km/h 
on minor roads and 50 km/h in urban areas. Driving to Varna 
during the summer season you are guaranteed to encounter 
heavy traffic. Be very careful and pay close attention to the 
road and other drivers at all times. A lot of Bulgarian drivers 
tend to disrespect the road signs, speed limits, international 
driving principles and all basic morals. The price of your car 
seems to dictate how much you may flout the rules. You can 
count only on yourself. Once you get to Varna congratulate 
yourself for being so patient and brave and please get a 
drink to rela; you can buy hard liquor from any reputable 

petrol station.
To get to St. St. Konstantin and Elena or Golden Sands travel 
eastwards on highway A2, through the city centre and then 
head north via the main road E87.
To get to Albena or Balchik travel eastwards on highway A2, 
through the city centre and head north via the main road E87. 
Another way to reach Albena is to head north via motorway 
29, following the road signs.
To get to St. St. Konstantin and Elena or Golden Sands 
travel eastwards on highway A2, through the city centre and 
then head north via the main road E87.
To get to Albena or Balchik travel eastwards on highway 
A2, through the city centre and head north via the main 
road E87. Another way to reach Albena is to head north via 
motorway 29, following the road signs.

By plane
Varna International Airport (Letishte Varna) is located 
8km west of the city centre. On arrival you’ll find a currency 
echange office, as well as ATM machine (bankomat), vari-
ous offices of tour agencies, cafés and rent-a-car counters. 
There are also duty free shops in Terminal 1 and Terminal 3. 
If you lose your luggage you can call (within 7 days) the Lost 
and Found office +359 52 57 34 23 or +359 52 57 34 23 
or e-mail ll@varna-airport.bg.  
Getting to town: The cabs are located in front of Terminal 
1 net to the parking lot. Make sure you select a tai which has 
the rate clearly marked on its front window.  A tai to the city 
centre costs about 10-14 Lv (€5-7). It takes approimately 
15 minutes, depending on the traffic. Alternatively you can 
catch the bus in front of the VIP hall. A single ticket costs from 
1.00Lv (€0.50) to 2.30Lv (€1.15) and depends on your desti-
nation. Buses operate every 15 minutes every day from 5:45 
to 23:00. Tickets may be purchased from the ticket-collector 
on each bus. They will help you decide the type of ticket you 
must buy. Some sign language and repeating the name of 
your destination with various accents may be useful.
Bus No 409 main stations: Varna Airport - Coach Station 
- Varna city centre - St. St. Konstantin and Elena - Golden 
Sands (Zlatni pyasatsi). 

By train
Varna Central Station (Tsentralna gara) open 04:45-23:00, 
is located near the Sea Garden, 10-minutes walk from the 
city centre. Facilities include currency echange, restaurant 
on the second floor, luggage locker in the main hall and facili-
ties for disabled. There is a Travel Information centre where 
English-speaking staff can help you with advice and maps. 
The information centre is open from 7:00-12:00 and from 
12:30-18:00 Monday-Friday. Saturday from 07:00-14:00.
Getting to town: You’re 10-15 minutes walk from the city 
centre. With public transport you can get to the centre by 
buses Nos. 7, 8, 9, 109 or trolley-bus No. 82. The tickets cost 
1.00Lv. The tai stand is right outside the main entrance of 
the building. Make sure you check the rates which should be 
clearly marked (in Cyrillic) by stickers on the front windows 
(rates should be between 0.89 - 0.99 Lv per kilometre) and 
that the meters are switched on.

Street Улица (ул.) Ulitsa (ul.)
Square Площад (пл.) Ploshtad (pl.)
Boulevard Булевард (бул.) Boulevard (bul.)
Highway Магистрала Magistrala
Bridge Мост Most

Street smarts
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In order to drive on Bulgarian roads outside Varna you’ll 
need to purchase a vignette which must be glued to the 
windscreen. You can get these from border crossings, post 
offices and OMV and Shell gas stations. For a car or SUV 
vignettes cost 10Lv for one week, 25Lv for one month, and 
67Lv for a year. 
Talking on a mobile phone while driving is strictly forbidden, 
as is driving under the influence of more than 0.5/1000 of 
alcohol. Foreigners are well advised to obey the rules of the 
road even if they see locals behaving otherwise: the police 
rarely speak English and are unlikely to show any lenience. 
Police checks on major highways are common, especially 
when entering or leaving Varna at the weekend. Policemen 
are allowed to charge on-the-spot fines up to 50Lv. 

Alcohol
The archetypal national tipple is rakiya or brandy, which 
usually comes as either grozdova rakiya (grape brandy) 
or slivova (plum). It’s usually served up in 50g or 100g 
shots and is consumed alongside salad or some other 
form of nibble – wait-staff will consider you peculiar i f 
you don’t order at least something to snack on while 
you’re slugging down spirits. As far as beer is concerned, 
Bulgaria produces several palatable i f uneciting lagers 
– Zagorka, Shumensko and Kamenitsa are the most 
reliable of the big brands. Much more impressive are 
the dry red wines, particularly Cabernet Sauvignon from 
Svishtov and Oryahovitsa, Merlot from Stambolovo, 
Gumza from Novo Selo, Mavrud from Asenovgrad, 
and Melnik from the vil lage of the same name. The 
Chardonnays and Traminers from Veliki Preslav are 
among the best of the whites.

Customs 
If you are travelling within the EU those over 18 can 
now take 10L of spirits, 90L of wine and 110L of beer. 
Most countries will not allow more than 200 cigarettes 
import.
You’re not allowed to eport antiques, artworks or coins of 
numismatic value unless you have a permit issued by the 
Ministry of Culture.
Due to fears about child trafficking, travellers with small 
children may be asked for documentary evidence of their 
parental relationship before being allowed to leave the 
country.

Electricity
Bulgaria runs on a 220 volt electricity supply (so some 
visitors wil l need to bring a transformer). Standard 
con tinental two-prong plugs are used, so others will 
need to furnish themselves with an adaptor i f they 
want to use their hairdryer/phone/ charger/laptop. 

Smoking
Cafès, bars and restaurants are required by law to 
provide an area for non-smokers. In practice however 
this will probably consist of one or two tables surrounded 
on all sides by nicotine addicts happily puffing away. 

Visas  
Citizens of the EU, Australia, Canada, New Zealand and 
the USA can stay in the country visa-free for 90 days. 
Nationals of other countries should contact the Bulgarian 
embassies or consulates in their home countries about 
visa arrangements. Note that visas cannot be obtained 
at the border.
If you wish to etend your stay beyond the 90-day period you 
should apply for a residence permit from the Immigration 
Office, ul. San Stefano 1, tel. +359 52 65 23 47. QOpen 
8:30-12:00, 13:00-17:00. Closed Sat & Sun.

Roads & Traffic police
Most Bulgarians turn into psychopaths as soon as they get 
behind the wheel of a car, although given the state of the road 
network one can hardly blame them. Cow-sized potholes, 
suicidal pedestrians and drunken cyclists riding on the wrong 
side of the road are just some of the things to look out for – 
and with hazards like these you need to swerve around like 
a stunt driver in order to stay in one piece. 

Fire: 160
Ambulance: 150
Police: 166
Road assistance: 146
Anti-corruption unit: +359 2 982 22 22, www.nocorr.
mvr.bg 
Telephone information: 11800
Breakdown Service: 02/91146 or 146 if you’re calling 
from a Bulgarian mobile

Important phone numbers 

The following is a list of some of the most common words 
and phrases a person is likely to need.

Hello Zdravey
Goodbye Dovizhdane
Please Molya
You’re welcome Pak zapovyadayte
Thank you Blagodarya
Ecuse me Izvinete
Yes / No Da / Ne
Cheers Nazdrave
I don’t understand Ne razbiram
I don’t know Ne znam
Do you speak English? Govorite li angliyski?
What’s up? Kakvo stava?
Good morning! Dobro utro!
Good afternoon / evening! Dobar den / vecher!
Good night! Leka nosht!
Have you got…? Imate li…?
Where can I buy…? Kade moga da kupya…?
How many / how much? Kolko / Kolko struva?
Good / bad Dobro / losho
Epensive / cheap Skapo / evtino
New / old Novo / staro
Hot / cold Toplo / studeno

Days of week
Monday Ponedelnik
Tuesday Vtornik
Wednesday Sryada
Thursday Chetvartak
Friday Petak
Saturday Sabota
Sunday Nedelya

Numbers
1 edno
2 dve
3 tri
4 chetiri
5 pet
6 shest
7 sedem
8 osem
9 devet
10 deset
100 sto
1000 hilyada

Key phrases

Аа a as in arm
Бб b as in bath
Вв v as in van
Гг g as in go
Дд d as in dog
Ее e as in let
Жж zh as ’s’ in measure
Зз z as in zoo
Ии i as in bit
Йй y as in  yoke
Кк k as in keep
Лл l as in like
Мм m as in map
Нн n as in not
Оо o as in opera
Пп p as in pen
Рр r as in run
Сс s as in sit
Тт t as in tap
Уу u as in  rule
Фф f as in fan
Хх h as in hand
Цц ts as in cuts
Чч ch as in church
Шш sh  as in short 
Щщ sht as in smashed
Ъъ a as in but
Ьь softens ’o’  as in yoga
Юю yu as in you
Яя ya as in yard

The Cyrillic Alphabet

How do costs compare to back home? Here is handy list 
of local prices to give you an idea.
         Leva               Euro
Loaf of white bread 1.00 0.50
Snickers bar 0.80 0.40
Vodka (.750ltr, Bulgarian) 8.50 4.36
0.5ltr beer (bar) 2.00 1.02
0.5ltr beer (shop) 0.80 0.40
A pack of Marlboros 3.90 2.00
McDonald‘s Big Mac 3.59 1.84

Echange rates (as of April 2009): US$1 - 1.47Lv;
€1 – 1.95Lv; £1 – 2.17Lv

Market values

Varna Tourist Information Centre C-2, pl. Musala, 
tel.+359 52 65 45 18/+359 52 65 45 19, otic.
vn@mail.bg. Brochures, entertainment schedules, car 
rental and accommodation. The English speaking staff will 
provide you with maps and guides in different languages. 
QOpen 09:00 - 17:00. Closed Sat, Sun.

Tourist information 

There’s far more to In Your Pocket than this 
print version of our latest guide. We print guides 
in more than 50 cities across Europe, and In 
Your Pocket offers the vast majority of them for 
free download, in PDF, at our website. A number 
of guides are now also available  as post-PDF, iPa-
per documents. Just visit our website at inyour-
pocket.com for all our available downloads.

Free Downloads

BOOK ON: +359 (0) 884 66 66 80, 
varna@europcar.bg, www.europcar.bg

Free delivery / collection
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introduCing varna

For those who prefer facts: Varna is the largest city on the 
Bulgarian Black Sea Coast, third largest city in Bulgaria 
after Sofia and Plovdiv. Average summer temperature is 
27.5C (June-Sept.) but do not get surprised if it actually 
gets much hotter. Average winter temperature is around 
6C (Dec.-March). When snow falls it stays only for a couple 
of days and then melts quickly. The population of the city 
is around 350,000. 

The Mayor of Varna’s name is Kiril Yordanov. He is already 
waving his sceptre over the city for a third term. Parts of 
his other jurisdictions are St. st.Konstatin and Elena and 
Golden Sands resorts.  

History
Antiquity In antiquity, Bulgaria, the land of Orpheus and 
Spartacus, belongs to the Kingdom of Macedonia. 
4th century BC The territory of contemporary Bulgaria is 
conquered by the Macedonians, lead by Philip II and his son 
Aleander the Great. During the first century AD these lands 
become Roman provinces.
632 The History of Bulgaria as a separate country begins 
with the establishment of Old Great Bulgaria (also known 
as Onoguria). 
681 First Bulgarian Kingdom is established by Khan 
Asparuh.
865 Bulgaria becomes a Christian country. Tsar Boris I ac-
cepts Orthodo Christianity. 
9th-10th centuries “The Golden Age” period under the rule of 
Tsar Simeon the Great. The Slavic writing is  officially accepted  
throughout the country. Literature schools, imposing temples 
and monasteries are built. Bulgaria has an outlet on three 
seas - the Black sea, Aegean Sea and the Adriatic. The capital 
is moved to Veliki Preslav, which during that period could be 
compared with the beauty and glory of Constantinopol.
1018 Bulgaria falls under Byzantine rule until 1185.
1185 The Second Bulgarian Kingdom (1185-1396) is founded 
after two brothers, Asen and Peter. The capital city of the new 
kingdom becomes  Veliko Tarnovo. 
12th-13th centuries Under the rule of the Tsar Kaloyan (1197-
1207) and Tsar Ivan Asen II (1218-1241), Bulgaria becomes 
a dominant power in the Balkans.
1393 The Ottomans occupy the Bulgarian capital Veliko 
Turnovo after a three-month siege.
1396 The Kingdom of Vidin is occupied, bringing the Second 
Bulgarian Empire and Bulgarian independence to an end.
14th-18th centuries By the end of the 14th century, the 
Turks control all of Bulgaria. Ottoman rule continues for five 
centuries.
18th century The Age of the Bulgarian National Revival begins. 
In spite of the resistance of the central Turkish authorities and 
the Greek clergy (the so-called phanariots), the struggle for an 
independent church, the publication of books and, later on, of 
periodicals in the Bulgarian language, the establishment of lay 
Bulgarian schools and the official recognition of the language 
and culture, become real steps to the revival of the nation. 
One important landmark was the writing of the Slav-Bulgarian 
History (1762) by monk Paissiy of Hilendar. 
1876 Bulgarian revolutionaries launch the April Uprising at 
Koprivshtitsa. The Turks suppress it with unprecedented 
brutality. About 15,000 Bulgarians are massacred at Plovdiv 
and 58 villages destroyed. Outraged European allies come to 
Bulgaria’s rescue in the late 1870s. Russia, the chief saviour, 
suffers 200,000 casualties in the conflict.
1877-1878 The Russian-Turkish war leads to the liberation 
of Bulgaria from the Ottoman Empire. 

March 1878 The Treaty of San Stefano provides for an 
independent Bulgarian state, which spans the geographical 
regions of Moesia, Thrace and Macedonia.
July 1878 The Treaty of Berlin, under the supervision of Otto 
von Bismarck of Germany and Benjamin Disraeli of Britain, 
splits Bulgaria into three parts: an independent Principality of 
Bulgaria based in Sofia, the autonomous Ottoman province 
of Eastern Rumelia; and Macedonia, which remains under 
direct Ottoman rule.
April 1879 The Tarnovo Constitution is passed by the First 
Grand National Assembly. 
June 1879 Aleandar Battenberg becomes prince of Bulgaria, 
and Sofia becomes the capital of the new Bulgarian state. 
September 1885 Eastern Rumelia declares union with 
Bulgaria.
1887 A coup replaces Aleandar Battenberg with Ferdinand 
of Sae-Coburg-Gotha.
cipality to kingdom and declares himself Tsar.
1912-1913 The Nationalist Prime Minister, Ivan Geshov, 
forms an alliance with Greece and Serbia to attack the Ot-
tomans and to drive them out of Macedonia and Thrace. The 
Balkan Wars are sparking. The alliance soon fall out, with 
Greeks and Serbs epelling Bulgarian forces from Macedonia, 
and then dividing up the spoils.
1915-1918 Bulgaria joins the German side in World War I. A 
Serb-French-British offensive in Macedonia causes Bulgaria’s 
collapse. Ferdinand abdicates in favour of son Boris III.
1919 Elections are won by the Peasant party of Aleksandar 
Stamboliyski promising widespread social change.
1923-1934 Democratically elected governments are 
toppled via coups that bring authori tarian regimes to 
power.
1941 Bulgaria enters World War II on the side of the 
Rome-Berlin-Tokyo Ais. The country is the only ally of 
Hitler’s Germany which did not allow the killing of its Jewish 
citizens. It was thanks to king Boris III and to the Bulgarian 
governments that no hostilities are waged in the country’s 
territory.
1944 After World War II, as a result of the Yalta agreements 
between the Great Powers, Bulgaria ends up in the field of 
influence of the Soviet Union.
1953-1989 Years of the communist rule of Todor Zhivkov 
who headed both the party and the state.

In June 2001, the Bulgarian monarchy makes an 
unprecedented comeback when former king Simeon II is 
elected prime minister. Unable to ease economics hard-
ships for the majority, however, he too sees his popular-
ity plummet after a few months in power. In the same 
election, the country’s Turkish minority is represented 
in the government for the first time, and the president 
encourages Bulgarians to be more tolerant of Turkish-
Bulgarians. Progress continues under President Georgi 
Parvanov, albeit slower than most hope. Membership of 
NATO is granted in 2004, and entry into the European 
Union follows in 2007. 
July 27, 2005 the Bulgarian Parliament chose Sergey 
Stanishev of the Bulgarian Socialist Party as the new 
Prime Minister in a coalition government with the Move-
ment for Rights and Freedoms. 
August 15, 2005 the BSP and National Movement Sim-
eon II formed a government, along with the Movement for 
Rights and Freedoms. This grand coalition comprises the 
three largest parties. This coalition has a large majority 
in parliament with 169 of the 240 deputies.

Recent History 10 November 1989 Under pressure from domestic and 
international circumstances Todor Zhivkov is forced to 
resign. Bulgaria once again takes the road of democratic 
development.
7 December 1989 The Union of Democratic Forces (SDS) is 
formed as a unification of 13 opposition organisations.
June 1990 First free parliamentary elections.
12 July 1991 A new democratic Constitution is passed.
13 October 1991 First free local authorities elections.
1992 First free presidential elections. Zhelyu Zhelev is 
elected head of state.
3 November 1996 Petar Stoyanov, proposed by the SDS, 
is elected with President of the Republic of Bulgaria with a 
landslide majority.
19 April 1997 The Parliamentary elections are won by 
the Democratic Forces United. A government is formed 
headed by Ivan Kostov as Prime-Minister. Bulgaria 
starts on the road of genuine democratic reforms. 

History
Antiquity and Bulgarian conquest
Varna is among Europe’s oldest cities. Miletians founded the 
apoikia (trading colony) of Odessos in 570 BC (in the time of 
Astyages) at the site of an earlier Thracian settlement. The 
name Odessos, first mentioned by Strabo, was pre-Greek, 
perhaps of Carian origin. 
Long before the Thracians populated the area by 1200 BC, 
several prehistoric settlements best known for the eneolithic 
necropolis, eponymous site of the Varna culture and the 
world’s oldest large find of gold artifacts (mid-5th millennium 
BCE radiocarbon dating), eisted within modern city limits. 
Odessos was the most important member of the Pontic 
Pentapolis and a contact zone between the urban Ionians 
and the Thracians (Getae, Crobyzi, Terizi) of the hinterland—a 
mied Greco-Thracian community. 
339 BC The city was unsuccessfully besieged by Philip II 
but surrendered to Aleander the Great in 335 BC, and was 
later ruled by his diadochus Lysimachus. The Roman city, 
Odessus (first included into the Praefectura orae maritimae, 
then anneed to the province of Moesia, later Moesia Inferior), 
occupied 47 hectares in present-day central Varna and 
had prominent public baths, Thermae, erected in the late 
2nd century, now the largest Roman remains in Bulgaria 
(the building was 100m wide, 70m long, and 25m high) and 
fourth-largest known Roman baths in Europe.
442 A peace treaty between Theodosius II and Attila was 
done at Odessus. In 536, Justinian I made it the seat of the 
Quaestura eercitus including Moesia, Scythia, Caria, the 
Aegean Islands and Cyprus.
Theophanes the Confessor first mentioned the name Varna, 
as the city came to be known with the Slavic conquest of the 
Balkans in the 6th -7th centuries. The name may be older 
than that; perhaps it derives from Proto-Indo-European root 
we-r- (water). 
681 Khan Asparuh, the founder of the First Bulgarian King-
dom, routed an army of Constantine IV north of the Danube 
delta and reached the so-called Varna near Odessos. Recent 
scholarship has suggested that the first Bulgarian capital 
was perhaps located around Varna before it moved to Pliska. 
Asparuh fortified the Varna river lowland by a rampart against 
a possible Byzantine naval landing; several 7th century Bulgar 
settlements have been ecavated.

Middle Ages
9th - 10th centuries Varna was the site of a principal 
scriptorium of the Preslav Literary School in a monastery 
founded by Tsar Boris I who may have used it as his mo-
nastic retreat. 
1201 Tsar Kaloyan took over the fortress on Holy Saturday 

using a siege tower, and anneed it to the Second Bulgarian 
Kingdom.
13th -14th centuries Varna had turned into a thriving com-
mercial hub frequented by Genoese, Venetian and Ragusan 
merchant ships (the three republics held consulates and had 
epatriate colonies there) and flanked by two fortresses with 
smaller ports of their own, Kastritsi and Galata, within sight 
of each other. Wheat and other local agricultural produce for 
the Italian and Constantinople markets were the chief eports, 
and Mediterranean foods and luury items were imported. 
Shipbuilding developed in the Kamchia river mouth.
14th century Italian portolan charts showed Varna as 
perhaps the most important seaport between Constanti-
nople and the Danube delta; they usually labeled the land 
Zagora. 
1366 The city was unsuccessfully besieged by Amadeus 
VI of Savoy.
1386 It briefly became the capital of the spinoff Principal-
ity of Karvuna, then was taken over by the Ottomans in 
1389 (and again in 1444), ceded temporarily to Manuel II 
Palaiologos in 1413 (perhaps until 1444), and sacked by 
Tatars in 1414.
Battle of Varna On November 10, 1444, one of the last 
major battles of the Crusades in European history was 
fought outside the city walls. The Turks routed an army of 
20,000 crusaders led by Wladislaw III of Poland, which had 

The mayor of Varna’s name is Kiril Yordanov. He already 
waves his sceptre over the city for a third term. Parts 
of his other jurisdictions are St. St. Konstatin and 
Elena and Golden Sands resort. Till now we just found 
one misdemeanour on his behalf, the ban on the gay 
pride in the summer of 2005 costing the municipality a 
250 Euro pain on the budget being the fine for indirect 
discrimination.

Mayor of Varna
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Couriers
D & D Epres A-2, bul. Gen. Kolev 21B, tel.+359 52 
60 21 30, office@dnd-epress.bg, www.dnd-epress.
bg:8080.
DHL International F-8, ul. Madara 4, tel.+359 52 60 
06 55, www.dhl.bg.
In Time C-3, bul. Primorski 131, tel.+359 52  60 34 
96, fa+359 52 60 34 98, varna@intime.bg, www.
intime.bg.
Speedy A-3, ul. Gen. Parensov 8, tel.+359 52 61 67 
57, fa +359 52 60 34 98, www.speedy.bg. A fast, cheap, 
efficient and punctual national courier service.
Tip Top courier F-6, ul. Stara planina 3, tel.+359 
52 60 10 70/+359 (0) 888 901 492, tiptop@courier.
bg, www.courier.bg.

Post
Central Post Office B-1, ul. Saborni 42. The Central 
Post Office is on bul. Vladislav Varnenchik and ul. Suborni. 
Stamps, envelopes, postcards as well as prepaid cards for 
public telephones and mobile services. QOpen 07:00 - 

19:00, Sun 8:00 - 12:00.

introduCing varna

assembled at the port to set sail to Constantinople. The 
Christian army was attacked by a superior force of 55,000 
or 60,000 Ottomans led by sultan Murad II. Wladislaw III was 
killed in a bold attempt to capture the sultan, earning the 
sobriquet Warneńczyk (of Varna in Polish; he is also known 
as Várnai Ulászló in Hungarian or Ladislaus Varnensis in 
Latin). The failure of the Crusade of Varna made the fall of 
Constantinople to the Ottomans in 1453 all but inevitable, 
and Varna (with all of Bulgaria) was to remain under Otto-
man domination for over four centuries. Today, there is a 
commemorative plate of Wladislaw III in Varna.
16th - 17th centuries Varna was situated in a region 
called Syrfia.

Late Ottoman rule
The Russians temporarily took over the city in 1773 and 
again in 1828, following the prolonged Siege of Varna, return-
ing it to the Ottomans in 1830 after its medieval fortress was 
razed. The British and French campaigning against Russia in 
the Crimean War (1854-1856) used Varna as headquarters 
and principal naval base; many soldiers died of cholera and 
the city was devastated by a fire. 
1866 The first railroad in Bulgarian lands connected 
Varna with the port of Rousse on the Danube, linking 
the Ottoman capital Istanbul with Central Europe; for a 
few years, the Orient Epress ran through that route. The 
port of Varna developed as a major supplier of food—
notably wheat from the adjacent breadbasket region of 
Southern Dobrudzha—to Istanbul, and as a busy hub for 
European imports to the capital; 12 foreign consulates 
opened in the city.

Liberated Bulgaria
With the national liberation in 1878, the city, which numbered 
25-26 thousand inhabitants, was ceded to Bulgaria by the 
Treaty of Berlin; Russian troops entered on July 27. Varna 
became a front city in the First Balkan War and the First World 
War; its economy was badly affected by the temporary loss 
of its agrarian hinterland of Southern Dobrudzha to Romania 
(1913-16 and 1919-40). In the Second World War, the Red 
Army occupied the city in September 1944, helping cement 
communist rule in Bulgaria.
Over the first decades afer the 1878 liberation, with the 
departure of most ethnic Turks and Greeks and the arrival 
of Bulgarians from inland, Northern Dobrudzha, Bessarabia, 
and Asia Minor, and later, of refugees from Macedonia, East-
ern Thrace and Southern Dobrudzha following the Second 
Balkan War and the First World War, ethnic diversity gave 
way to Bulgarian predominance, although sizeable minori-
ties of Gagauz, Armenians, and Sephardic Jews remained 
for decades.
One of the early centres of industrial development and the 
Bulgarian labor movement, Varna established itself as the 
nation’s principal port of eport, a major grain producing 
and viticulture centre, seat of the nation’s oldest institu-

tion of higher learning outside Sofia, a popular venue for 
international festivals and events, as well as the country’s 
de facto summer capital with the erection of the Evinograd 
royal summer palace (currently, the Bulgarian government 
convenes summer sesions there). Mass tourism emerged 
since the late 1950s.
1962 The 15th Chess Olympiad, also known as the World 
Team Championship, was here. 
1969 and 1987 Varna was the host of the World Rhythmic 
Gymnastics Championships. 
From September 30 to October 4, 1973, the 10th Olympic 
Congress took place in the Sports Palace.
Varna is running for European Capital of Culture for 2019.

 Bulgaria Europe USA & Others
Postcards 0.35 Lv 1.00 Lv 1.40 Lv
Letters 0.55 Lv 1.00 Lv 1.40 Lv

Postal rates

Blagoevgrad 73
Burgas 56
Dobrich 58
Gabrovo 66
Haskovo 38
Yambol 46
Kyustendil 78

Lovech 68
Pazardzhik 34
Pernik 76
Pleven 64
Plovdiv 32
Ruse 82
Silistra 86

Sliven 44
Sofia 2
Stara Zagora  42
Varna 52
V. Tarnovo 62
Vidin 94
Vratsa 92

Bulgarian main city codes

The above codes should be prefied with 0 if dialing 
from inside Bulgaria.

Austria 43 
Belgium 32 
Bulgaria 359
Croatia 385 
Czech Rep. 420 
Denmark 45 
Finland 358 
France 33 
Germany 49 
Greece 30

Hungary 36 
Ireland 353 
Israel 972 
Italy 39 
Japan 61
Macedonia 389 
Netherlands 31
Norway 47
Poland 48 
Portugal 351 

Romania 40 
Russia 7 
Serbia 381 
Slovenia 386 
Spain 34 
Sweden 46 
Switzerland 41 
Turkey 90 
UK 44 
USA/Canada    1

International country codes

The above codes should be prefied with 00 if dialing 
from inside Bulgaria.

Territory: Bulgaria takes up 110, 550 km2 of land. It 
shares borders with Turkey, Greece, Macedonia, Serbia 
and Romania. The country is bordered to the east by a 
354km-long stretch of Black Sea coastline.
Rivers: The main rivers in the country are Danube, 
Maritsa, Mesta, Struma, Iskar, Yantra. There are more 
than 600 warm and cold mineral springs.
Highest Point: Musala (2925m), south of Sofia in the 
Rila mountains.
Population of Bulgaria: 7,385,367 (July 2006 est.)
Population of Sofia: 1,377,531 (July 2006 est.)
Local time: Bulgaria is part of the Eastern European Time 
Zone (GMT +2); when it is noon in Sofia it is 11:00 in Berlin, 
10:00 in London and 05:00 in New York City.
Religion: Traditional religion in the Republic of Bulgaria 
is Eastern Orthodo Christianity. Orthodo 85%, Muslim 
8%, others 7%.

Basic data

January 1: New Year’s Day (Nova godina)
March 3: Liberation Day (Liberation from the Ottoman 
rule) (Denyat na osvobozhdenieto)
April 19: Easter (Velikden)
May 1: Labour Day (Denyat na truda)
May 6: St. George’s Day (Gergyovden; Day of the Bul-
garian Army)
May 24: St. St. Cyril and Methodius (Sveti Sveti Kiril 
i Metodiy; Day of the Cyrillic Alphabet and Bulgarian 
Education and Culture)
September 6: Unification Day (Saedinenieto; mark-
ing the unification of Bulgaria and Eastern Rumelia in 
1885)
September 22:  Independence Day (Denyat na neza-
visimostta)
December 24,25,26: Christmas (Koleda) 

National holidays
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Teo B-3, ul. Makedonia 34, tel. +359 (0)  888 614 717. 
QOpen 14:00 - 19:00. Closed Sat, Sun.

Vitra A-4, ul. Gen. Skobelev 88-90, tel. +359 52 60 51 
02. QOpen 10:00 - 18:30. Closed Sat, Sun.

Cinemas
Cinema & Theatre Bulgaran B-2, bul. Maria Luiza 1, 
tel. +359 52 60 28 28, bulgaran@abv.bg, www.bulgaran.
bg. Dolby ProLogic II. Tickets tel. 60 28 28 Q (6-7LV).

Mustang Cinema B-2, ul. Bratya Shkorpil 33, tel. +359 
52 61 03 33. Opened in 1997, it’s part of the big multiple 
centre. There are two well equipped halls. Not too far from 
the city centre. Q (6-7Lv). P

Palace Cinema B-1, bul. Vladislav Varnenchik 10, tel. 
+359 52 602 615. Q (5-6Lv).

Music, opera and ballet
Open Air Theatre C-4, Sea Garden, tel. +359 52 61 
28 03. This notable place situated in the heart of Varna’s 
Sea Garden is one of the city’s defining cultural landmarks. 
This is the place where the most popular festivals such as 
the International Ballet Competition are held.

Varna Opera Theatre C-2, pl. Nezavisimost 1, tel. +359 
52 65 06 66, office@operavarna.bg, www.operavarna.
bg. The jewel in Varna’s cultural crown, featuring the best 
Bulgarian and local artists and some popular foreign guests. 
Q (3-20Lv).

Theatres
Cinema & Theatre Bulgaran B-2, bul. Maria Luiza 
1, tel. +359 52 60 28 28, bulgaran@abv.bg, www.
bulgaran.bg.

Drama Theatre Stoyan Bachvarov C-2, pl. Neza-
visimost 1, tel. +359 52 61 30 02/+359 52 61 30 
01, www.dramavarna.com. The building is of one of the 
most emblematic landmarks of Varna started in 1912 year 
on the initiative of Ivan Tserov. The official opening was in 
June 1932. Tickets tel: +359 52 61 30 02,+359 52 61 29 
98. Q (4-12Lv).

Festival and Congress Centre B-3, bul. Slivnitsa 2, 
tel. +359 52 68 50 00, fa +359 52 60 84 46, fk@mail.
orbitel.bg, www.fcc-varna.com. Concerts, film, theatre and 
dance shows, ehibitions, trade shows.

State Puppet Theatre C-2, ul. Dragoman 4, tel. +359 
52 60 78 44, office@vnpuppet.com, www.vnpuppet.com. 
Founded in 1952 the theatre offers performances for audience 
from different age groups: classical and contemporary plays 
for kids, humorous and vanguard shows for adults, educational 
plays for students. There is also a museum with eposition 
from about 130 theatre puppets and elements of decors of 
18 emblematical performances shown from 1952 to 2000. 
The Puppet Theatre of Varna for 35 years has been hosting 
the prestigious international puppet festival - The Golden 
Dolphin. It takes place every three years in the beginning of 
October in Varna and it is a centre of the best achievements 
of the puppet-theatre art all over the world.

Welcome to all of you - museum, festival and art lovers. 
What you will not find in any other popular resorts you will 
find in Varna. We have listed plenty of places of interest 
within the following pages to feed your hunger for culture 
to bursting point. 

Art galleries
Active Art C-2, ul. Dunav 5, tel. +359 52 66 07 45. 
QOpen 09:00 - 19:00, Sat 13:00 - 18:00. Closed Sun.

Alfa Art A-1, ul. Drin 1, tel. +359 52 61 26 06. QOpen 
10:30 - 19:00.

Areta Center for Alternative Culture B-3, ul. Alek-
sandar Pushkin 18, tel. +359 52 60 62 04. QOpen 
10:00 - 18:00. Closed Sun.

Art Gallery Boris Georgiev B-3, ul. Lyuben Karavelov 
1, tel. +359 52 61 23 63. QOpen 10:00 - 17:00. Closed 
Mon.

Art Gallery Papiyon C-2, ul. Dragoman 12, tel. +359  
(0) 897 881 636. QOpen 10:00 - 19:00. Closed Mon.

Art Museum Georgi Velchev B-1, ul. Gen. Radko 
Dimitriev 8, tel. +359 52 61 19 28. QOpen 10:00 - 
17:00. Closed Mon.

Bulart C-2, ul. Shipka 22, tel. +359 (0) 887 244 882. 
QOpen 13:00 - 19:00. Closed Sat, Sun.

Capricorn C-3, ul. Sveti Kliment Ohridski 1, tel. +359 
52 61 27 97. QOpen 10:00 - 19:00.

Galeria 8 B-2, ul. Bratya Shkorpil 8A, tel. +359 52 61 
26 75. QOpen 14:00 - 20:00.

Galeria PS Art A-3, ul. General Kiselov 10, tel. +359 
52 60 54 08. QOpen 10:00 - 19:00, Sat 10:00 - 14:00. 
Closed Sun.

Galeria Viva B-4, bul. Tsar Osvoboditel 30, tel. +359 
52 60 15 61, +359 (0) 888 950 54 95. QOpen 10:00 

- 19:30. Closed Sun.

Kavalet B-4, ul. Stefan Karadzha 18, tel. +359 52 60 
44 96. QOpen 14:00 - 19:00. Closed Sun.

Nairi C-2, ul. Panagyurishte 4, tel. +359 (0) 889 767 
95 56. QOpen 10:00 - 19:00. Closed Sun.

Navilart D-2, ul. Drazki 9, tel. +359 52 63 00 89. 
QOpen 10:00 - 18:00. Closed Sun.

Tedi B-2, ul. Skayler 8, tel. +359 52 61 02 93. QOpen 
10:00 - 19:30. Closed Sun.

August 02-06 
Open air theatre in Varna, community centres and 
resort complees

Festival motto: Let’s be friends – now and forever
Participants: Over 300 dancers, musicians and singers 
from Greece, Serbia, Turkey, Russia, Switzerland, USA, 
Cameroon, India and Bulgaria
History: The International Folklore Festival Varna Sum-
mer was first organized in 1992 on the initiative of Varna 
municipality. In its altogether 17 issues up to now almost 
150 folklore ensembles or 10 000 participants have 
taken part from more than 50 countries from Europe, 
Asia, Africa and the Americas plus 56 amateur and pro-
fessional folklore ensembles from Bulgaria, including the 
National ensemble Filip Kutev, State company for folklore 
songs and dances Pirin, State company for folklore songs 
and dances Trakia, Folklore song and dance ensemble 
Zagore, Folklore song and dance ensemble Strandzha, 
etc. Traditionally, authentic folklore groups take part in 
the festival programmes.

For more information: www.varnafolk.org

18th International Folklore 
Festival Varna Summer

The founder of the Bul-
garian Coast Artillery 
Milko Zhelezov was 
born on 4th of Novem-
ber 1872 in Varna.

In 1904 he had been 
specializing garrison 
artillery and coast artil-
lery as a second sub-
ject in Artillery Officers’ 
Academy near Saint 
Petersburg. Durin g 
that time he invented 
a timing calculating 
device for computation 
the data concerning 
shooting marine tar-
gets. The device was 
highly appreciated and 
was adopted into the 

Russian Artillery under the name “Device named after 
Zhelezov”. It was the first step to “PUS” systems (“Fire 
Control Devices”). 

The net year he graduated with honors and became a 
bearer of a “St. Anna” Medal III degree. 

His elaborations were included in the forthcoming military 
school’s studying programs.

Till 1090 he held different posts in the Ministry before he 
was sent as a commander of a building battery. Until the 
beginning of the Allied War he succeeded to finish the 
installation and the organizational activities, constructed 
and installed vertical range-finder and drilled the staff.  
During the war times his willing to be at war was contented 
and he was sent to Kulata- Belogradchik front.

On 14th of October 1915 a Russian squadron from 22 
ships with 305 mm coastal guns, and range of 20 km 
stood at a distance of 15 km from cape Galata and 
the harbour, where were situated German submarines. 
Zhelezov made a report, but he did not open fire because 
of the small range of the Bulgarian guns, which was only 
10, 5 km. 
Some of the newspapers and the military group in the 
Palace decided he refused to open fire, led by his Russo-
phile convictions and sent him to Dobrudzhanski front. His 
requests to eplain his action were not accepted. 
After the German army invaded Bulgaria his house was 
commandeered for the needs of the German marine and 
he was forced to rent a house. That became a reason for 
him to be thought he was a supporter of the Germans and 
followed to legal proceedings in the so called “Peoples’ 
court”. He was discharged in March 1945, but was eiled 
from Varna. 
Colonel Milko Zhelezov is one of the brightest characters 
whom the citizens of Varna have to be proud with. He 
left a rich personal archive, which is kept in the Naval 
Museum in the city. 
By political reasons there is not even one street in Varna, 
named after him, on his house there’s not a memorial, 
his name and his merits are not popularized, but his rich 
biography is ready for documentary movie script.

Famous Bulgarians
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02.07.  19.30        Festival and Congress Centre
Tanguarda  Quartet
Works by A.Piazzola, S. Possetti, G. Beytelmann, A. Agri, L. 
Sanchez, C. Nelegatti etc.

04.07  19.30     City Art Gallery
Varna Music Gallery
Elena Pargavelova –bariton and Ivo Yordanov –piano
Works by Rachmaninov

05.07  19.30     City Art Gallery
110th anniversary of Pancho Vladigerov
70th anniversary of Georgi Minchev
Varna Symphonic Orchestra, Conductor: Milko Kolarov

06.07  19.30     City Art Gallery
Varna Music Gallery
Prestige Trio
Works by: Khachaturian, Stravinsky, Menotti, Bartok

07.07.  19.30          Festival and Congress Centre
The Symphonic Orchestra of the Bulgarian National Radio
Conductor: Emil Tabakov
Works by Pancho Vladigerov and Dvorak

08.07.  19.30           Festival and Congress Centre
The Symphonic Orchestra of the Bulgarian National Radio
Conductor Emil Tabakov
Works by: Pancho Vladigerov, Mozart and Tchaikovsky

09.07.  19.30     City Art Gallery
110th anniversary of Pancho Vladigerov
Concert by price winners of Pancho Vladigerov National 
Piano and Violin Competition, Shumen, 2009

 Recital by Evgeni Bozhanov –piano
Works by Beethoven, Liszt, Rachmaninov

10,13,14 19.00    Stoyan Bachvarov Drama Theatre
and 17.07 
Varna Opera premiere
Cavalleria Rusticana – Mascagni, Pagliacci – Leoncavallo,
Conductor Nian Naydenova
Staring Emil Ivanov and Kaludi Kaludov

11.07  19.30     City Art Gallery
Robert Cohen- violoncello, MIe Miki – accordion
Works by J.S. Bach, Rameau, Grieg

13.07  19.30          Festival and Congress Centre
Mincho Minchev – violin, Robert Cohen – violoncello,Mie 
Miki – accordion
Works by Piazzola, Glere, Rameau and others

14.07  19.30  City Art Gallery
International Summer Academy
Concert by distinguished participants in violoncello master 
classes

15.07  19.30     City Art Gallery
Albena Danailova – violin, Violeta Popova – piano
Works by Beethoven, Britten, Cesar Franck, Rossini

16.0             19.30                City Art Gallery
Georg Friedrich Schenck /Germany/ – piano recital
Works by Johannes Brahms

17.07  19.30     City Art Gallery
International Summer Academy
Concert by distinguished participants in accordion master 
classes

18.07  19.30     City Art Gallery
International Summer Academy
Concert by distinguished participants in violin master 
classes

19.07  19.30     City Art Gallery
International Summer Academy
Concert by distinguished participants in piano master 
classes

20.07  19.30     City Art Gallery
Bennewitz String Quarter /Czech Republic/, price winner 
at Borciani Competition 2008
Works by Schubert, Webern, Smetana

21.07  19.30     City Art Gallery
110th anniversary of Pancho Vladigerov, Mihail Stoyanov 
– piano
Works by Pancho Vladigerov

22.07  19.30     City Art Gallery
Borodin String Quartet /Russia/
Works by Haydn Borodin, Shostakovich

23.07  19.30                 Festival and Congress Centre
China Broadcasting Chinese Orchestra
Traditional Chinese music. With the kind assistance of the 
Chinese Ministry of Culture and the Chinese State Admn-
istration of Radio, Film and Television.

24.07  19.30               Stoyan Bachvarov Drama 
Theatre
Varna Philharmonic Orchestra
Conductor Amaury du Closel /France/Works by Ravel, 
Mendelssohn and Debussy,
200 years from the composer’s birthday Rachmaninov. With 
the kind assistance of Institut Francais de Sofia

25.07  19.30      City Art Gallery
Hortus MusikusEnsemble /Estonia/
Early Music – Medieval, Renaissance, Baroque. 

International Music Festival Varna Summer 2009
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26.07  19.30      City Art Gallery
Solitas de Londrina, Chamber Orchestra /Brazil/
Works by Tchaikovsky, Carlos Gomes, Vila Lobus, Cesar 
Guerra – Peie, Ernani Aguiar
With the kind assistance of the Ministry of Culture of 
Brazil.

29.07  21.00              Archeological Museum
Varna Music Gallery
Works by Jacob ter Veldhuis, P. Klatzow, Duke Ellington, 
A.Piazzola, Steve Reich, Frank Zappa, T. Takemitsu, Thierry 
de Mey, John Cage and P. Staynov

30.07  19.30      City Art Gallery

Cantate Domino Boys’ Choir /Belgium/, with the kind 
assistance of the Embassy of the Kingdom of Belgium 
in Bulgaria.

FREE ADMISSION 
ECEPT THE OPERA PERFORMANCES 
ON 10, 13, 14, 17 JULY AND THE GALA CONCERT ON 30 
JULY

The festival has the right for changes in the programme.

International Music Festival Varna Summer 2009

The fair is the biggest of its kind in Bulgaria and takes 

place every year from 1st to 21st of August in Varna.

This year it will be its 13 birthday. 
The combination between traditions and modern art, the 
fair is a scene for epression of the best artists in fine and 
applied arts, works of art and music.
The demonstrations of the skills and talent of the partici-
pants give the visitors the possibility to observe in real 
time the creations of unique objects of art.

With its 13 years history the fair became one of the 
most attractive and awaited cultural events in Varna 
and its guests.

More than 100 hundred artists, over 4000 visitors in the 
opening day, more than 25 000 visitors during the whole 
period of the fair – it makes the fair a place for successful 
sales and business contacts. 

Address: bul. Knyaz Boris I 55
Working hours: 10:00 - 22:00

III  International Fair of Crafts 
and Arts

State Puppet Theatre C-2, ul. Dragoman 4, tel. 
+359 52 60 78 44, office@vnpuppet.com, www.
vnpuppet.com. Founded in 1952 the theatre offers 
performances for audience from different age groups: 
classical and contemporary plays for kids, humorous 
and vanguard shows for adults, educational plays for 
students. There is also a museum with eposition from 
about 130 theatre puppets and elements of decors 
of 18 emblematical performances shown from 1952 
to 2000. The Puppet Theatre of Varna for 35 years 
has been hosting the prestigious international puppet 
festival - The Golden Dolphin. It takes place every three 
years in the beginning of October in Varna and it is a 

State Puppet Theatre

From 08.08 – 15.08 in Varna will take place the 33 
International Bridge Festival.
For details check here: http://www.ibf-varna.hit.bg/

hoteldivesta.com. This is a small business hotel. All rooms 
are with internet and air-conditioner. Some bathrooms have 
bathtubs, most are with showers. Some rooms have balco-
nies with city or cathedral panorama. Restaurant (36 seats, 
European and Bulgarian cuisine). Conference hall (30 seats 
and equipment). Panorama bar on the roof. Q27 rooms (5 
singles €64, 16 doubles €88, 4 suites €102, 2 apartments 
€120). PHARLGBKW hhhh

Golden Tulip G-7, bul. Hristo Botev 3A, tel. +359 52 
68 30 00, fa +359 52 68 30 98, info@goldentulipvarna.
com, www.goldentulipvarna.com. A city business hotel. All 
rooms are equipped with guest nooks and designed with soft 
blue furniture. The eecutive rooms are more spacious, pro-
vided with a desk and Internet connection. All bathrooms are 
equipped with bathtubs and showers. No balconies. Separate 
smoking floors. A restaurant (90 seats, open: 07:00-23:30h) 
with European cuisine is at the guests’ disposal. The hotel 
has 3 conference halls. Q90 rooms (singles €80, doubles 
€98 - 108, apartments €140,  Apartment Delue €350). 
PHARFLGKDW hhhh

Panorama C-3, bul. Primorski 31, tel. +359 52 68 73 
00, www.panoramabg.com. An elegant hotel situated op-
posite the Primorski swimming comple and the beach. Some 
rooms have balconies with sea panorama or facing the city. All 
bathrooms are with bathtubs. Underground garage. English-
speaking staff are available. Kids up to 12 sleep for free. Q57 
rooms (6 singles €77, 42 doubles €95, 4 apartments €133, 
5 Junior Suite €110). PHARUFLGKD hhhh 

Mid-range  
Aqua Hotels G-8, ul. Devnya 12, tel. +359 52 63 90 
90/+359  889 47 47 67, fa +359 52 63 13 90, info@
aquahotels.com, www.aquahotels.com. Close to the 
train station and the centre you will immediately recognize 
the bluish building. Even though the name is a bit misleading 
as there is no swimming pool, you can choose this hotel for 
either leisure or business. They have a nice relaation area 
with Finnish sauna, solarium, hydro massage bathtubs, mas-
sage services, wellness therapies, beauty procedures and 
fitness centre. The rooms come with double or twin beds, 
night stands, bureau, satellite TV and telephone and are in 
blue or red. The bathrooms are with douche cabins and the 
Presidential suite has a Jacuzzi on the terrace. Be aware that 
the parking is paid 5 Lv per 24 hours. Q78 rooms (singles 
40 - 47BGN, 70 doubles 50 - 59BGN, 7 apartments 75BGN, 
1 Presidential Suite 153BGN). PHAUFLGKDW 
hhh

Art hotel C-2, ul. Preslav 59, tel. +359 52 65 76 00, fa 
+359 52 65 76 09, hotel_art@abv.bg, www.arthotelbg.

Varna has a good range of places for you to spend your night 
or day, covering everything from good hotels to plenty of 
options for those who wish to rent an apartment and cook 
their own food. Hotels quote their prices in Euros and in Leva. 
All prices include VAT and most of them offer breakfast, 
however it is always good to ask just to be sure. You can 
add your comments to any accommodation listing in this 
guide.  Send e-mail to bulgaria@inyourpocket.com or add 
your comments online - www.inyourpocket.com. The most 
interresting reviews will be published and you might also 
win a prize - a weekend for two to a destination in Bulgaria 

Cream of the crop  
Capitol B-3, ul. Petko Karavelov 40, tel. +359 (0) 8 96 
68 80 00, fa +359 52 68 80 08, office@capitol.bg, www.
capitol.bg. The professionalism with which the Capitol hotel 
caters to every need is somehow matched with the homely 
comfort of the rooms. All have wireless Internet, satellite 
television and all traditional conveniences of a standard which 
one epects from a 4-star hotel. We were also impressed 
by the abundance of thoughtful little touches throughout - 
international newspapers, free Wi-Fi available in the lobby, 
business centre and the nice meeting/banquet facilities. 
Free private parking is possible on site. All public and private 
spaces are non-smoking. Q29 rooms (22 doubles €90 - 100, 
5 suites €115, 2 Studio €110). PHARLGK hhhh 

Grand Hotel Musala palace C-2, ul. Musala 3, tel. 
+359 52 66 41 00/+359 (0)  888 268 693, fa +359 52 
66 41 96, reservations@musalapalace.bg, www.musala-
palace.bg. The professionalism with which the Capitol hotel 
caters to every need is somehow matched with the homely 
comfort of the rooms. All have wireless Internet, satellite 
television and all traditional conveniences of a standard which 
one epects from a 4-star hotel. We were also impressed 
by the abundance of thoughtful little touches throughout - 
international newspapers, free Wi-Fi available in the lobby, 
business centre and the nice meeting/banquet facilities. 
Free private parking is possible on site. All public and private 
spaces are non-smoking. Q24 rooms (8 doubles €95 - 140, 
4 De-lue rooms €105 - 150, 8 Studios €115 - 160, 4 Junior 
suites €125 - 170). PJARFLBKDW hhhhh 
Upmarket

Boutique Splendid B-2, ul. Bratya Shkorpil 30, tel. 
+359 52 68 14 14, fa +359 52 68 14 15, splendid@
planehotels.com, www.splendidvarna.com. A boutique 
hotel in the centre of Varna. Rooms are designed in Bordeau 
and champagne colours in a classic setting. The fourth floor is 
for non-smokers only and the rooms there face the cathedral 
and the city. Most bathrooms are with bathtubs. A conference 
hall and a lobby bar, sandwiches and snacks available. Q26 
rooms (1 single €80, 17 doubles €100, 4 apartments €160, 4 
Junior Suite €120). PJHARGKW hhhh

Design Hotel Modus C-3, ul. Stefan Stambolov 46, tel. 
+359 52 66 09 10, fa +359 52 66 09 20, info@modusho-
tel.com, www.modushotel.com. A design business hotel 
with ecological orientation. Some rooms have terraces with 
sea panorama. Bathrooms in the rooms are with showers; 
the apartments have bathtubs. Each room is equipped with 
LCD TV and a personal safe. English speaking staff are avail-
able. Kids up to 12 sleep for free.  Q37 rooms (4 singles 
€90 - 120, 25 doubles €100 - 130, 4 Apartment small €130 
- 160, 2 Apartment Medium €170 - 200, 2 Apartment Big 
€200 - 240). PHAUFLGBKDW

Divesta B-1, ul. Hristo Samsarov 1, tel. +359 52 68 47 
47/+359 52 68 47 48, info@hoteldivesta.com, www.

P Air conditioning A Credit cards accepted

O Casino H Conference facilities

T Child friendly U Facilities for the disabled

R Internet L Guarded parking

F Fitness centre G Non-smoking rooms

K Restaurant M Nearest metro station

D Sauna C Swimming pool

6 Animal friendly W Wi-Fi connection
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com. A small friendly hotel net to the main commercial district 
in the heart of Varna. The rooms are spacious, furnished 
in beige and brown colours with satellite TV and safe. The 
bathrooms are with showers and bathtubs. There is a medical 
centre, a boutique shop and a bar. Q17 rooms (6 singles 
€25, 6 doubles €35, 5 suites €40). PJLGW hhh

Astra B-3, ul. Opalchenska 9, tel. +359 52 63 05 24, fa 
+359 52 60 89 33, hotel_astra@abv.bg. This small family 
hotel with only 11 rooms is situated in the heart of Varna near 
the main business, commercial and cultural districts of the 
city. It represents a nice combination of a homey atmosphere 
with some creative decorations. The rooms are with cable 
television, Wi-Fi and air conditioning. Prices include a large 
breakfast. Good transport connections nearby and pleasant 
service. Q11 rooms (6 doubles €25 - 37, 5 suites €30 - 43). 
PINBKW hhh

Dionis D-2, ul. Buzludzha 13, tel. +359 52 65 56 30, fa 
+359 52 65 56 31, hoteldionis@abv.bg, www.hoteldio-
nis.com. This nice hotel is close to the central train station. 
The staff are polite and friendly. Some rooms have balconies 
facing the inner yard. Cable internet is available in all rooms. 
Bathrooms of the luurious rooms and studios have bathtubs, 
the rest are with showers. There is a lobby bar, serving cof-
fee, beer and drinks, without food. Hotel guests can use the 
conference hall of a nearby building. Q17 rooms (4 singles 
€36 - 47, 9 doubles €42 - 52, 4 Studio €72). PARL�
GBW hhh

Rela Hotel B-4, ul. Stefan Karadzha 22, tel. +359 52 
60 78 47/+359  97 893 432, fa +359 52 61 81 19, ho-
telrela@mail.bg, www.hotelrela1.com. Central and quiet 
hotel, few steps from the main shopping boulevard, net to the 
entrance of the Sea garden, 200m from the beach and 10km 
from Varna International airport. A cosy, relaing and private 

atmosphere. There is a nice garden with a bar and tables only 
for the hotel residents. All rooms come complete with cable 
TV, air-conditioning, bathtub, shower and fridge. Prices include 
breakfast (croissant and a cup of coffee) in the garden. There 
are also apartments for rent. Q10 rooms (2 doubles €30, 4 
triples €30, 4 Dormitory €30). PJNBW hhh

Three Dolphins ul. Gabrovo 27, tel. +359 52 60 09 
11/+359  885 62 91 37, fa +359 52 60 09 17, three-
dolphins@abv.bg. Close to the train station this is a nice 
stop-over hotel. Small, clean and affordable with rooms with 
double beds, wooden furniture, cable TV, safe deposit bo, 
mini bar and douche cabin in the bathrooms. Breakfast is 
not included. Q10 rooms (singles 22 - 27BGN, 10 doubles 
32 - 39BGN). P6GW hh

Budget
Davidovi rela C-3, ul. Stefan Karadzha 22, tel. +359 
52 36 15 86/+359 52 64 15 77, valdav@abv.bg. A 
small hotel located on a quiet street near the Sea garden. 
The furnishing is shabby but the hotel is clean, cheap and by 
the sea - important factors when choosing a place to stay. 4 
rooms, all for € 30 per night. Q PJNB hhh

Hotel ArsenA
Bulgaria, nessebar, 
south beach   
tel. +359 554 46 610
 +359 554 46 650  
fa +359 554 46 550

Varna offers restaurants for every budget and for nearly 
every taste. No matter whether you like to live on fast-food 
or nourish yourself on the equisite salad and tournedos of 
a bistro, you will definitely find your place in Varna. Local 
all-year-open restaurants and bistros are found in the city 
itself, those on the boulevard strip are closed during the 
winter season. The prices in brackets refer to the average 
cost of a main course. 

Restaurants
Guan Don ul. Bratya Shkorpil 30, tel. +359 52 61 70 
02/+359 (0)  897 90 42 56. A pleasant 3 storey restaurant 
offering tasty Chinese cuisine and generous portions. The 
place is arranged with wooden tables, couches and Asian 
art. There are 80 seats and on the weekend and holidays the 
place gets packed, so it’s advisable to reserve a table in ad-
vance. The staff are not overflowing with amiability, especially 
when the place is full, but the prices are good and the location 
perfectly central QOpen 11:30 - 23:00. (5-15Lv). PAG 

Typical Bulgarian dishes and wines

Darzalas B-3, bul. Slivnitsa 33, 
tel.+359 52 60 99 14, fa +359 52 60 60 84,   
club@wine-varna.com, www.wine-varna.com.   

Darzalas This unique place named after the great god of 
Odessos, the patron of the abundance and bowels of the 
earth, keeps the style and atmosphere of an old wine 
cellar. The interior is a nice combination of wood, brick 
walls, stone and many candles, the flames of which add a 
cosy element to the whole place. There is also a museum 
eposition of the history of Bulgarian vine growing, wine 
producing and cooperatives, as well as books, articles 
and photos connected to these activities. Darzalas offers 
well prepared Bulgarian and international meals and 
throughout the year visitors can taste different Bulgarian 
wines. There are almost a hundred seats in the restaurant, 
located in comple Kaskada, under Cherno More Hotel. We 
recommend to sit outside on the terrace which holds a nice 
view to the main street leading to the entrance of the Sea 
Garden. QOpen 11:00 - 24:00. (7-17Lv). PJALGB  

Bulgarian
Alba B-2, bul. Maria Luiza 34. This place is etremely 
popular among younger locals for its relaed informal atmo-

sphere and good, inepensive food. There is a big choice of 
domestic and international beers, huge salads, pizzas, grilled 
pork, chicken and fish dishes. We reccomend to take a seat 
outside in the fresh summer garden and note that if you want 
to find places here during hot summer nights you will certainly 
need a reservation. Alba is also one of the best places in town 
for watching big-screen sporting events, and you can also 
enjoy a game of billiards or darts. QOpen 10:00 - 02:00. 
(4-20Lv). PJNB

At the Nun’s C-3, bul. Primorski 47, tel. +359 52 61 
18 30, pri_monahinite@abv.bg. At the Nun’s Probably the 
restaurant with the best Bulgarian cuisine not only in Varna 
but in the entire country, and this is not an eaggeration. The 
owner who is also the chef, has collected hundreds of recipes 
from all over Bulgaria, so here you can try real Bulgarian food 
from different regions prepared in the way our grandmothers 
used to cook. As an etra the restaurant has an old chapel in 
the garden. The prices are quite reasonable. QOpen 11:00 
- 24:00. (10-22Lv). PAB

Mehana Koleloto D-2, ul. Preslav 31, tel. +359 52 63 
32 77/+359 (0)  888 20 52 50, koleloto_varna@yahoo.
com. This is a Bulgarian folk style restaurant with Bulgarian 
cuisine. It is decorated with tablecloths, fretwork, old pictures 
from Varna, household knick-knacks, bells and other folklore 
trappings. There are 2 TV screens, so you will not miss any 
game. They went a little further with hanging a wild boar’s 
head on the wall, but if this doesn’t bother you bring this issue 
of Varna In Your Pocket with you after 18:00 and you will get a 
free beer or a glass of wine with your main course. QOpen 
08:00 - 00:00. (5-18Lv). PEBS

Ribarska Shatra C-4, Kraybrezhna aleya - Sever 2, tel. 
+359 52 60 97 35. Here on the beach you can escape from 
the summer heat and enjoy a delicious meal. This folk style 
restaurant is not epensive; the staff are friendly but do not 
speak English. However, they do serve you promptly. There are 
100 seats in- and outdoors. The view is towards Galata and 
the lighthouse. QOpen 10:00 - 01:00. (5-15Lv). NBK

French
Bordeau C-2, ul. Tsar Simeon 3, tel. +359 (0) 897 
916 566. A small and charming French restaurant (about 
50 seats) which offers ecellent food. Hidden on a quiet 
street the restaurant offers a relaed and very pleasant at-
mosphere. The menu includes French cuisine specialties 
which came out so delicious they took our breath away. 
Prices are a little high and staff are a little strange. However 
the interesting interior, selected music and fascinating yard 
give a very delightful overall impression. English speaking 
staff and menu in English are available. QOpen 12:00 - 
15:00,18:00-23:00. (10-20Lv). PJ6ENGBKS 
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Greek  
Tanasi Greek Restaurant B-2, ul. Bratya Shkorpil 16, 
tel. +359 52 60 11 38. An elegant Greek restaurant on a 
quiet street. It holds 150 seats arranged in three halls and 
a VIP area. There are two floors and an underground floor. 
Various typical Greek specialties are offered, such as fish, 
grill and meat dishes, roast knuckle, etc. The staff consist 
of kind English speaking men. Menu in English is available. 
Good service. The interior is designed in bright nuances 
of blue and yellow. QOpen 11:30 - 23:00. (2.50-20Lv). 
PAGBKS

International
Europe B-3, bul. Slivnitsa 11, tel. +359 52 60 39 50. 
The restaurant is situated on the Central Street eactly at the 
entrance to the Sea Garden. The staff are very polite and 
smiley. The maître d’hôtel will welcome you and lead you to 
your table. The cuisine is French and Bulgarian. The restaurant 
is on two levels and there is a special place to have a cup of 
coffee or something sweet. The outside seats are virtually on 
the street. QOpen 08:00 - 24:00. PJAGBW

Happy Bar & Grill Musala C-2, ul. Dragoman 1, tel. 
+359 52 60 63 38, musala@happy.bg, www.happy.bg. 
How can you be in Happy and not feel happy? The meals 
are delicious and waitresses smile at everybody. An overall 
friendly and welcoming atmosphere. This small restaurant, 
called Musala, is in the heart of the city and the outside seats 
are on the street, so you may enjoy the sight of passing by 
people while having your meal. You can also be watching the 
chef preparing your pizza while drooling, but be careful - the 
food is served hot! The Happy chain has few other restaurants 
in Varna: ul. Preslav 11 tel. 60 25 41, bul. Slivnitsa 8 tel. 61 52 
50, bul. Tsar Osvoboditel 25 tel.60 35 23.  QOpen 11:00 - 
01:00. (5-15Lv). PAGBW

Mr. Baba South beach (Yuzhen plazh), tel. +359 52 61 
46 29, mr.baba@abv.bg, www.mrbaba.net. This galleon 
from the 15th century, built in original size, hosts an elegant 
restaurant with 120 seats inside and 130, under the stars, on 
the deck. It has been beached on the sands of South Beach, 
at the end of the Sea Garden and presents you with a beauti-
ful view to the sea and port. The interior is nicely designed 
to make you feel comfortable. The food is ecellent and the 
wine list fair. The cuisine is a combination of international 
marine and meat dishes. Don’t miss out on the sheatfish 
or the crocodile and do go for a delicious desert. Tomorrow 
is also a good day for working on your waistline. After all the 
Bulgarian Hotel and Restaurant Association awarded Mr. Babá 
“Restaurant of the Year” for 2006. QOpen 11:00 - 00:00. 
(9-25Lv). TAGBSW

Musala Palace C-2, ul. Musala 3, tel. +359 52 66 41 
71/+359 52 66 41 00, fa +359 52 66 41 96, reserva-
tions@musalapalace.bg, www.musalapalace.bg. The 
restaurant of the five-star Grand Hotel Musala Palace is 
a cosy and stylish place, which rivals the traditions of the 
world gourmet restaurants. Late baroque style furniture, 
aristocratic atmosphere, best cuisine with the best local or 
imported products. The wine list of the restaurant includes 
prestigious Bulgarian special vintage collection wines, as 
well as ecellent wines from Italy, France and Australia. The 
restaurant frequently welcomes high ranking delegations.  
QOpen 07:00 - 23:00. (25Lv). PALBSW

Restaurant Capitol B-3, ul. Petko Karavelov 40, tel. 
+359 52 68 80 00, office@capitol.bg, www.capitol.

Starters and salads
Shopska salata ( шопска салата)         Baked peppers, 
cucumbers, tomatoes, onions and white cheese.
Snezhanka (снежанка)                 Yogurt, chopped 
cucumbers and garlic. 
Katak (катък)                      Strained yogurt, mied with 
white cheese. Sometimes you can find it with baked 
peppers, garlic and oil in it. 
Zelena salata (зелена салата)                  Fresh green 
salad, fresh onions and olives. 
Ovcharska salata (овчарска салата)           Cucumbers, 
tomatoes, onions, mushrooms, ham, peppers, eggs 
and cheese. 
Redena salata (редена салата)                Sliced tomatoes, 
cucumbers and a piece of white cheese.
Soups
Bob chorba (боб чорба)                     Beans, different 
kinds of vegetables and typical Bulgarian herbs. 
Shkembe chorba ( шкем бе чорба)            Tripe soup, 
boiled with milk and served with garlic, vinegar and 
grounded chilly pepper. 
Supa Topcheta (супа топчета)                Small meatballs, 
boiled with vegetables and herbs. 
Tarator (таратор)                           Cold soup made of 
cucumbers, walnuts, oil and yogurt. 
Zelenchukova supa (зеленчукова супа)         Vegetable 
soup
Pileshka supa (пилешка супа)                  Chicken soup
Supa Leshta (супа леща)                     Lentils, herbs 
and vegetables. 
Meat dishes
Shishche (шишче)                        Small pieces of chicken 
or pork meat, peppers and onions, lined up on a skewer 
and grilled. 
Pileshki drobcheta (пил
ешки дробчета)         Chicken liver, fired with onions
Parzhola (пържола)                           Steak
Kyufte (кюфте)                           Flat meat balls with onions 
in it. Can be grilled or fried. 
Kebapche (кебапче)                       Grilled oblong meat 
Gyuvech  (гювеч)                        Vegetables, herbs and 
pieces of meat, baked in an earthenware dish.
Gyuveche : (гювече)                     Small earthenware 
dishes, filled with onions, tomatoes, cheese,  sausages 
and an egg.
Vegetarian dishes
Yaytsa po panagyurski  (яйца по панагюрски)       Eggs, 
sauced with yogurt, garlic and a little fried red pepper. 
Sirene po shopski (сирене по шопски)            White 
cheese, baked with tomatoes in a small pot.
Kashkaval pane (кашкавал пане)                Yellow cheese 
fried in eggs and bread-crumbs
Chushki byurek (чушки бюрек)                  Peppers, filled 
with eggs and cheese
Zadusheni kartofi (задушени картофи)            Potatoes, 
stewed with butter and served with garlic and dill
Mekitsi (мекици)                            Fried pieces of dough, 
usually served with jam or white cheese
Banitsa (баница)                              Baked pastry, filled 
with miture of white cheese and eggs
Mish mash (миш-маш)                       Mied and fried peppers, 
tomatoes, onions, eggs and white cheese
Desserts
Kiselo mlyako s orehi I med (кисело мляко с орехи и 
мед)    Yogurt, sauced with honey and cracked walnuts. 
Krem Karamel  (крем карамел)                        Milk and 
eggs, baked over a caramel in small cups.

Decoding the menu bg. The restaurant of the Capitol hotel is one of the most 
refined and elegant places in Varna. Pretty good food and 
ecellent service. Nice tables all coloured in white and golden, 
prices are high but the atmosphere is certainly pleasant. 
International cuisine and rich collection of Bulgarian and world 
famous wines.  QOpen 11:00 - 24:00. (10-30Lv). PAL 

Pizza Akvarel C-2, ul. Dragoman 18, tel. +359 52 
60 35 07/+359 (0) 889 100 242, www.akvarelonline.
com. A nice pizza and pasta restaurant (85 seats) close to 
the pedestrian area. The food is very good. The staff are 
helpful although here is another place where the concept of 
service with a smile has yet to reach. Radio music. Pets are 
not allowed. English speaking staff and menu in English are 
available. The interior is pleasant and clean. Many visitors. 
Prices are reasonable. QOpen 10:00 - 24:00. (9-20Lv). 
PJGBKS

Florenza B-3, ul. Bratya Miladinovi / ul. Lyuben Kara-
velov, tel. +359 52 60 55 30/+359 (0) 899 109 640. A 
pleasant and clean pizza restaurant on a quiet calm street. 
100 seats both outside and inside. Big LCD screen, opera 
music. In the menu there are appetizers, pizza, roast dishes, 
pasta, salads, desserts, wines, etc. English speaking staff 
and menu in English are available. The place attracts quite 
a lot of visitors and would probably attract more if it wasn’t 
so hard to find. Service is good. QOpen 10:00 - 01:00. 
(10-20Lv). PNGBSW

Godzila B-2, bul. Maria Luiza 37, tel. +359 52 61 29 05, 
office@godzila.bg, www.godzila.bg. This is many people’s 
favourite pizzeria in Varna and also easily recognisable with 
the enormous godzilla statue at the entrance. Rich and varied 
choice of pizzas, salads, soups, pastas and delicious home 
made cakes. Pleasant staff, cool atmosphere, good prices. 
City-wide deliveries on tel. 052 607 605 and tel. 0889 607 
605 . QOpen 09:00 - 24:00. (5-15Lv). PJAS

Grand Italia C-3, ul. Mihail Koloni 20, tel. +359 52 60 
50 61/+359 (0) 887 788 727. Very small and hidden 
pizza restaurant located at the entrance of the Sea Garden. 
Food and service are very good. The tables are arranged 
like separate compartments for four persons. The outside 
seats are on the small street. QOpen 10:00 - 24:00. (4-8Lv). 
PJGBS

La Pastaria B-2, ul. Dragoman 45, tel. +359 52 63 20 
60, www.lapastaria.net. A calm Italian restaurant with 120 
seats, located on a quiet street. Quiet Italian music. Staff are 
polite and friendly. The menu offers pasta, pizza, cheeses, 
Italian dishes, etc. 180 kinds of wine. Menu is updated twice 
a year. Official events are organized. English-speaking staff 
and menu in English are available. QOpen 11:00 - 23:00. 
(2-18 Lv). PJHA6GBKS

Morsko Konche A-3, bul. Osmi Primorski polk, tel. 
+359 52 61 66 99. Good pizza, top location and reason-
able prices keep this two-level pizzeria perpetually crowded. 
A wide choice of salads and pasta are available for lighter 
eaters. There are two more restaurants of the same chain on 
pl. Nezavisimost, tel. 60 04 18, open 08:00-23:30 and on ul. 
Tsar Simeon I 19, tel. 60 01 53, open 08:00-19:00. QOpen 
10:00 - 24:00. (4-15Lv). PJNB

Pizza Bundy A-2, ul. General Kolev 1, tel. +359 52 65 
62 62, www.pizzabundy.com. An underground pizza res-
taurant with 150 seats. The menu includes pizza prepared 
in an oven, pasta, salads, grill dishes, soups, roast, etc. 
MTV and radio music give the place a casual atmosphere. 
English speaking staff and English menu are available. The 
home delivery menu is in Bulgarian only. The staff are kind 
and helpful. There is a separate kids’ nook visible from all 
tables. Besides, there is a karaoke bar net door, so the place 
is especially good for evenings. QOpen 00:00 - 24:00. 
(4-20Lv). PTINSW

Seafood
BM Zaliva South beach (Yuzhen plazh), tel. +359 52 
61 48 87, hr@bmrestaurants.com, www.bm-food.com. 
Situated on the South Beach this place offers a charming 
atmosphere and a rich menu. It is designed with elegant 
seating in beige and the ceiling is decorated with cloth sheets 
reminiscent of sails. There is a garden and beach terrace with 
wooden seating. In total there are 200 seats. The cuisine 
is Bulgarian and European with a preponderance of marine 
recipes. The calamaris are really great, plaudits to the chef. 
QOpen 09:00 - 00:00. (11-22Lv). PTAUGBS

Pristan River Kamchia outfall, selo Dolen Bliznak. 
This open air restaurant is found right at the outfall of river 
Kamchia, 25 km from Varna. Take the turn to village Dolen 
Bliznak. The place is nice and cool, under the thick shade of 
the trees growing along the outfall of Kamchia, right at the 
wharf. The seating is wooden. They offer all kinds of fish and 
other dishes. Go for the Caspialosa pontica (karagyoz), also 
called Danube herring and the fish soup. The staff is english 
speaking. QOpen 08:00 - 22:00. (5-10Lv). B

Sushi
Sazae Sushi restaurant A-1, ul. Vladislav Varnenchik 
12, tel. +359 52 60 39 72. Sazae Sushi restaurant Under-
ground sushi bar in casual style. 35 seats. Home delivery is of-
fered. The menu includes typical Japanese dishes, salads and 
a very big variety of sushi. The cook is a certified sushi master. 
Buddha bar music makes the atmosphere relaed and gives it 
an oriental element. English speaking staff and English menu 
are available. The menu has photos of all dishes, so it’s easy 
to see what you’re ordering, but it makes it harder to choose. 
QOpen 12:00 - 23:00. Closed Sun. (10-30Lv). PAGS 

Turkish  
Orient Turkish Restaurant D-2, ul. Tsaribrod 1, tel. 
+359 52 60 23 80/+359 (0) 888 502 479, info@ori-
entbg.com, www.orientbg.com. Orient Turkish restaurant 
A nice and clean Turkish restaurant at the intersection of ul. 
Tsaribrod and ul. Preslav. The atmosphere is really oriental, 
the waitresses are kind and helpful girls and the food is very 
good. The menu includes Turkish dishes such as lamb, veal 
and chicken specialties, doner kebab, baked vegetables, as 
well as Turkish desserts such as Künefe, Kadaif, stuffed figs 
and Turkish coffee. 150 seats. English speaking staff and 
menu in English are available. Quite varied music. Prices are 
not high. Most tables are outdoors. It is no coincidence that 
the restaurant is usually packed. QOpen 08:00 - 24:00, Sat, 
Sun 09:00 - 24:00. (3-19Lv). PLGBKS
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Costa Coffee B-3, bul. Slivnitsa 33. This lovely place 
located close to the entrance of the Sea Garden and Cherno 
More Hotel is part of the world famous coffee shop chain. 
Ecellent coffee, cakes, light and pleasant music and the 
usual set of café snacks. QOpen 07:00 - 22:00, Sat, Sun 
08:00 - 22:00. PJA

Deja Vu A-3, ul. Bratya Miladinovi 142, tel. +359 52 63 
18 17. A two-level café restaurant with 100 seats. There is 
a summer garden, with furniture of natural materials. The 
underground floor has a night bar atmosphere. The menu 
includes appetizers, salads, sandwiches, desserts, drinks, 
cocktails, ice-cream. Staff are English speaking, but an English 
menu is not available. Only small pets are allowed. The place 
is difficult to find and although the staff can be a little stand 
-offish, the place is nice. QOpen 07:30 - 02:00. (2-14Lv). 
P6LNGBKSW

Delicia C-2, ul. Panagyurishte 16, tel. +359 (0) 887 002 
088. A chill out café (70-80 seats) at the end of a small street. 
The outside tables face a small garden. Jazz, funk, house and 
reggae music makes drinking coffee here pleasant and relaing. 
Staff are nice. On the menu there are hot, soft and alcohol 
cocktails, wine, beer, nuts; no food. English-speaking staff 
are available, menu in English is not. Pets are not allowed. 
QOpen 09:00 - 02:00. (1-35Lv). PLGB

Formula A-1, ul. Vladislav Varnenchik 53-55, tel. +359 
52 62 18 96. Noisy café restaurant on the street. 150 seats. 
Half of the tables are outdoors, the others in a refreshing 

air-conditioned hall, grouped in futuristically designed boes. 
Light music. On the menu there are salads, pizza, cocktails. 
It is a fairly popular place. Pets are allowed only outside. 
Prices are a little high. QOpen 07:00 - 23:00. (10-30Lv). 
PTGBKS

La Piazza A-1, ul. Vladislav Varnenchik 12, tel. +359 
52 60 20 26. Café in a noisy central street opposite the 
Cathedral. 60 seats inside and 20 outside. The menu offers 
cakes, sweets, coffee, soft and alcohol drinks. MTV and 
radio music complete the overall impression for a central 
sweetshop-café. Staff are nice and polite. QOpen 08:00 - 
22:00. PJGB

Rucher Artistico C-2, Stoyan Bachvarov Drama The-
atre building, pl. Nezavisimost. An overcrowded café in 
the central park, surrounded by trees and greenery on one 
side, and by cars and pavement on the other. Pleasant and 
relaing atmosphere with eotic elements. The café faces the 
Cathedral. English speaking staff and menu in English are 
available. QOpen 08:30 - 21:00. (1-15Lv). JNGB

VIP Fashion C-2, ul. Dragoman 4, tel. +359 52 69 96 96, 
www.vipfashiongroup.com. A stylish café bar (180 seats) 
situated under the puppet theatre. Stairs with amphitheatre 
disposition surround the outdoor tables. The indoor part is 
designed in several styles by famous designers and the dif-
ferent parts are named after some of them. Fashion reviews 
are often organized here. Music is varied, retro and house. 
English-speaking staff and menu in English are available. The 

Just 230 km. away from Sofia, in the heart of the historic 
region of Trace, there lays the city of Stara Zagora. Besides 
its rich historical inheritance, the city of straight streets, 
linden trees and poets, as it is known in Bulgaria, is famous 
for being among the birthplaces of one of the most popular 
Bulgarian beers - Zagorka.
History 
It all started in 1902 with the opening of the “Biraria” /
the Beer House/. This is how people in Stara Zagora 
called the new brewing factory of local entrepreneur doc-
tor Kozhuharov. After he had tasted delicious Czech beer, 
he decided to build a brewery when he came back to his 
home town.
It was after World War II when a new period in Zagorka 
history began. This was a period of reconstruction, modern-
ization, and growth. A lot of investments were made. New 
automated heavy duty equipment was installed, which was 
at a level comparable with the highest world standards. At 
the same time, the special attention and care for the quality 
brought good results. 
Zagorka was the pioneer in beer marketing as well. For the 
first time attention was paid to packaging and design. The 
portfolio of different tastes and flavors of beer was epanded. 
Zagorka – the Bulgarian beer - stepped on new markets – 
Turkey, Greece, Egypt, Libya, and others.
Today, more than a century after its foundation, Zagorka is 
a leading Bulgarian beer brand. More than any other brand 
it symbolizes long standing tradition, eperience and rich his-
tory of ecellent and constant quality. Zagorka stands in high 
esteem and respect of Bulgarian beer connoisseurs. 
And even more – it is …The best beer of Bulgaria

Zagorka has always been, and always will be, committed 
to providing Bulgarian beer lovers with a drinking eperience 
of the highest possible standards. With its amber color, full 
taste, and rich aroma Zagorka represents the original taste 
of the best Bulgarian beer. Throughout its history Zagorka 
has won a number of Bulgarian and international medals 
and awards, including the highest in the world quality selec-
tion - Monde selection.
Zagorka is not only the highest quality lager, but also a 
leader and an innovator on the Bulgarian market. It was 
the first beer brand to launch cans and the first to be 
eported. 
As the general sponsor of the National football team, 
Zagorka confirms its image as the leading Bulgarian beer. In 
its support for the ‘Bulgarian Lions’, Zagorka has committed 
itself to providing Bulgarian football fans with unforgettable 
emotions. During the Bulgaria: Ireland football match on June 
06, with the help of Zagorka nearly 40,000 fans took part 
in the making of the biggest national flag in the history of 
Bulgarian football . 
In the last 14 years Zagorka has been participating actively 
in the development of Bulgarian men’s tennis as well by 
sponsoring the most prestigious local men’s tennis tour-
nament – Zagorka Tennis Cup. In 2009 the tournament 
grew to ATP Challengers tournament with a record prize 
fund of 85,000 EUR that attracted a number of TOP 100 
players in Sofia.
This is why, more than any other beer brand, Zagorka is 
the symbol of long-lasting brewing traditions, an eample 
of high quality beer and the undisputable leader on the 
Bulgarian beer market.

Zagorka Beer – the leading Bulgarian beerThe Hungarian eiles in Shumen, 
Bulgaria, led by Lajos Kossuth 
after the Hungarian Revolution 
of 1848, brewed beer and 
are thought to have found 
followers among the locals. 
However, their stay in the city 
was short and they could not 
manage to introduce beer to 
the masses. 

The Frenchman Ducorp, who 
worked as a railway engineer 
near Sofia between 1873 and 
1876, opened a small brewery 
in Knyazhevo. The Czech Jiří 

Prošek, who first came to Bulgaria in 1873 to work on 
the same railway line, noted that the local Shopi had the 
custom of brewing primitive beer at harvest time. And 
primitive it was. Their recipe: soak grain in water, leave 
it to sprout, dry it, add hot water and wild hops, let it 
fermentate naturally and cool it. 

Bulgaria’s earliest commercial brewery was established 
in Plovdiv by the Swiss Rudolf Frick and Friedrich Sulzer 
in 1876. It became a large and more modern factory be-
tween 1879–1881 with the help of another Swiss epert, 
Christian August Bomanti. Production began in 1882 in 
the Kamenitsa area near the city and continues today, its 
successor being the Kamenitza brewery. The first brew-
ery in Varna dates back to 1884, when the contractors 
Kasabov and Vtichev opened up a small factory.
 
The professional Czech brewer Franz-František Milde 
established the Shumensko beer factory in Shumen 
in 1882, and helped in the foundation of the Bulgarian 
Brewing Association the same year. Jiří Prošek and his 

brothers founded the Vitosha brewery in Sofia in 1884; 
they also bought Ducorp’s small brewery and owned 
the Dalbok Zimnik cellar. Today, the Vitosha brewery is 
known as Ariana.

In 1899, Milde’s Bulgarian partners tried to deceive 
him, so he bought the Austrian Johann Habermann’s 
brewery in Rousse (established in 1876) and started 
producing beer there. Fearing his competition, his 
partners quickly paid their debts and Milde returned to 
Shumen, leaving his brother Sebastian as the Rousse 
factory’s manager.

In the late 19th and early 20th century, beer rapidly 
grew in popularity among the Bulgarian middle class, 
and a large number of beer houses were established in 
most big cities. After World War I, there were already 18 
breweries in Bulgaria. Besides those already mentioned, 
these included the Stara Zagora factory of Dr. Kozhuharov 
(since 1902), the Czechs Malotin and Hozman’s factory in 
Lom, the Habermann and St Petka breweries in Rousse, 
the German Moritz Ratt’s Cherven Rak factory in Pleven, 
W. Ollinger’s in Koshava, others in Veliko Tarnovo and 
Gorna Oryahovitsa, etc.

Following World War II, as Bulgaria became part of the 
Eastern Bloc, all breweries were nationalized. Since the 
democratic reforms in 1989, the Bulgarian beer market 
has been dominated by some of the world’s largest 
multinational beer companies, like InBev with Kamenitza, 
Astika, Slavena, Plevensko and Burgasko; Heineken 
with Zagorka, Ariana and Stolichno and Carlsberg with 
Pirinksko Pivo and Shumensko.
As well as these multinationals, Bulgaria, a young beer 
drinking country, still has a long list of locally owned 
breweries. Worth mentioning are Bolyarka, Balkan, 
Habermann, Almus, MM, Ataman, Strumsko and Varna.

24 hours in a day, 24 beers in a case. Coincidence?

 
ZAdditionally, it should 
b e m en t i on e d t h a t 
the international beer 
brands dominate their 
own substantial piece 
of  t h e marke t  wi th 
Stella Ar tois, Beck’s, 
Heineken, Staropramen, 
Tuborg and Amstel. All of 
these brewed locally in 
Bulgaria.

Numerous beer festi-
vals are organized yearly 
in the major ci ties all 
around the country, for 
eample in Sofia, Plovdiv, 
Pleven, Gabrovo, Sev-
lievo, Bansko, Vidin, etc. 
Beer is packed in various 

forms, with 0.33 and 0.5-litre glass bottles giving way to 
larger and typically more economical 1.5, 2.0 or 2.5-litre 
plastic bottles for home consumption, but still being 
popular in restaurants and bars, where draught beer is 
also very common, while cans are preferred because of 
the higher quality.

Bulgarians developed their own way of beer drinking. The 
following sentence we dug from the latest MI5 handbook for 
spies: Along with your beer ask for a portion of tsatsa (fish) 
or skara (barbecue), start talking and laughing loudly after 
your fourth cold fellow, to make people around mistake you 
for a local. Oh, and please do not forget to cheer the Bulgar-
ian way, by looking all around you at each individual with a 
deep long stare in the eyes and a mumbled “nazdrave”.

Thoughts about beer  
• Beer is the greatest invention. The bicycle is also not 
bad, but it doesn’t go well with French fries. 
• You have to know your limits when drinking beer otherwise 
you may drink too little.
• Consume a woman with beer and a beer without 
women.
• The strength is hidden in beer, the wisdom in wine and 
the microbes in water.
• With beer even a shed is heaven.
• Better a beer in the hand than a woman on the phone.
• A man without beer is like a flower without water.
• Drink beer – the money will come by itself.
• Beer is not like coffee - one glass is never enough.
• Half an hour of healthy laughter does not substitute a 
litre of beer.
• For the normal person 1 beer is just fine, 2 beers are a 
lot, 3 are not enough.
• You cannot drink too much beer – only the toilet is too 
far.
• A sea of beer is not enough – an ocean is better.
• Eat a bo of chocolate and you’ll realize how much better 
it is to drink a crate of beer.
• The national consciousness may have a different colour, 
consistency and alcohol content. 
• When drinking good beer, a person still wants to live 
when he wakes up.
• The non-alcoholic beer is the first step to the rubber 
doll.
• Look at the world through beer and it will seem golden 
to you.
• Life without beer is like beer without tapas.
• 24 hours in a day, 24 beers in a case. Coincidence? 
With the support of the Union of Bulgarian Brewers.
www.pivovari.com
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English menu are available. The staff are nice and friendly. 
Prices are a little on the high side. QOpen 10:00 - 01:30. 
(3-7Lv). PAGBW

Soho B-3, ul. July 27th 21, tel. +359 52 60 95 59. The 
modern décor of the place combines chrome and dark and red 
colours with black and white photos of the famous New York 
quarter, from which the name comes. A vast selection of coffee 
and cocktails. Friendly service. QOpen 09:00 - 02:00. PNW 

Casinos  
Arbat Fair Game Casino ul. San Stefano 15, tel. 
+359  (0) 885 348 901, fplaybulgaria@abv.bg. A place 
on 2 floors with slot machines and electronic roulette. 
Bring this issue of Varna In Your Pocket with you and will 
get a free drink, especially for our readers. Q POJN 

Clubs  
El Gordo Club B-2, ul. Bdin 21A, www.elgordoclub.com. 

An impressive space with interesting interior (white leather so-
fas and enormous green bar). The music is solid, the audio and 
lighting systems are good, service is fine. There are plenty of 
areas for sitting, schmoozing, yelling and even playing billiards.  
QOpen 09:00 - 02:00. (1-5Lv). PNW  
 

Mi Club Aleander B-3, Cherno More Hotel, Kaskada 
Comple, tel. +359  (0) 886 607 609, www.aleander-
miclub.com. This is a dance club in the centre of Varna. 
The entrance to the club is net to the main entrance of 
Cherno More Hotel. Follow the signs and you will get to 
the basement of the hotel where various types of clubs 
have their entrance, the so called Kaskada Comple. All 
gay, lesbian, biseual and open minded individuals are 
welcome in Aleander. If the ‘face control’ doesn’t see you 
as one of the above categories you may not be admitted. 
QOpen 22:00 - 06:00. PJ
Panorama Beach Club Kabakum Beach, before 
Journalist bus stop. The dominating music is light 
Varna house which brings the vibe and helps to warm 
up for late parties. The club organizes special summer 
parties with Jazz, Ethno and retro music from the thirties 
to the eighties. Every Thursday - gay party.  QOpen 
21:00 - 05:00.

Rosso Bar C-3, ul. Odrin 10, tel. +359 (0) 878 611 
632, rosso_bar@abv.bg, www.rosso-bar.com. Gay 
bar with comfortable interior and nice music. Opened in 
2008 by the Bulgarian Mr Gay Europe Delegate, Deyan 
Kolev. It is located close to the Gay disco Aleander. 
QOpen 10:00 - 23:00. P

Gay & LesbianBars
Bordo café B-3, ul. Slivnitsa 33, tel. +359 52 60 84 
15. A cheap pub on the left side of Cherno More hotel. 
Actually it is situated on the angle of two big pedestrian 
streets, so it’s not the most relaed place that you will find. 
Drinks and cocktails are offered, as well as sandwiches and 
snacks. 100 seats. Various music. English speaking staff 
are available. Pets are allowed outside. QOpen 00:00 - 
24:00. P6GB

Cocktails & Dreams pl. Nezavisimost, tel. +359 52 
97 41 48/+359 (0) 896 87 60 87. This is a show bar 
right across from the Cathedral at the beginning of the main 
pedestrian street. Up the stairs you get onto a veranda with 
bar plots. Inside there are two halls with 30 places and a 
2nd terrace on the other side. The place is dark, illuminated 
with red lanterns, arranged with red divans. The action is at 
the bar, where you can enjoy the bartender’s juggling show. 
They have thematic evenings- Retro on Thursday, DJ Party 
on Fridays and Saturdays and R&B on Sundays. QOpen 
09:00 - 00:00. P6BW

Da Capo C-2, ul. Preslav 25. An elegant café in red and 
black, with modern and stylish atmosphere (40 seats). It 
offers cocktails, alcohol and soft drinks, shakes, etc. but 
no food. No English speaking staff or menu. The coffee is 
ecellent. Prices are reasonable.  QOpen 08:00 - 24:00. 
(3-5Lv). PBW

Indian bar B-2, ul. Parchevich 22, tel. +359 52 64 64 
99. When there are many places similar to each other, this 
place is a rather unusual and charming surprise with more 
than 5 years history, located close to the main commercial 
district of Varna. When you take your first step inside you 
may think that this is the Sitting Bull museum with so many 
bows, feathers and different Indian amulets. In daytime the 
place is quiet but the kind lady will serve you a cup of coffee 
with a smile. The fun here begins after 20:00. Don’t forget 
to leave your picture - it’s a tradition for this place. QOpen 
08:00 - 24:00. P6NB

Lobby Bar Musala Palace C-2, ul. Musala 3, tel. +359 
52 66 41 00, fa +359 52 66 41 96, www.musalapalace.
bg. The lobby bar of the Grand Hotel Musala Palace provides 
a sense of luury and finesse combined with high class and 
elegant service. The place offers classical fine desserts and 
a variety of homemade ice creams and sorbets. Classical 
cocktails and unique selection of coffees from different 
regions are a trade mark of the venue. The guests of the 
lobby bar can enjoy the personal tea collection of the Chinese 
Emperor, which has been served at his court since 12th 
century. QOpen 00:00 - 24:00. PJALBW

One C-3, ul. Knyaz Aleander Batenberg 11, tel. +359  
(0) 898 800 661. An evening underground café with 
house and hip-hop music. 60 seats. Pets are not allowed. 
English-speaking staff and English menu are available. The 
menu includes mainly cocktails and drinks. Food is not of-
fered, only nuts. Prices are low.  QOpen 18:00 - 04:00. 
(1-8 Lv). PG

Pench’s Cocktail Bar C-2, ul. Dragoman 25, tel. +359 
52 61 66 96, info@penchis.com, www.penchis.com. 
Maybe the best cocktail bar chain in Varna. 50 seats. The 
menu includes hundreds of cocktails (hot, cold, fresh, soft, 
with or without alcohol, etc.) This bar is underground, with 
very relaed atmosphere: heavy soft furniture, long curtains, 
Buddha Bar and ethno music. English speaking staff and 

bar&billiards

Comics House and Chill Out Night Club B-1, ul. 
Hristo Samsarov 3, www.myspace.com/comicsclub. DJ 
parties and concerts take place here. Drinks and cocktails, no 
food. 1500 seats. The club is in a former cinema on 2 levels, 
in 3 separate premises. The staff are English speaking and 
very helpful. There is an entrance fee for the DJ parties and 
concerts. QOpen 22:00 - 04:00. PLEGW

Retro Club Liqueur B-3, bul. Slivnitsa 33, tel. +359  
(0) 885 605 040, www.clubliqueur.com. This brand 
new venue has an ecellent location and is one of the most 
crowded clubs Varna has ever known. There’s a good sized 
dance floor, a thumping sound and lighting system and plenty 
of areas for sitting. Service is fine. The crowd is fun and a 
great night here is pretty much guaranteed. On the musical 
menu they promise “student night” on Monday, “staff party” 
on Tuesday, “lady’s party” on Thursday and “retro party” every 
Friday and Saturday with great disco hits from the 70’s-80’s.  
QOpen 22:00 - 06:00.

Stereo Club D-2, ul. Tsaribrod 19, tel. +359 (0) 
888 477 639. A hip hop & reggae underground club in a 
street, not easy to find. DJ parties are organized almost 
every night. The atmosphere is like in an MTV gangsta 
video, and the barman - a very kind and helpful young 
man, completes this impression with his look. 36 seats; 
English speaking staff and English menu are available. 
The menu includes cocktails, alcohol and soft drinks. 
Food is not offered. QOpen 09:00 - 04:00. PTG  

1. Try not to stare at women that are accompanied by their 
boyfriends, no matter how beautiful they are, it might be 
taken as an insult.
2. Try to avoid conflict if you notice Bulgarian people stare 
at your wife/girlfriend, or at yourself, usually they will be 
just curious. Don’t forget some 19 years ago the majority 
of people didn’t even meet foreigners from beyond the iron 
curtain, so you are still new and exciting. Bravo!
3. Don’t try to act overly macho, particularly in more provin-
cial towns or cities. Unless of course you are Mike Tyson.
4. When in a bar do not shout or insult the waiters or other 
staff members, it may be taken very deeply. 
5. If you feel that someone is in some way being threat-
ening or intimidating to you, it is often best to befriend 
them. In many cases locals feel threatened by foreigners 
and try to show themselves as tough but when you act 
as equals and friends they will often almost immediately 
drop this façade.
6. If however a conflict situation rises, leave immediately. 
Do not stay around and add on to the fire. Bulgarians are 
very social and family driven and under a common goal a 
big group of people is summoned very fast.
7. Good icebreakers are compliments on the country: The 
food, the football, the women, the inventions created by 
Bulgarians such as the Cyrillic alphabet and so on. As ad-
ditional benefit you might get an interesting story or two. 
Make them talk, they love it.
8. Strong drinks (vodka, whisky etc.) come in quantities 
of 50ml for a small and 100ml for a large. In some places, 
unless you specifically ask for small you will be handed a 
large by default.
9. Rakia must only be drunk with shopska salad. Don’t ask 
us why, it just should. If you order one without salad you 
may well be looked at as if you are from Mars.
10. The Bulgarian for “cheers” is nazdrave, which literally 
means “to your health”. If someone proposes a toast (and 

this could happen innumerable times during the course of 
the evening) you have to clink your glass with absolutely 
everyone, no matter how many are sitting round the table, 
making sure to look in the eye at the point of clinking. If you 
fail to make eye contact, they will think you are disrespect-
ful (or just an uninformed foreigner). The custom comes 
from ancient times. In days gone by kings, khans and 
other important figures would look deep into the eyes of 
the person they cheer to guess his intentions. Then they 
would bang their glasses so hard, so that a drop of each 
drink gets into the other (mixing the drinks would guarantee 
they are not poisoned). 
11. Be prepared to mix your own drinks. Whilst in England 
a “vodka and coke” means a nice mixed drink from the bar, 
in BG it means 1 vodka (most likely large) and 1 coke. Mix it 
yourself to your own perfect proportions. Cheers.
12.  Bring a gas mask. Many Bulgarians are heavy smok-
ers although this becomes less with new generations. 
Some bars can be closed in and stuffy places. Combine 
this with a crowd of 40 a day hardcore smokers and you 
get quite a fog.
13. Take advantage of the hospitality of the Bulgarian soul. 
You might be invited to dinners, parties, cocktail parties, 
promotions, etc. Generally Bulgarians love foreigners.
14. In bars you can not bring drugs, guns or other forbid-
den substances. Pretty much like most places you have 
been in your life.
15. Big fat silver chains that you could anchor a boat with 
are an absolute must. That is if you want to appear young, 
cool, like a gangster or simply need to anchor a boat.
16. If you are going out on a Friday night to a bar and 
want to blend in like a local, i t is essential that you 
haven’t shaved for at least 3 days. Dressing entirely in 
black is a bonus.
17. Girls, for you to catch the attention of Bulgarian men, 
just act natural and dress sexy.

Guidelines to Bulgarian lifestyle, bars, clubs and discos

Live Music Clubs  
Joker’s Club B-3, Cherno More Hotel, floor 2, net to 
the casino.. A live music night bar situated in a big red hall 
net to a casino, on the second floor of probably the oldest 
Varna hotel. Drinks and cocktails are offered. The live bands 
are mainly Fandango but a variety of rhythms is offered by 
other bands as well. Main music styles are blues, rock and 
pop. 80 seats. A small entrance fee (2-3Lv). QOpen 22:00 
- 04:00. POLEW
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Where to go and what to see in Varna and surrounding 
area is totally up to you, after all it is your holiday; you are 
in Bulgaria, so please go along with the Bulgarian pace. We 
give you quite a few suggestions in the following paragraphs 
and we hope you enjoy your holiday and return to the Pearl 
of the Black Sea.

Essential Varna
Cathedral of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin 
(Katedralen Hram Uspenie Bogorodichno) B-1, pl. 
Sv.sv. Kiril i Metodiy, tel. +359 52 61 30 05. Built after 
the designs of architect Maas between 1883 - 1886 this 
ecclesiastical monastery has been Varna’s visual trademark 
ever since its completion. It is the second largest temple 
after Aleander Nevski Memorial Church in Sofia. It was built 
in honour of Bulgaria’s Liberation from the Turkish rule. The 
vigorous outline of the church is wreathed with a belfry, rear-
ranged in 1941 by architect Popov. Read more on p...QOpen 
8:00 - 18:00. J

Ruins of Roman Baths (2nd - 3rd centuries) D-3, 
C-3, ul. San Stefano / ul. Khan Krum, tel. +359  52 60 
00 59, www.amvarna.com. The ruins are situated on an 
area of 7 thousand square metres, which gives you a good 
idea of the construction and architectural traditions typical for 
the great heyday of Odessos (Varna) during the Roman Period. 
The territory of the ancient town of Odessos, where the Ro-
man thermal baths are situated is declared an archaeological 
reserve. The construction consists of mied masonry work 
of brick belts with four to si rows of bricks. The sewerage is 
symmetrically laid and consists of arched canals integrated in 
the thick foundations. The façades and the interior are deco-
rated with numerous marble details. QOpen 10:00 - 17:00. 

Closed Mon. Admission: 4Lv per adult, 2Lv per student, 3Lv 
per group over 10 persons.

Vladislav Varnenchik Museum Park E-6, Mla-
dost, bul. Yanosh Hunyadi 55, tel. +359 52 74 03 02, 
vl.varnenczik@abv.bg, www.militarymuseum.bg. It is 
devoted to a battle held in Varna in 1444. The park has a 
mausoleum to King Vladislav and an eposition of medieval 
armour. It also holds different monuments and a Thracian 
tomb from the 4th century BC. QOpen 09:00 - 17:00. 
Admission: 2Lv. Lecture 10Lv.

Museums

Ethnographic Museum (Etnografski muzey) C-2, ul. 
Panagurishte 22, tel. +359 52 63 05 88, www.varna-bg.
com/museums/etnografmus/etnographia.htm. One of 
the few specialized museums of ethnography in Bulgaria is 
situated in a revival house from 1860. The eposition shows 
the main occupation of the city population through the centu-
ries - farming, bee-keeping, fishing, vine-growing and various 
handcrafts. National costumes typical for the region can be 
seen on the second floor. The museum has also library with 
1600 books, albums and magazines like Bulgarian ethnog-
raphy, Bulgarian folklore, Vekove.  QOpen 10:00 - 17:00. 
Closed Mon. Admission: 4Lv per adult, 2Lv per student.

Museum of Archeology (Muzey na archeologiata) 
B-2, bul. Maria Luiza 41, tel. +359 52 68 10 11, www.

amvarna.com. Among the most frequently visited sites 
and impressive museums of Varna. It is situated in a historic 
building designed in the Neo-Renaissance style by the noted 
architect Petko Momchilov. The museum holds a unique col-
lection of finds from the prehistoric, Thracian, Ancient Greek 
and Ancient Roman periods of the region’s history, as well 
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as from the times of the medieval Bulgarian and Byzantine 
Empires, the Ottoman rule and the Bulgarian National Revival 
(including about 900 medieval and Revival icons). The Mu-
seum’s most celebrated ehibit is the Gold of Varna, the oldest 
gold treasure in the world, ecavated in 1972 and dating to 
4600-4200 BC, which occupies three separate ehibition halls. 
Varna Archaeological Museum also has a library, a children’s 
study museum, a souvenir shop, and a cafeteria. Its courtyard 
lapidarium hosts the annual Varna Summer International Jazz 
Festival. QOpen 10:00 - 17:00. Closed Mon. Admission: 10Lv 
per adult, 2Lv per student, lecture - 30Lv. TB

Museum of History D-3, ul. 8 November 3, tel. +359  
52 63 26 77. The museum presents the history of the third 
largest city in Bulgaria. The eposition follows the history of 
the citiy’s development as an important harbour, commercial 
and cultural centre and health resort during the period 1878-
1939. QOpen 10:00 - 17:00. Closed Mon. Admission: 4Lv 
per adult, 2Lv per student. Lecture - 20Lv.

Museum of History of Medicine D-3, ul. Paraskeva 
Nikolau 7, tel. +359  52 63 97 29. It’s the only museum of 
its kind in the Balkans and holds over 4000 old medical books, 
a paleo-anthropological collection and medical instruments 
from the times of the Thracians, the Greek colonization, the 
Roman Empire and the early years of the Bulgarian state. 
QOpen 10:00 - 16:00. Closed Sat, Sun.

Museum of the Black Sea and the Aquarium C-4, 
Sea Garden, tel. +359 52 63 20 66, info@aquariumvarna.

com, www.aquariumvarna.com. Varna’s aquarium, all 
covered with ivy, displays a colourful diversity of hundreds 
of fish, molluscs, actinia, crabs, and escargots. A special 
ehibit place is separated for the natural riches etracted from 
the Black Sea - from sea salt to oil. QOpen 09:00 - 20:00. 
Admission: 4Lv. Lecture - 24Lv.

National Naval Museum C-4, bul. Primorski 2, tel. 
+359 52 63 20 18, mus_maritime@abv.bg, www.
militarymuseum.bg. Founded in 1883 and located in the 
Sea Garden, this incredible museum is one of the cultural 
highlights of the city. The National Naval Museum holds fund 
of 70 000 ehibits, which present and preserve the history 
of the Bulgarian naval fleet and commercial shipping. The 
museum houses a ship-museum Drazki and three more ves-
sels, two helicopters and ship armaments. The permanent 
collection of ehibits includes uniforms, medals, navigation 
equipment, etc. 

The museum keeps the Cor Caroli yacht in which captain 
Georgi Georgiev made the first Bulgarian round-the-world 
voyage from 20 December 1976 to 20 December 1977. 

It is included in the Guinness book of records as the best 
achievement in the world for a one-hull yacht. Unfortunately, 
museum enthusiasts will not be able to enjoy all the ehibits 
due to the ongoing modernization of the building. Another 
reason to visit Varna again.QOpen 10:00 - 18:00. Closed 
Mon, Sun. Admission: 2Lv.

Other sights
Aladzha Rock Monastery D-2, Near Golden Sands 
resort, tel. +359  52 35 54 60, www.bulgarian-tourism.
com/aladja. The best known medieval rock monastery on 
the Bulgarian Black sea coast is located at some 14 km 
North-East from Varna and about 3.5 km west of Golden 
Sands resort. It is declared a protected historical site. Today, 
one can see some rooms, monk’s cells and a chapel, which 
are embedded into the rocks at a height of 20 metres. The 
chapel still keeps some medieval murals of the 14th century. 
The monastery was founded in the 13th century in rock caves, 

The Sea Garden (Morskata gradina) C-4, . It is 
not only the largest, oldest and best known public park, 
but one of the most interesting places in Varna too. It is a 
national monument of landscape architecture and hosts 
many attractions. The person primarily associated with 
the garden’s modern appearance is the Czech gardener 
Anton Novak, who specialized at the Schonbrunn and 
Belvedere palaces in Vienna, Austria and Hungary. During 
his time in Varna Novak radically rearranged the garden 
and ordered the planting of rare plants from the Black Sea 
and the Mediterranean. In 1912-1913 several fountains 
and electric lighting system were built. The central alley 
was decorated with monuments of prominent Bulgarians 
chosen by a special committee. The seaside casino was 
built in the 1930s and acquired its current appearance 
after a reconstruction in 1960-1961. The garden reached 
its present borders in the 1950s and the trees in the 
centre of the central alley were replaced by flower beds in 
the 1960s. In 1939, architect Georgi Popov designed the 
garden’s modern central entrance with a wide plaza and 
tall columns. An Alley of Cosmonauts was arranged in 
the 1960s, with the first cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin planting 
the first plant, a silver fir, on May 26, 1961. The Pantheon 
of the Perished in the fight against fascism was built in 
the same year. The Observatory and Planetarium were 
opened in 1968 near the old open-air theatre. Varna Zoo 
was officially opened in 1961. A swan-shaped sundial 
was installed in front of the main entrance. The pres-
ent open-air theatre, flanked by the Alpineum and the 
children’s amusement park, is where Varna International 
Ballet Competition has taken place since its start in 
1964. The dolphinarium was built in 1984. Recently an 
Eotic Zoo terrarium was added. Announced were also 
plans for the epansion of the Natural History Museum 
and the Aquarium. 

Sea Garden which had been use before - as early as the 4th - 6th centuries 
- by hermits and brotherhoods of monks. It was inhabited 
until the 18th century. There is also a small museum with an 
ehibition hall. Models, sketches and photographs related to 
the history of the monastery can be seen there. Also there 
is a permanent ehibition of copies of medieval murals of 
12th - 16th centuries. 

 QOpen 09:00 - 18:00. Admission: 5Lv per adult, 2Lv per 
children, 3Lv per group over 10 persons.

Asparuhov bridge (Asparuhov most) G-7, The longest 
bridge in Bulgaria connects the city centre with the northern 
region residential complees of Asparuhovo and Galata. The 
bridge is 2.05 km long and 50 m heigh, weighing 3,200 tons. It 
has 38 pairs of supports, each one capable of carrying 2,400 
tons. The bridge structure eperiences significant traffic, with 
10,000 vehicles crossing it every 24 hours.

Its construction began in 1973 when the need for a larger 
canal to link Lake Varna and the sea became obvious. The 
initial launch date was 30 September 1976, but construction 
was ahead of schedule and finished on September 8, when 
the Asparuhov most was opened in a ceremony held by Todor 
Zhivkov. Meanwhile, the new canal that the bridge crosses 
began operation on September 1, with the first ship going 
through on September 4 the same year.

After 20 years of no repairs, reconstruction work began in 
1996 to end in October 1998, but the bridge was not re-
opened until 17 September 1999, a date far from the initial 
plans of a 16-month reconstruction.

Today the Asparuhov most is not only an important transport 
structure, but also a place where etreme sports fans meet, 

as the bridge is a favourable location for bungee jumping. The 
bridge is a beautiful sight at night as it is brilliantly lit up. 

Nikola Vaptsarov Naval Academy A-4, ul. V. Drumev 
73, tel. +359 52 55 22 22, info@naval-acad.bg, www.
naval-acad.bg. Nikola Vaptsarov Naval Academy is the most 
authoritative centre of maritime personnel education in the 
country. It is based in the port of Varna. The academy has 
its roots in the Naval Machinery School established in 1881 
in Rousse to serve the Danube Naval Fleet. It is thus the 
oldest vocational school in the country. The school acquired 
the status of an institution of higher education in 1942 and 
has bases in Varna (since 1900), Rousse and Sozopol (1934-
1940, on St. Cyricus Island). 

Palace of Culture and Sports A-4, bul. Knyaz Boris I 
115, tel. +359 52 64 51 33, fa +359  2 64 77 84, office@
palaceofvarna.com, www.palaceofvarna.com. There are 
many competitions of more than 30 sports disciplines that 
take place here. Drama performances, concerts and many 
ehibitions are also organized here. 

Varna Dolphinarium B-4, north part of the Sea Garden, 
tel. +359  52 30 21 99. The only Dolphinarium on the Balkan 
Peninsula is one of the most entertaining attractions which 
Varna has to offer. The Dolphinarium was built in 1984 and 
has 1134 seats. 

During the performances (30 min), visitors are introduced 
to the incredible intelligence and the susceptibility of marine 
mammals. The unique dolphin shows include acrobatics, bal-
ance, music and dolphin dances. The lovely dolphins of the 
Tursiops Truncatos breed - Dolly, Kimbo, Poppi and Yoanna 
- perform in the show. The youngest, Yoanna was born in the 
Dolphinarium in 1995. A team of eperienced trainers takes 

Located in the centre of the city the Cathedral is one of 
the symbols of the Bulgarian Sea Capital. Already in the 
first years after the liberation of Bulgaria from the Otto-
man Empire the Bulgarian Orthodo population started 
to rapidly increase. That is why the construction of the 
Orthodo Church started. It was also partially inspired by 
the orthodo Christians in the city which wanted to confirm 
their proimity to the Russian Patriarchate and demonstrate 
the separation from the Greek Patriarchate. The honour 
of laying the foundation stone of the temple had Knyaz 
Aleander I Battenberg. He arrived in Varna on August 4th, 
1880 and attended the opening ceremony on August 22, 
1880. Especially prepared for the purpose were also the 
silver pick and spade used to turn the first sod. After the 
ceremony Knyaz Battenberg caressed all prisoners from 
Varna prison with three months or less left to serve from 
their sentence. 
The name given to the Cathedral (Assumption of the 
Blessed Virgin Mary) was in memory of Empress Maria 
Aleksandrovna, Bulgarian benefactress and aunt of knyaz 
Battenberg. Prominent craftsmen and masters worked on 
the construction, which was built following the model of 
the Peterhovska Church in St. Petersburg. All construction 
materials are with local origin. The building of the temple 
was completed in early October 1885. The iconostasis 
and throne of the bishop were made by Philip and Vasil 
Filipovi. The bell tower in its present form was completed 
in 1943. The decoration of the temple began in 1949 by 
prof. Nikolay Rostovtsev, Carlo Yordanov, Gospodin Georgiev 
and the interior decorators Dinko Shishkov and Aleandar 
Soroki. In 2002 was completed the most recent renova-

tion of the Cathedral’s domes. The entire roof structure 
was enriched with gold and silver based materials and a 
ventilation system was installed. In 2001 the municipality 
installed also a unique eterior lighting which added divine 
mysteriousness to the Cathedral.

Cathedral of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin
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care of the dolphins. The tradition was set by the German 
Peter Bozeneker, the first trainer of the dolphins. On June 29, 
2007 the first baby dolphin for three years was born. Another 
unique attraction is the Dolphinarium Café, situated at the 
eastern part of the building. It has 70 seats, with special win-
dows facing the pool giving the opportunity to watch dolphins 
play underwater. The café also has two summer terraces with 
a panoramic view of the whole Varna Gulf.

The Dolphinarium is a favorite spot for all tourists visiting the 
Black Sea. Annually It is visited by over 100 000 visitors, 60% 
of which are foreign tourists.

Varna Zoo B-4, Sea Garden, tel. +359 52 30 25 28. 
Located in the Sea Garden net to the Pantheon statue, 
the Zoo was opened in 1961 and shortly after became 

the most popular place for children and adults alike. There 
is a children’s playground wi th roundabouts. Various 
water-birds, herbivorous animals, tigers, monkeys and a 
kangaroo can be seen there. Varna Zoo is famous with 
its peacocks, which are with black wings. There are also 
gold pheasants from China as well as storks and pelicans.  
QOpen 08:00 - 20:00. Admission: 1Lv for adult and 0.50Lv 
for children.

 Kamchia is one the biggest Bulgarian rivers flowing into the 
Black Sea. It is formed by the rivers Golyama Kamchia (Big 
Kamchia) and Luda Kamchia (Mad Kamchia) and is 245km 
long. The region of the river was well known even in Antiquity 
when it had different names - Panisos, Ticha, Kamchia. Even 
today along its left bank, above the estuary, one can see 
the remains of an ancient Roman fortress. In the Middle 
Ages the river was navigable. There is a hypothesis that 
there was a shipyard in the 14th century where ships were 
built for the needs of the rulers Balik, Dobrotitsa, and 
Ivanko. There is a curious statement by Evlia Cheleby, the 

famous traveler from 17th century that about 500 ships 
are wintering in the river.

The seaside resort comple Kamchia with hotels, villas and 
restaurants is built near the mouth of the river. The holiday-
makers enjoy the marvellous nature and the beach with fine 
golden sands. The real adventure though is the voyage up 
the river in a boat through a marshy forest. 

The area is well preserved as it was declared protected 
biosphere reserve in 1951. There are maple, elm and oak 
forests, different liana species and strikingly beautiful white 

The valley of Kamchia river

Photo Radalia Kassarova
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Public transport
Varna public transport system is easy to use and fairly 
etensive, with over 60 local and epress bus lines (including 
3 seasonal lines), 5 trolleybus lines and fied-route minibus 
lines. You’ll rarely need buses or tais to see the sights of 
Varna, but many affordable hotels and some sights are 
located outside the centre. Buses and trolleybuses run 
approimately from 05:00 to 23:00. Tickets (bileti) can be 
purchased only from the ticket-collectors for 1.00Lv. You 
are supposed to buy an etra ticket for each large item 
of baggage. There are spot-fines for fare-dodgers - 2Lv. 
Passes valid for one month for 1 line (karta za edin mesets  
za edna linia- 45Lv), or for 1 month for 2 lines (karta za 
edin mesets za dve linii - 90Lv) are also available - they 
can be bought from kiosks at major stops.

Trains
Central Train station G-8, pl. Pencho Slaveykov 1, tel. 
+359 52 63 04 44,+359 52 63 04 14
Varna’s main train station (open 04:45-23:00) is located 
near the Sea Garden and can be reached easily by bus. 
In the main ticket hall there is a train timetable, luggage 
locker and Travel Information centre where English-speak-
ing staff can help you with tickets and advice. It is open 
from 7:00-12:00, 12:30-18:00 Monday -Friday, Saturday 
07:00-14:00. There is a restaurant on the second floor. 
Tickets and sleeping places (berths) can be purchased 
in the main ticket hall. There are two types of sleeping 
compartments - 3 persons sleeping compartment (spalno 
myasto) and 6 persons sleeping compartment (kushet). 
For sleeping place, especially during the summer season, 
buy your ticket at least 2 weeks in advance (30 days is 
maimum). If you don’t have that chance then buy a ticket 
and (if they say the sleeping places are sold out) go 
30-40 min. in advance to the sleeping compartment and 
purchase your sleeping place directly from the conductor. 
For ticket reservations call +359 52 62 33 43. For more 
information: www.bdz.bg

Airport
Varna International Airport (Letishte Varna) E-5,  tel. 
+359 52 57 33 23/+359 52 57 34 16, www.varna-
airport.bg. Located 8km west of the city centre Varna 
Airport hosts offices of tour agencies, cafes, car-hire coun-
ters, currency echange office, as well as ATM (bankomat) 
in the arrivals area. If you want to avoid the terminal noise 
you can use the VIP Lounge of Varna airport tel. 57 34 60 
fa +359 52 50 08 38 e-mail: vip@varna-airport.bg.
To get to the airport from the city centre, a properly 
metered tai shouldn’t cost more than about 10Lv (€5). 
Otherwise take bus No 409 from the city centre. 

Buses
Mladost F-7, ul. Dobrovoltsi 7, tel.+359 52 50 00 39, 
+359 (0) 889 712 537, office@minibus-varna.com, 
www.minibus-varna.com (information in Bulgarian only). 
This is a private bus station which offers mainly domestic 
destinations. Open 06:00-20:00. In the proimity of the 
station there are several cafés and shops.

Central Bus Station (Tsentralna avtogara) F-7, bul. 
Vladislav Varnenchik 158, tel. +359 52 74 83 49, 
www.autogaravn.com .
International buses arrive and depart from the bus ter-
minal. There are plenty of shops, cafés and restaurants. 
There are many companies here offering direct services 

to European cities: international trips by bus are usually 
faster and more comfortable than by train.
Open 06:00-18:30

Car rental
Autotrade F-8, ul. Doyran 2, tel. +359 52 60 15 
70/+359 (0) 887 503 099, rentacar@autotrade-vw.
com, www.autotrade-rent.com.

Avis E-5, Varna Airport - terminal 2, tel. +359 52 50 08 
32, var@avis.bg, www.avis.bg. QOpen 09:00 - 21:00.

Best Rent and Travel F-9, mestnost Sv. Nikola 26b, tel. 
+359 52 33 58 56, office@bestrentacarbg.com, www.
bestrentacarbg.com. Bring this issue of Varna In Your Pocket 
with you and you will get 10% discount, especially for our read-
ers. QOpen 08:00 - 19:00. Closed Sat, Sun. A

Budget Car and Van Rental E-5, Varna International 
Airport, tel. +359 (0) 899 700 005, var@budget.bg, 
www.budget.bg. Varna Downtown Location, ul. Ohrid 26, 
tel. 73 10 56, 09:00-17:30 Varna City Location, bul. Yan 
Huniyadi 7, tel. 73 10 56, 09:00-17:30 QOpen 09:00 - 20:00. 
Closed Sat, Sun.

CarRent A-2, ul. Bratya Georgievich 15, tel. +359 (0)  
884 352 910, carrent@promobile.bg, www.carrent.bg. 
Free delivery/collection 24hours/day, 7 days/week.

Car Rentals Bulgaria E-7, ul. Bitolya 22, tel. +359 
52 61 80 35, office@CarRentalsBulgaria.com, www.
carrentalsbulgaria.com.

City Rent F-9, kv. Chayka, bl. 188, ground floor, tel. 
+359 52 33 35 59/+359  (0) 886 553 900, fa +359 52 
33 33 85, office@cityrent-bg.com, www.cityrent-bg.
com. QOpen 09:00 - 18:00. Closed Sat, Sun. A

Varna Mobile Rent A-1, ul. Vladislav Varnen-
chik 68, tel. +359 (0) 885 782 080, off ice@var-
namobilerent.com, w w w.varnamobilerent.com. 
 
Europcar E-5, Varna Airport, Arrivals, tel. +359 (0)  
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884 666 680, varna@europcar.bg, www.europcar.bg. 
QOpen 09:00 - 21:00.

Global B-2, ul. Dragoman 29, tel. +359 52 60 21 96, 
reservations@global-bg.com, www.global-bg.com. 
QOpen 09:00 - 18:00.

Hertz E-5, Varna Airport, entrance hall, tel. +359  (0) 
899 855 034, fa +359 52 51 02 50. QOpen 09:00 - 
18:00.

Holly B-3, ul. Ilarion Makariopolski 24, tel. +359 
(0)  885 551 532/+359 (0) 888 742 462, of-
f i c e @ h o l l y r e n t a c a r . c o m ,  w w w . h o l l y r e n t a -
car.com. QOpen 08:00 - 20:00. Closed Sat, Sun.  

Tais  
Most tais in Varna are reliable, but beware of the dodgers 
waiting outside the train and bus stations. Make sure your 
tai is coloured yellow, has a sticker on the windscreen 
with the phone number, company name and rates in BGN 
and that the driver turns on the meter and you will be 

fine. Officially the charges range from 0.89Lv and 0.99Lv 
per kilometre. Epect to pay approimately 30% more on 
Sundays and national holidays. Most tais hang around the 
big intersections, although you can order them by phone - 
just don’t epect to get through to an English-speaker (you 
can always ask your hotel receptionist to do it for you). 

Tourist information  
Varna Tourist Information Centre C-2, pl. Musala, 
tel. +359 52 65 45 18/+359 52 65 45 19, otic.vn@
mail.bg. Brochures, entertainment schedules, car rental 
and accommodation. The English speaking staff will provide 
you with maps and guides in different languages. QOpen 
09:00 - 17:00. Closed Sat, Sun.

Omega Tai tel.+359 52  388 388,+359 (0) 878 38 88 
88, +359 (0) 888 38 88 88
Tri Tai tel. +359 52 33 33 33,+359 (0) 878 64 00 00, 
+359 (0) 898 64 00 00 
OK Trans Tai tel. +359 52 500 500,+359 (0) 886 
388 388, +359 (0) 899 388 388
Viva Tai tel. 755 555, 0878 755 755, 0887 755 755, 
0897 755 755 
Lucky Tai tel. +359 52 300 000
Elfi Tai tel. +359 52 68 28 88
Euro Tai tel. +359 52 78 88 88, +359 (0) 878 388 
883, +359 (0) 895 788 888
Pontea Tai tel. +359 52 300 300
City Tai tel.+359 (0 )878 38 88 38
Mai Tai tel. +359 52 30 30 30,+359 (0) 888 30 80 
50, 0700 140 40 (free)

Tai companies

The port of Varna (Pristanishte Varna) G-8, pl. 
Slaveykov 1, tel.+359 52 69 22 32, fa +359 52 
63 29 53, headoffice@port-varna.bg , www.port-
varna.bg. 
It is easily accessible by road and railroad and is net 
to Varna International Airport. The structure of the 
port includes two component port units: Varna East 
and Varna West. There are two anchorages at Varna 
roadstead: summer and winter. The port of Varna 
offers full service: loading, discharging, stevedoring, 
forwarding, storage and various intermodal services. 
There is a plan for the renovation and epansion of the 
Port till 2020 - a deepwater container terminal, a ro-ro 
terminal on the island under the Asparuhov bridge, etc. 
Other eisting port terminals include the Cruise Termi-
nal, the Petrol LesPort  and the Railroad Ferry Terminal 
which is not part of the comple and is located on the 
south shore of Beloslav Lake opposite Varna West.

The port of Varna

From Varna  
Albena  08:50, 15:00, 17:00
Balchik 07:30, 08:50, 09:30, 10:20, 11:00, 11:30, 
12:30, 13:30, 14:10, 15:00, 16:20, 17:20, 18:10, 
18:40
Burgas 08:00, 10:30, 11:00, 13:30, 13:45, 14:00, 
14:15, 15:00, 17:00
Kavarna 07:30, 08:15, 08:50, 09:30, 10:20, 11:30, 
12:30, 13:30, 14:10, 15:00, 16:20, 17:20, 18:10, 
18:40
Plovdiv 06:45, 15:30
Sofia 06:00, 07:00, 07:15, 07:30, 08:00, 08:30, 09:00, 
10:00, 11:00, 11:30, 12:30, 13:00, 13:30, 14:00, 15:00, 
16:30, 16:30, 17:00, 19:00, 22:00, 22:30, 23:00
Veliko Turnovo 05:45, 07:15, 08:00, 14:00, 15:00, 
16:00, 23:00
Zlatni Pyasutsi 19:30

Information and tickets at Central Bus Station F-7, +359 
52 74 83 49,  www.autogaravn.com

Bus schedule

From Varna To Varna
Dep. Arr. Destination Dep. Arr.

09:15 13:03  BURGAS 06:50 10:58
15:10 18:25  BURGAS 08:55 13:05
17:55 22:19  BURGAS 14:20 18:52
09:15 16:30  PLOVDIV 06:50 13:05
15:10 21:10  PLOVDIV 08:58 17:55
17:55 02:31  PLOVDIV 13:20 19:50
23:04 05:30  PLOVDIV 22:55 05:25
07:55 15:31  SOFIA 06:50 14:22
09:15 19:30  SOFIA 09:50 17:55
10:55 19:14  SOFIA 10:30 19:50
12:40 20:50  SOFIA 13:15 21:12
21:40 06:38  SOFIA 21:00 05:25
22:20 06:37  SOFIA 22:00 07:10
23:04 07:36  SOFIA 23:25 07:44
08:50 12:35  RUSE 06:10 10:15
17:30 21:46  RUSE 16:20 20:17
07:55 11:40  V. TARNOVO 06:34 11:30
10:55 14:52  V. TARNOVO 10:27 14:22
12:40 16:50  V. TARNOVO 17:15 21:12

For further information call tel.+359 52 63 04 44, 

Domestic train schedule

Vectra travel C-3, bul. Knyaz Boris I 75, tel. +359 52 
65 57 78, fa +359 52 65 57 79, air@vectratravel.com, 
www.vectratravel.com.

Travel agencies
Alma Tour C-2, ul. Musala 9, tel. +359 52 63 00 68, 
fa +359 52 61 15 50, varna@almatour.net, www.
almatour.net.

BG Tours B-2, ul. Bdin 25, tel. +359 52 60 14 48, fa 
+359 52 61 21 67, office@bgtoursvarna.com, www.
bgtoursvarna.com/bg.

EcoTour A-1, ul. Veliko Hristov 25, tel. +359 52 61 44 
12, ecotour_office@mail.bg, www.ecotourbg.hit.bg.

EuroPatour B-2, ul. Dragoman 5, tel. +359 52 61 
46 45, fa +359 52 60 99 81, varna@europatour.com, 
www.europatour.com.

Eurotour B-2, bul. Saborni 17, tel. +359 52 60 26 14, 
fa +359 52 60 50 41, www.eurotour-bg.com.

Holiday Travel B-3, ul. Voden 17, tel. +359 52 62 77 
55, fa +359 52 62 77 66, info@holiday-travel-bg.com, 
www.holiday-travel-bg.com.

Inter Travel Bulgaria B-3, ul. Opalchenska 27, tel. 
+359 52 64 71 00, fa +359 52 64 73 00, info@inter-
travelbg.com, www.intertravelbg.com.

New Balkan Tours A-3, ul. Makedonia 16, tel. +359 
52 60 34 89, fa +359 52 64 10 64, www.nbta.bg.

Sky Travel A-3, ul. Bratya Miladinovi 24, tel. +359 
52 60 73 61, fa +359 52 60 73 81, www.skytravel-
bg.com.

Varna Tourist Service A-3, ul. Chataldzha 10, tel. 
+359 52 60 32 55, fa +359 52 60 30 28, vtourserv@
triada.bg, www.varnatouristservice.com.

From Varna To Varna
Days Dep. Arr. Destination Days Dep. Arr.

12-4567 05:00 06:00 Sofia BA -234567 09:30 10:30

1234567 07:20 08:20 Sofia BA 1------ 11:15 12:15

-234567 12:30 13:55 Sofia BA 123456- 16:00 7:00
1------- 12:55 13:55 Sofia BA 1234567 19:45 20:45

1-3-5-7 08:30 09:30 Sofia WA 1-3-5-7 07:00 08:00

1234567 05:25 05:50 Budapest MA 1234567 23.10 01:35

-----67 16:00 16:25 Budapest WA -2---6- 07:10 09:40

1-3-5-- 09:00 10:00 Vienna BA 1-3-5-- 11:00 13:35

1234567 17:25 18:40 Vienna OS 1234567 13:40 16:45

1-3-5-- 14:35 16:20 London BA 1-3-5-- 17:20 22:35

-23- -6- 21:25 23:00 London BrA 3- - 6- 15:15 20:40
-2---6- 04:25 06:00 London BrA -2---6- 21:55 03:25
-2---6- 19:55 21:25 London WA 2---6- 14:05 19:20

Airlines codes:  BA  – Bulgaria Air,  MA- Malev Hungarian Air,  BrA  – Bri t ish Air ways, WA – Wiz z Air.  
What’s behind the numbers? 1- Monday, 2- Tuesday, 3- Wednesday, 4- Thursday, 5 – Friday, 6 – Saturday, 7- Sunday. 
For further information call tel. 57 33 23 or visit: www.varna-airport.bg

*In Your Pocket is not responsible for changes.

Flight schedule
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Bul. Slivnitsa and some of the side streets make up the shop-
ping heart of Varna. Although the streets are quite crowded 
in summer, still walking up and down these shopping prom-
enades is a pleasure, without having the fear to be hit by a car. 
And guys..... not every girl or woman here is to be considered 
free hunting game, although often a pleasure to the eye.  

Antiques & Collectables
Galeriya B-2, ul. Shipka 23, tel. +359 52 60 61 57, 
viliart@mail.bg. Antique shop. QOpen 10:00 - 19:30.

Books
Helikon bul. Maria Luiza 20, tel. +359 52 60 67 46, 
varna.ml@helikon.bg, www.helikon.bg. One of the best 
bookstores with a good selection of English, French and Ger-
man paperbacks, art books and international guidebooks. 
QOpen 09:00 - 20:00, Sun 10:00 - 20:00.

Pingvinite ul. Praga 7, tel. +359 52 60 65 71, varna@
pe-bg.com. Bright modern browser-friendly bookstore with a 
good selection of English-language paperbacks, international 
guidebooks and maps. QOpen 9:30 - 19:00.

Metro cash & carry F-7, k-s Vladislav Varnenchik 
ul. Aleksandar Moskov, tel. +359 52 58 81 13, info@
metro.bg, www.metro.bg. QOpen 07:00 - 21:00. PA 
Mr.Bricolage E-6, k-s Mladost ul. Vyara 3, tel. 
+359 52 57 25 59, fa +359 52 57 25 50, www.
mr-bricolage.bg. Big DIY chain-store. Q PA 
Technomarket Varna A-3, bul. Tsar Osvobodi-
tel, tel. +359 52 57 41 92/+359 (0) 898 121 
212, fa +359 52 57 41 93, info_technomarket@
kkelectronics.com, www.technomarket.bg. Varna 
2, ul. Primorski Park 2 No. 482 in Picadily Park, tel. 
30 07 91,30 64 21 Monday -Sunday,09.00:21:00. 
QOpen 10:00 - 20:00, Sun 10:00 - 17:00. PA 
Technopolis A-1, bul. Vladislav Varnenchik 277, 
tel. +359 52 50 90 60, fa +359 52 50 90 30, www.
technopolis.bg. Q PA

Hypermarkets

Roni - 24hr - Radina bul. Knyaz Cherkaski 37, tel. 
+359 52 74 01 17.

24hr food and drinks

Open Отворено Otvoreno
Closed Затворено Zatvoreno
Push Бутни Butni
Pull Дръпни Drapni
Monday Понеделник Ponedelnik
Tuesday Вторник Vtornik
Wednesday Сряда Sryada
Thursday Четвъртък Chetvartak
Friday Петък Petak
Saturday Събота Sabota
Sunday Неделя Nedelya

Shopping smarts
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Medical center Kisyovi D-2, ul. Gabrovo 43 A,  
tel.+359 52 63 18 88. QOpen 10:30 - 17:00.
 
Medical centre Daria C-2, ul. Panagyurishte 2, 
tel.+359 52 63 11 26. QOpen 07:00 - 19:00.

Dentists
Stomatology centre 1 B-2, bul. Saborni 24, tel.+359 
52 61 55 07.
 
Stomatology centre “D-r Dakovski” D-3, ul. Graf 
Ignatiev 18, tel.+359 52 61 26 61, fa +359 52 60 63 
83, www.dakovski.com.

Stomatology Clinic “D-r Tsvetkova” A-3, ul. Gen. 
Stolipin” 28-30, tel.+359 52 60 41 99, drtzvetkova.
com.

Hospitals
Emergency Medical Centre- Varna F-8, ul. Bregalitsa 
3, tel.+359 52 63 48 80.

Surgery Hospital Prof. T. Temelkov A-1, ul. Aleko 
Konstantinov 5, tel. +359 52 60 01 26.
 
Varna University Hospital St Marina F-7, ul. Hristo 
Smirnenski 1, tel.+359 52 30 28 55, www.urology-
varna.com.

Opticians
Alta B-1, ul. G. Benkovski 9, tel.+359 52 63 49 15. 
QOpen 09:00 - 17:00. Closed Sat, Sun.

Leonardo C-2, ul. Dragoman 16, tel. 69 91 11. QOpen  
10:00 - 19:30, Sat 11:00 - 19:00, Sun 12:00 - 18:00.
SkayT 2 A-2, bul. Slivtitsa 40, tel.+359 52 65 55 73. 
QOpen 9:00 - 19:00, Sat 10:00 - 16:00. Closed Sun.

Religious Services
In Your Pocket would like to include more churches and 
denominations. Please inform us about your address, de-
nomination and hours of services. Those not listed, please 
ecuse us, we simply did not find you.

Evangelical Pentecostal Church B-3, bul. Slivnitsa 
48, tel.+359 52 60 30 29, office@epc-varna.org, www.
epc-varna.org.
 
Seventh-day Adventists C-3, ul. Stefan Karadzha 31, 
tel.+359 52 60 13 83, sda_varna@abv.bg.

Clothes & Accessories
Pika A-2, bul. Slivnitsa 201 Pfohe Mall, tel. +359  
(0) 888 331 225, pika69@abv.bg. Women fashion. 

Jewellery  
Antique and Gold B-1, ul. D-r Piskyuliev 44, tel. +359 
52 62 52 70, gold6@abv.bg. QOpen 9:00 - 19:00.

Asthig VM D-2, ul. Preslav 20, tel. +359 52 61 06 
90/+359  898 459 825.

Manteli A-1, bul. Vl. Varnenchik 31A, tel. +359 52 62 
17 86, manteli@abv.bg. QOpen 10:30 - 19:00.

Princes D-3, ul. Prezviter Kozma 17, tel. +359 52 63 
23 95.

Shopping centres
Grand Mall A-1, bul. Vladislav Varnenchik/ul. Andrey 
Saharov, tel. +359 52 96 88 88, retailbulgaria@colliers.
com, www.grandmall-varna.com. Q PA

Pfohe Mall A-2, bul. Slivnitsa 201, tel. +359 52 72 
86 66, office@pfohemall.com, www.pfohemall.com. 
Q PA

Varna Mall F-7, bul. Vladislav Varnenchik 186, tel. 
+359 (0) 700 13 111/+359 (0) 700 13 111, office@
mallvarna.bg, www.mallvarna.bg. QOpen 10:00 - 22:00. 
PTAULKW

Supermarkets
Piccadilly B-4, Primorski park ll, tel. +359 52 38 54 66, 
office.park@piccadilly.bg, www.piccadilly.bg. QOpen 
0:00 - 24:00.Beauty salons

Beauty Salons
Avenue 21 B-2, bul. Maria Luiza 21A, tel.+359 52 69 
63 69. QOpen 08:00 - 20:00, Sat 10:00 - 18:00. Closed 
Sun.

Kaly F-5, ul. Stara Planina 34-36, tel.+359 52 60 93 22. 
QOpen 10:00 - 18:00. Closed Sun.

Kozmetichno studio Dilyan A-2, ul. Georgi Benkovski 
50A, tel.+359 52 60 21 07.

New Vision LTD B-1, ul. N. Kanev 1, tel.+359 52 61 
23 48. QOpen 10:00 - 18:00, Sat 10:00 - 15:00. Closed 
Sun.

Vitalis LTD B-1, ul. G. Zhivkov 1, tel.+359 52 60 37 27. 
QOpen 10:00 - 19:00. Closed Sun.

Clinics
Evrohospital E-9, district Vinitsa ul. N. Raykov 2 A, tel. 
+359 52 38 79 00. QOpen 08:00 - 20:00.
 
Health Center Pulse A-3, ul. Ivan Drasov 21, tel.+359 
52 60 95 13. QOpen 08:00 - 16:00.

Sanita A-1, bul. Vladislav Varnenchik 12, tel.+359 
52 68 49 80.
Savoiya B-1, ul. Hristo Popovich 7, tel.+359 52 
61 29 50.
Vizia A-1, bul. Vladislav Varnenchik bl. 24, tel. 51 
15 76.

24hr pharmacies

Dance clubs  
Suing dance club - Varna B-3, Festivalen l 
Kongresen Tsentar, tel.+359 (0) 899 912 529. 

Etreme sports  
Spor t  c lub  Adr enal in  B-1,  u l .  Gen.  Rad-
ko  D i m i t r i e v  3 5 ,  t e l . + 3 5 9  5 2  6 0  6 6  0 5 . 
 
WindRider s Bulgaria  E-9,  distr ict  V initsa 
ul. Tsar Boris lll 64, tel.+359 (0) 898 827 246. 

Karting  
K a r t i n g  s p e e d w a y  E - 9 ,  d i s t r i c t  V i n i t s a , 
tel.+359 (0) 899 901 981. QOpen 10:00 - 24:00. 

Sport clubs  
Prof essional Football club Cherno more 

F-9, ul. N. Y. Vaptsarov 9, tel.+359 52 30 22 43. 
 
Sport Club Dinamo C-3, bul. Primorski 45, tel.+359 
52  60 27 73. Phisical cul ture, spor t and tourism. 
 
S p o r t  c l u b  K i o k u s h i n  C - 2 ,  b u l . 
K n y a z  B o r i s  l  1 1 5 ,  t e l .  6 4  5 1  1 2 . 
 
Sport club Varna 2002 E-5, district Aksakovo, 
ul. D.Mincheva, tel. 61 68 69, 0885 908 971. 
Shooting ground QOpen 10:00 - 20:00. Closed Mon. 

Sports centres  
D a n c e  c l u b  F i e s t a  D - 3 ,  u l .  K h a n  K r u m 
23,  te l .  63  31 93.  Q Op en  09 :00  -  21 :00 . 
 
Finess A-3, bul. 8ht primorski polk 115, tel. 30 11 97. 
Fitness center. QOpen 08:00 - 22:00, Sun 09:00 - 21:00. 
 
Fitness mania B-3, bul. Slivnitsa 33, Cherno more hotel, 
tel. 65 50 15. QOpen 08:00 - 22:00, Sat, Sun 09:00 - 21:00. 
 
Fitvibe A-3, ul. General Stolipin 58, tel. 69 56 56, 
0878 695 656. Wellness center. QOpen 09:00 - 21:00. 
 
The cube A-3, ul. Makedonia 19, tel. 0899 708 
999.  F i t n e s s  c en ter.  Q Op en 08:00 -  22 :00. 
 
treme B-4, bul. Tsar Osvoboditel 91, tel. 62 74 25. 
Sports club. QOpen 08:30 - 21:30, Sat, Sun 09:00 - 21:00. 
 
Yogi club Marea C-2, ul. Tsar Simeon I 27, tel. 33 23 
78, 0889 902 739. Classic yogi courses.
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Accountants & Consultants
Agile Bs H-8, ul. Voronzov 30, tel. +359 52 37 76 93, 
www.agilebs.com.

Business Agency Varna F-8, ul. Studentska 1, tel. 
+359 52 30 73 35, fa +359 52 30 74 48, www.vba.
bg.

Libra C-1, ul. Pirot 16, tel. +359 52 30 03 85, fa +359 
52 30 24 05, varna@libra-ag.com, www.libra-ag.com. 
Insurence company.

NTZ Transport D-3, ul. Pliska 8, tel. +359 52 (0) 868 
73 80, fa +359 52 60 93 82, office@ntz.bg, www.ntz.
bg. QOpen 8:30 - 17:30. Closed Sat, Sun.

Banks
First Investment Bank A-3, ul. Bratya Miladinovi 47, 
tel. +359 52 60 99 92, www.fibank.bg.

ING Bank D-2, ul. Sofia 3, tel. +359 52 665 11 00, 
www.ing.bg.

International Asset Bank C-2, ul. Asen Zlatarov 3, 
tel. +359 52 60 37 01, fa +359 52 62 11 75, varna@
iabank.bg, www.iabank.bg.

InvestBank B-3, ul. Lyuben Karavelov 7, tel. +359 
52 68 45 55, fa +359 52 68 45 54, office@ibank.bg, 
www.ibank.bg.

MKB UnionBank C-2, ul. Preslav 14, tel. +359 52 68 
47 77, service@unionbank.bg, www.unionbank.bg.

Piraeus Bank C-2, ul. Ohrid 26, tel. +359 52 60 37 89, 
www.piraeusbank.bg.

Raiffeisen Bank C-2, ul. Tsar Simeon l 32, tel. +359 
52 68 80 23, www.rbb.bg.

UniCredit Bulbank B-3, ul. Petko Karavelov 1, tel. 
+359 52 61 24 30, retail@bulbank.bg, www.bulbank.
bg.

United Bulgarian Bank A-3, bul. 8th Primorski polk 77, 
tel. +359 52 68 91 20, info@ubb.bg, www.ubb.bg.

Bulgarian Officials
Municipality Varna B-3, bul. Osmi primorski polk 43, 
tel. +359 52 65 91 25, mkulikov@varna.bg, www.varna.
bg. QOpen 09:00 - 17:30. Closed Sat, Sun.

Regional Administration Varna C-2, ul. Preslav 
26, tel. +359 52 68 82 05, www.vn.goverment.
bg.  Q Op en 09:00 -  12 :00.  C l os e d Sa t ,  Sun . 

Foreign representation  
General Consulate of Poland B-4, ul. Slavyanska 18, 

tel. +359 52 60 92 12, fa +359 52 60 92 11, conplvar@
techno-link.com.

General Consulate of Russia A-3, ul. Macedonia 
53, tel. +359 52 60 27 18, fa +359 52 60 27 22, con-
sul_rusia@nat.bg.

General Consulate of Ukraine A-2, ul. General Kolev 
92, tel. +359 52 32 18 00, fa +359 52 32 19 00.

Lawyers
Lawyer`s office - Daskalova, Vasilev D-2, ul. Ohrid 
24-26 fl. 2, tel. +359 52 69 13 31, info@realestateslaw-
yers.com, www.realestateslawyers.com/.

Lawyer`s office Pankova, Zhivkov and Panov B-2, 
bul. Maria Luiza 36, tel. +359 52 60 53 44.

Lawyer Vatev, Stanislav G-7, ul. Pirot 22, tel. +359 
52 63 24 50.

www.inyourpocket.com
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St. st.  Konstantin and Elena, borders Varna city directly on 
the north side. Like every self-respecting sea side resort, 
you’ll have to undertake special manoeuvres between the 
various hotels. Advantage here however is that they are not 
so close to each other as is the case with most of the other 
resorts. The Grand Hotel, not eactly the latest in hotel fash-
ion, is somewhat aged but is worth spending some time and 
rela by its outdoor swimming pool surrounded by twin-sized 
4 poster (canopy) beds. 

Hotels
Atlant H-1, tel. +359  52 35 51 67, fa +359  52 35 55 
82, hotel_atlant@abv.bg, www.hotelatlant.com. This 
modern hotel is about 200m from the beach. The façade 
is modest and reminds of an ordinary urban block of apart-
ments. The interior design will strike you with the usage of 
bright yellow and carmine red. Included for guests are also a 
nice open-air mineral water pool with a children section and 
a convenient bar. Every room offers cable internet. All rooms 
have a regular bathroom but you can always ask for an avail-
able apartment or a double room with Jacuzzi as an etra to 
your holiday. Q34 rooms (28 doubles €60, 6 suites €70). 
PTJHAR6ULGBKDC hhh

Grand Hotel Varna G-2, tel. +359  52 36 14 91, fa 
+359  52 36 19 20, marketing@grandhotelvarna.com, 
www.grandhotelvarna.com. Located at the beginning of 
the St. Konstantin and Elena resort this hotel offers to its 
guests’ entertainments like bowling, disco club, a night bar 
and a piano bar. Parents, be ware - this hotel has very tempt-
ing sweet shops. The inside swimming pool is with mineral 
water, around the outside pool you’ll find the 4 poster beds 
mentioned in the introduction of this resort. The one longest 
returning guest we personally met came here already for 28 
years in a row from Germany. In case you read this article 
and also come for many years to the Grand, pleaseemail us 
your stories to bulgaria@inyourpocket.com, you must have 
something interesting to tell. Q342 rooms (330 doubles 
€52 - 70, 12 apartments €179 - 242). PTJHAU�
FLEBKDCW hhhhh

Ritza G-1, tel. +359  52 38 50 50/+359 (0) 897 538 
009, fa +359 52 38 50 56, reservations@ritza-hotel.
com, www.ritza-hotel.com. The hotel Ritza is situated 
in the heart of the resort, approimately 500 meters from 
the beach. Around the hotel there are mineral water pools. 
It provides a classical interior designed in beige, brown 
and green. The rooms are cosy, light and comfortable. The 
apartments have balconies looking either to the resort or to 
the sea. The hotel has a good restaurant on the first floor 
and a sky bar. 

Ritza has a range of Spa and wellness services and confer-
ence rooms. It offers tourist services like bicycle hire, fishing, 
horse riding and ecursions to a winery in Varna and to the 
St. Konstantin and Elena Monastery.  Q35 rooms (5 singles 
€30 - 50, 32 doubles €40 - 60, 3 apartments €50 - 70). 
PTHR6UFNBKDC hhhh

Romance G-2, tel. +359 52 38 54 00/+359 (0) 885 
53 05 00, fa +359 52 38 54 35, info@hotelromance.
net, www.planehotels.com/romance/bg/inde.html. A 
true romantic and classic building that makes you feel like 
an aristocrat spending time in their country residence. Situ-
ated in the centre of the resort in a natural park environment 
just 150 m from the sea coast this hotel provides a dreamy 
atmosphere. The interior decoration and furniture add to the 
finishing touch in their pale beige, brown and golden setting. 
All the rooms have balconies and are fully equipped for starry 
nights of romance, leisure and relaation (bathtub, musical 
system and mini-bar) and for the die-hards (cable internet, 
cable TV and direct telephone dialing). The restaurant menu 
is pleasing to all. Q57 rooms (5 singles €85, 44 doubles 
€110, 4 apartments €160, 1 Vip Apartament, 2 Studio). 
PTJHARUFLGBKW hhhh

Sirius Beach Hotel F-2, tel. +359 52 52 82 20, fa +359 
52 36 20 91, siriusbeach@gmail.com, www.siriusbeach.
com. You cannot get closer to the sea. Sirius Beach Hotel is 
really built directly on the beach of the resort and resembles 
a modern glass coliseum. The interior suggests space, set 
in Mediterranean white. The hotel provides various types of 
rooms designed in mild white, blue and wooden brown colours 
with equisite furniture. All the views are fascinating - you can 
choose between a park and a sea view. The restaurant of-
fers a good variety of choices. Various leisure activities are 
available. Q150 rooms (111 doubles €66 - 138, 27 triples 
€122 - 187, 12 Studio €118 - 159). PTHARFB�
KDCW hhhh

Splendid Aparthotel F-2,  tel. +359 52 38 54 00/+359 
(0) 885 53 05 00, fa +359 52 38 54 35. Splendid Apartho-
tel comple (apartment hotels) is just 250m from the beach. 
It comprises four new residential buildings, designed in a 
colonial style. The apartments have a living/dining room, 
open plan kitchen with tiled floor and 1, 2 or 3 bedrooms - all 
with wooden floors and furniture in natural autumnal colours. 
An underground parking, a beauty salon and a hair stylist 
studio are also available. The comple has no recreation 
facilities. However you can freely use those of the Romance 
hotel, situated right net to it.  Q66 rooms (66 apartments 
€66 - 148). P hhh

Restaurants & Cafes
Belle Epoque G-2, Grand Hotel Varna, tel. +359 52 36 
14 91, www.grandhotelvarna.com. A fine French restau-
rant located in Grand Hotel Varna to cater for all tastes as a 
prelude to a romantic evening. It offers a good selection of 
French and European cuisine and wines, accompanied by 
classical music within a sophisticated interior. Une bouteille 
de champagne sil vous plaît, garçon!   QOpen 12:00 - 23:00. 
PJALBW

Dolce Vita, Grand Albatros, Grand Hot BBQ G-2, 
Grand Hotel Varna, tel. +359 (0) 884 404 040, www.
grandhotelvarna.com. Dolce Vita is a lively Italian style 

highly attended parties. QOpen 10:00 - 00:00. (5-15lv). 
PT6UIEBSW

Patisserie Dolce Finale G-2, Grand Hotel Varna, tel. 
+359 52 36 14 91, www.grandhotelvarna.com. Pâtisserie 
Dolce Finale, for the fans of up market sweets among us, is 
found within the Grand Hotel Varna.  QOpen 11:00 - 23:00. 
PTJALGBSW

Snack Bar Koleloto (The Wheel) , tel. +359 52 36 
34 24/+359 (0) 888 81 44 59. This is 120-seat restaurant 
with wooden tables and benches, wicker furniture and deco-
rated with wooden wheels. The cuisine is a combination of 
Bulgarian, International and Fish dishes. There is a barbecue 
and pizza in the charcoal oven . The personnel are polite and 
friendly. QOpen 09:30 - 00:00. T6EBS

Snack Bar Roza net to ALDO, tel. +359 52 36 14 
59. You will find this restaurant close to the parking lot at 
Chernomorets and net to Aldo supermarket. It is a 100 place 
restaurant appointed in wooden tables and benches. They 
serve Bulgarian, international dishes and fish. The “tempera-
ture rises to a boiling point” as Bulgarians would say i.e. good 
food, alcohol and joyful music is all you need to set you in a 
party mood. Well, you will get it here. QOpen 10:30 - 23:00. 
(6-12Lv). UIBS

Bars,Clubs and Discos
Bowling & Disco Club The Grand Strike G-2, , www.
grandhotelvarna.com. The Grand Strike seems to be the 
only night club in St. Konstantin and Elena. It’s a bowling and 
a disco club for all night long dancing and gaming. QOpen 
18;00 - 04:00. L

Figaro Main Shopping Street, tel. +359 52 36 25 
10/+359 (0) 887 21 78 02, mery_ufs@abv.bg.  

Found on the shopping street, close to the monastery, you 
will practically bump into the menu posters outside. Climb the 
stairs and you will get into a round terrace with plastic orange 
and red tables and chairs. The inside is small and decorated 
with football scarves and posters of football stars. Their col-
lection is indeed impressive. There are all kinds of food - from 
fish to pizza, spaghetti and grilled meat, and everything is 
quite cheap. On top of that, if you bring this issue of Varna In 
Your Pocket with you, you will get an additional 10% discount, 
so you will practically eat for nothing. Quite cheerful, isn’t it? 
QOpen 10:00 - 00:00. PGB

G’ Bar G-2, tel. +359 52 36 14 91, www.grandhotel-
varna.com. G’ Bar is the place to plunge into cigar and 
alcohol fumes. Red, black, and brown curtains and cushions 
are meant to take you to the oriental lazy mood. QOpen 
09:00 - 04:00.

The Palace Hotel D-3, Sunny Day Resort, tel. +359 
52 36 19 71/+359 52 36 12 58, fa +359 52 36 13 
76, valiav@sunnydaybg.com, www.sunnydaybg.
com. Located close to St. Konstantin and Elena Resort 
you’ll find this 5 star hotel practically on the beach. Both 
the fish and a la carte restaurant are a real treat. The 
outdoor mineral swimming pool is a place where you can 
rela on chaises longues. In the foyer you can play billiards 
or do your necessary work in the business centre. Q150 
rooms (150 doubles €69 - 110). PTHARLB�
KDCW hhhhh

Sunny Day Resort

restaurant in the garden of Grand Hotel Varna. It offers a 
variety of authentic Italian specialties and some of the best 
Bulgarian and Italian white and red wines. There is a children 
care club for those guests with children. The Grand also offers 
restaurant Grand Albatros, yes, you are right, this Albatross 
misses one “s”, but it is still a fish restaurant of standing, 
and under the name of Grand Hot BBQ there is a barbeque 
restaurant.  Q PTJAULGBW

Hawaii , tel. +359 (0) 896 64 46 20, koleda_e@abv.bg. 
On the way to the monastery you will spot this place’s wooden 
structure and wicker furniture. It’s open all year round. They 
have a lot of marine life dishes and other international choices. 
The menu is in Russian, English, German and Bulgarian. It 
has 200 places. After a few drinks you might find yourself 
sipping cocktails in Hawaii, the Bulgarian version. QOpen 
09:00 - 23:00. (12-15Lv). T6BS

Kopitoto (The Hoof) tel. +359 (0) 885 88 55 50/+359 
52 98 87 68. Round 200 m from the bus stop at the begin-
ning of the resort, this is one of the most visited folk-style 
restaurants. The wooden entry is in the form of a hoof and 
is decorated with real Rodopi cow-bells. Everything here is 
made of wood and appointed in red - the chairs, the table 
cloths, the napkins and even the floor inside. The garden is 
huge and is decorated with an authentic canon, a bridge, a 
cart, a well, rifles, coppers and other folklore elements. The 
seating is very interesting. The well is the base of a table and 
part of the seating is decorated with real cart’s wheels. Inside 
the lights are arranged with lampions from deer horns. The 
cuisine is Bulgarian. QOpen 10:30 - 00:00. EB

Manastirska Izba Main Shopping Street, tel. +359 
52 36 17 47/+359 (0) 897 82 26 72. Right net to the 
monastery St. Constantine and Elena this place is really 
pleasant. The garden is arranged with outside seating, small 
water pool on two levels and greenery. They have evening 
shows with folklore singers, dancers and animation. If you 
would like to learn some typical Bulgarian dances (horo-
circle dance), this is a good place to get acquainted with the 
dances and learn your first steps. The cuisine is of course 
typical Bulgarian and really delicious. QOpen 11:00 - 00:00. 
(10-20lv). IEBS

Mehana Marina tel. +359 52 36 26 16/+359 (0)  
898 48 89 28. Found at the end of the street right across 
Kopitoto on top of the entry you will find a stylized model of 
an old Bulgarian house from the national revival period. This is 
an all-year-round restaurant with 300 seats outside and 200 
inside arranged on wooden tables and benches. The place is 
decorated in folklore style with motley tablecloths and pistols. 
There is a folklore show with music and nestinary (firewalkers). 
It is a great place for your kids as well as weddings and other 
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of everybody who enters so your safety is generally well 
guarded, unless you are a criminal, in which case run and 
don’t stop running! Q128 rooms (13 singles €30 - 50, 100 
doubles €40 - 60, apartments €90 - 120, 15 Studio €66 - 92). 
POTARUFLGBKDCW hhhh

Helios Spa & Resort F-5, tel. +359 52 35 61 08, fa 
+359 52 39 04 45, frontdesk@helios-spa.com, www.
helios-spa.com. Helios offers everything an all inclusive Spa 
resort should offer. Spacious rooms, multiple spa facilities - 
they say the largest area in Golden Sands - 3 restaurants, 
and child care while you rela in whatever way you desire. All 
inclusive would not be our choice since the menu repeats 
itself quite often, but there are many good restaurants around, 
in and outside the resort. Rooms and other facilities are clean 
and the staff are there to offer you a good stay. The pools 
and surrounding areas spend most of the day in the shade; 
this may well be intentional to prevent the predominantly 
German guests from getting too sunburn. Q557 rooms 
(singles €26 - 173, doubles €44 - 201, apartments €99 - 391,  
Family room €66 - 265,  Apartment (2 bedroom) €164 - 650). 
PTAFEBKDC hhhhh

Hotel Comple Iberostar Obzor Beach B-5, tel. +359 
52 38 30 00/+359 52 38 30 40, fa +359 52 38 30 33, 
iberostar@goldensands.bg, www.obzorizgrevhotels.
com. Part of the worldwide hotel chain Iberostar Obzor Beach-
Izgrev is situated very close to the sea coast. The comple 
includes two hotels - Obzor Beach and Izgrev. The rooms are 
practically designed and well furnished in pastel shades. All 
the rooms have telephone, satellite TV, mini bar, bathtub and 
balconies with sea or park view. The comple offers two res-
taurants “Izgrev” with a great view to the beach and serving 
international cuisine and the Italian “Mediterraneo” located 
close to the outdoor swimming pool. There is a place for every 
moment such as lobby bars, pool bar, sun terrace with show-
ers, a Sky bar, an animation bar and a Night club. The hotel 
comple offers various sports, leisure and health care facilities. 
Two modern conference halls are available. Very close to the 
hotel there is a parking place against etra cost. Q514 rooms 
(13 singles €28 - 82, 479 doubles €45 - 98, 22 apartments 
€74 - 159). PTHAFGBKDC hhhhh

Imperial F-5, Holiday Club Riviera, tel. +359 52 38 68 
11, fa +359 52 38 67 12, info@rivierabulgaria.com, 
www.rivierabulgaria.com. Holiday Club Riviera, a former 
governmental residence, is situated 17 km north of Varna, 
right net to Golden Sands resort in a natural park at the sea 
coast. All the rooms view the sea, have a balcony and are 
equipped with satellite TV, telephone, Internet access, mini 
bar, safe bo. There is a beach bar, a wine restaurant (vinarna), 
an indoor swimming pool, fitness centre, bowling alley, table 
tennis, and a spa centre. The business facilities are etensive. 
Q72 rooms (31 singles €113 - 179, 15 doubles €125 - 199, 
18 apartments €220 - 352, 8 Junior Suite €169 - 269). 
PHAFGKDC hhhhh

Lilia B-5, tel. +359 52 35 70 00/+359 52 35 70 10, 
fa +359 52 35 70 04, manager@hotellilia.com, www.
hotellilia.com. The rooms are spacious, in dark blue and 
rose colours with satellite TV, mini bar and telephone. They 
have balconies with sea or park view and outside seating. 
The bathrooms are with hairdryers, showers or bathtubs and 
some have bidet. The restaurant (200 seats) offers European 
cuisine. English speaking staff are available. There is a Sky 
bar and pool on the roof of the hotel, an open air swimming 
pool in the garden with barbecue bar, beer-house, lobby bar 
and night bar. There is a 24/7 medical centre. Q230 rooms 
(174 doubles €65 - 106, 8 suites €130 - 248, 47 Junior Suite 

In the old days the land took revenge on the pirates, turning 
their buried gold treasures into the fine beach of Golden 
Sands. Today we have pirates of a different breed. We have 
the brave tourist type of pirates, who come to Golden Sands 
in their hordes from all over Europe to celebrate their annual, 
all-inclusive, holiday. The formula is simple: more than 100 
hotels, apartment blocks, restaurants, bars, etc. grouped 
along the strip of beach reaching an average of around 27 
degrees Celsius.
For those of you that come by car, beware where you park! 
Your car is easily taken away by the local police.   
For those who choose to escape the crowd, we challenge 
you to visit the rest of the wonderful nature surrounding the 
resort. Within the resort various ecursions are offered.

Hotels
Admiral D-5, tel. +359 52 39 02 00/+359 52 39 02 01, 
fa +359 52 35 52 52, hotel@admiral.bg, www.golden-
sands-bg.com. A 5 star hotel on the beach. The rooms are 
spacious, decorated with Ikea style furniture colours and have 
balconies with inland or sea panorama. Some bathrooms 
have bathtubs. Junior suites are a little bigger than the double 
rooms and have a soft furniture corner in zebra colours. A 
Viennese café, a billiard bar and a night club with disco are 
there to make your day complete. Two conference halls are 
also part of the hotel amenities. There is also a modern Spa 
centre with a Turkish bath, massage, solarium, Jacuzzi, beauty 
salon, etc. Q301 rooms (284 doubles €77 - 128, 12 suites 
€93 - 187, 5 apartments €93 - 200). PJHARUFL�
GBKDCSW hhhhh

Astera Hotel & Casino F-5, tel. +359 52 35 97 77, 
reservations@asterahotel.com, www.asterahotel.com. 
Hotel Astera is situated on the central alley of Golden Sands. 
The rooms are big, have stunning panorama to the sea and 
are designed in contemporary style with brown, orange and 
white colours. They are equipped with electronic lock system, 
satellite TV and mini-bar. The bathrooms have bathtubs. The 
hotel has a Spa center with swimming pool. It offers steam 
bath and massages. The place hosts 3 restaurants with 
equisite gourmet food, 2 bars and a disco with four halls. The 
casino offers roulette, Black Jack, Caribbean poker and slot 
machines. Conference rooms are available. Q203 rooms 
(singles €60 - 98, doubles €75 - 111). POTJHAU�
FLEBKDCW hhhh

Grand Hotel Casino International E-5, tel. +359 52 
35 71 91, fa +359 52 35 71 90, reservations@hotelca-
sinointernational.com, www.hotelcasinointernational.
com. A place for your Las Vegas style vacation including 
shows. With rooms designed in fresh summer colours and 
marine blue accent and bathrooms being all with bathtubs, 
with enough places to eat and drink plus a children’s hall with 
a nanny, you are sure of having leisure time here. A conference 
hall is also available. The hotel casino is open non-stop, and 
there is an evening poker room. Every Friday night a Shabbat 
dinner is served for the Jewish guests. Q140 rooms (138 
doubles €50 - 130, 2 suites €100 - 196). POTHAR�
UFLGBKCW hhhhh

Havana Casino & Hotel E-4, tel. +359 52 38 12 00. 
A 15-storey, 4 star casino hotel in the forest part of Golden 
Sands. Rooms are spacious, bathtubs with high pressure jet 
massage and balcony with sea or park view. Show programs 
are organized around the outdoor swimming pool. A dentist 
and a surgeon are present for those guests who cannot 
leave the tables for too long at a time. In the Spa centre 
guests can have eotic therapies such as chocolate or honey 
massage. The guard of the hotel is ecessively suspicious 

€90 - 113, 1 Presidential Suite €200 - 350). PTHAR�
FLEGBKDCW hhhh

Lotos G-5, Holiday Club Riviera, tel. +359 52 38 67 06, 
fa +359 52 38 67 09, info@rivierabulgaria.com, www.
rivierabulgaria.com. Hotel Lotos is right on the beach in 
the immediate proimity to Imperial hotel. This is a relatively 
small hotel. Facing the sea, with mini bar, radio, satellite TV, 
telephone, and hair-dryer the rooms are stylish in design 
and interior furniture with accent on the natural yellow, 
brown and beige. 

The hotel has an open-air and covered-hall restaurant and 
a lobby bar as well as nice outdoor swimming pool. Q57 
rooms (8 singles €57 - 130, 28 doubles €66 - 140, 21 suites 
€90 - 320). PBKC hhhh

Meliá Grand Hermitage C-5, tel. +359 52 33 32 
22/+359 52 33 38 88, melia.grand.hermitage@solmelia-
bg.com, www.meliahotels.com. A big hotel on the beach 
at the centre of Golden Sands. Rooms are decorated in warm 
cream colours and red highlights, with mahogany furniture and 
adjustable lights. Every room has a balcony which gives a view 
either to the sea, or to the swimming pool and the park. All 
bathrooms are with bathtubs and wide shower cabins. In the 
lobby bar sandwiches, soups and snacks are served. Two 
restaurants, Roma café, poolside and Piano bar welcome the 
hotel guests. The luurious spa centre offers various pleasures 
such as sun peeling, mud and red wine therapies, Turkish 
massage and body wrapping in seaweed. There are different 
sport and leisure facilities and 7 conference halls. Q727 
rooms (697 doubles €55 - 140, 15 Junior Suite €164 - 288, 
13 Delue Suite €170 - 315, 1 Presidential Suite €730 - 1022). 
PTJHARUFLGBKDCW hhhhh

Nympha F-5, Holiday Club Riviera, tel. +359 52 38 
67 06, fa +359 52 38 67 09, info@rivierabulgaria.
com, www.rivierabulgaria.com. Hotel Nympha is an old 
style four storey hotel, situated at the end of the sand strip 
and is charming with its simplicity. The hotel is designed in 
dark brown and beige colours. Facing the sea and the park, 
there are single and double bedrooms. There are also one- 
and two-bedroom apartments. Every room has a satellite 
TV, telephone and refrigerator. There’s a lobby bar and a 
restaurant with sea view. At the guests’ disposal are the 
Imperial’s indoor swimming pool, hotel Lotos’ outdoor swim-
ming pool, parasol and lounge at the beach, table tennis, 
water bike (with reservation) and parking. Q54 rooms (5 
singles €40 - 110, 45 doubles €57 - 130, 4 suites €80 - 220). 
PLGBKC hhh

Riviera Beach H-5, Holiday Club Riviera, tel. +359 52 
38 68 15, fa +359 52 38 68 27, info@rivierabulgaria.
com, www.rivierabulgaria.com. All rooms have a sea view, 
are cosily furnished and are equipped with telephone, satellite 
TV, fridge and balcony. The hotel hosts two restaurants, two 
lobby bars, guarded parking, hair studio, a business centre 
and an internet club. There are indoor and outdoor mineral 
water swimming pools, fitness, sauna and a Spa centre of-
fering individual recreation procedures. 

There are also several conference halls. Q290 rooms 
(singles €64 - 140, 230 doubles €78 - 171, 21 suites €101 
- 370, 28 Family room, 11 Maisonnettes). PHAFLG�
BKDCW hhhhh

Shipka net to Roy discoteque, tel. +359 52 38 97 
10/+359 52 35 62 11. The rooms are quite basic. It’s a 
filthy hole according to all forums. Q237 rooms (singles 

24 - 51BGN, 216 doubles 30 - 67BGN, 8 apartments 52 - 
92BGN). PT6UFLBKDC hhh

Slunchogled H-5, Journalist district, tel. +359 52 
35 51 86/+359 52 35 53 06, fa +359 52 35 55 81, 
slunchogled_rvd@abv.bg, www.slunchogledbg.com. 
The all-year-round hotel Slunchogled is located 300 m from 
the beach. Each room has satellite TV, mini-bar, telephone, 
bathtub, and balcony and is decorated in beige and cream 
colours. There’s a restaurant, a lobby bar, a BBQ garden, 
safety deposit boes, massage room and two conference 
rooms. Q25 rooms (1 single €30, 21 doubles €45, 3 apart-
ments €75 - 85). PHFLGKDW hhh

Spa Hotel Orchidea F-9, Chayka district, tel. +359 
52 38 19 38/+359 52 38 19 39, fa +359 52 35 62 76, 
orchidea@force-bg.com, www.spahotelorchidea.com. 
Situated in the Chaika district at the beginning of Golden 
Sands, 450 m from the sea coast. This boutique hotel offers 
uniquely furnished rooms in pink, beige and green shades all 
equipped with cable TV, telephone, mini bar, personal safe 
bo, bathtub and shower. There’s a 130-seat restaurant with 
a terrace, a BBQ with a garden, a Wi-Fi zone in the lobby bar, 
a sky bar and a pool bar. An indoor and an outdoor swimming 
pool with children’s section do add to the fun.The hotel’s 
Spa centre offers different saunas, aroma therapeutic and 
relaing procedures. For your business needs the hotel offers 
two conference halls of 70 and 30-seat capacities. Q80 
rooms (singles €43 - 57, 71 doubles €70 - 100, 10 Studio 
€80 - 110). PTHANGBKDCW hhhh

Restaurants & Cafes  
Casablanca Snack Bar tel. +359 (0) 899 89 93 
44. Found on the coastal street between PR Club, Comple 
Dolphin and the shopping lane, this is a place on 2 floors for 
120 people. They serve all kinds of international dishes. You 
will find yourself relaing on the comfortable wicker seating, 
sipping cooling drinks. The party atmosphere is upheld by 
the pool and water slide, where grown-ups find themselves 
playing in the water with the enthusiasm of children. QOpen 
00:00 - 24:00. (15-25Lv). 6LBSW

Complex Dolpfin tel. +359 (0) 887 56 68 62, sava-
daritkov@gmail.com, www.goldshtrand-megapark.com. 
Comple Dolphin This is a comple of 2 cocktail bars and pizza 

place, found between the coastal street and the beach. 
Swimming pools, cross over bridges, 3 waterfalls, bar over-
looking the pool, pool bar and restaurant. There are chaise 
lounges with parasols during the day, TV screens at night 
for the games. They have it all. The place has 600 places 
and the pool parties they organize are incomparable. The 
restaurant offers pizza, chicken, veal, fish and Meican. The 
bars have happy hour every hour and if you bring this issue of 
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Varna In Your Pocket with you, you will receive 20% discount in 
the Cocktail Bar. Q (8-18Lv). AIEBCSW

Gerana (The Well) comple Marina Grand Beach, tel. 
+359 52 35 67 77/+359 (0) 888 70 48 48. This is a big 
restaurant on the coastal street, net to hotel Marina Grand 
Beach. This is a folklore style restaurant with indoor seats. 
They have Bulgarian cuisine, Folklore programme with danc-
ing. The band plays all kinds of music. There are 200 places. 
QOpen 10:00 - 00:00. (10-20Lv). A6ULEBS

Ivan’s Place close to Vladislav hotel, tel. +359 (0) 887 
27 78 74. This is a place that after you visit once, you will 
keep coming back. It is found in the centre of the main shop-

ping street. Ivan is of course the owner and he will make sure 
you feel comfortable and attend to all your needs. Inside there 
is a bar, tables and TV screens for the games. It is decorated 
with football scarves. Outside under a sunshade are arranged 
the tables and the comfortable seating with cushions. They 
serve international dishes and cocktails. There is karaoke and 
a great party atmosphere. The waiters are friendly and fast. 

Whether you are a part of a young crowd or you are together 
with your family, you will all the same have a lot of fun. QOpen 
08:00 - 23:30. (10-20Lv). P6NGBSW

Lights Bistro net to hotel Shipka, tel. +359 (0) 898 77 
44 36/359 (0) 899 12 15 01, jiji112@abv.bg. Close to 
Roy, on the main shopping street this is mainly a pizza place. 
They serve also mied grill dishes, meat and vegetables on the 
“sach” (metal plate). The place is decorated with flags from 
all over Europe. They have live music with guitar and electric 
piano, playing mainly evergreens. QOpen 00:00 - 24:00. 
(9-29Lv). LEBSW

Shisha Bar net to hotel Admiral, tel. +359 (0) 898 57 81 
09, anetapan4ukova@abv.bg. On the beach across Admiral 
Hotel and Casino International Hotel you will find yourself in 
“the stories from the thousand and one nights”. Under a 
marquee, open to the stars in the middle, where there is a 
round glass stage with water fountain under it, the seating 
is arranged around the stage with comfortable divans in dif-
ferent colours, separated by strings of beads. Belly dancers 
dressed in veils and coin belts dance on the stage and around 
the tables. The place is decorated with veils and other ornate 
elements. You can order a hookah and sink into oblivion and 
pleasure. QOpen 07:00 - 01:00. B

Gibraltar Net to hotel Admiral, tel. +359 (0) 898 544 
304. A big restaurant (200 seats) on the beach alley of 
Golden Sands. English speaking staff and English menu are 
available. English music, retro, evergreens. The menu includes 
steaks, egg specialties, grill and traditional Bulgarian dishes. 
QOpen 10:30 - 23:30. (10 - 25Lv). JUIEGBS  
 
 

Even from a distance one can tell (from the blue sky lines 
and the long stretched white beach) how beautiful Albena 
is. From the hill you will have the finest panorama towards 
the resort where the sea meets the sand. The name of 
this remarkable place comes from a novel by the famous 
Yordan Yovkov, one of Bulgaria’s greatest writers of the 
20th century. 
Albena is no doubt one of the most successful and most 
sensibly planned resorts along the Black Sea Coast. It 
has an amazing 6km long beach that neighbours to the 
“Baltata” National Reserve. Albena has over 14 900 beds 
in 43 hotels (2 to 4 stars). It is a pure family resort, not 
overly developed, offering all the fun, games, beach hotels 
and restaurants one needs for a pleasant holiday. Albena 
is mainly a summer destination. The first hotel to open the 
season and the last to close is Dobrudja.  

Events
The 7th International Show Jumping CSI3* W Albena 
Beach 2008 will take place at Albena Black Sea Resort 
from June 20th till 22nd. The event is organized in accor-
dance with FEI regulations and with status of qualification 
for the World Cup - Individual. 
Co-organisers are Horse Riding Club NPC, Bulgarian 
Equestrian Federation and Albena JSCo under the patron-
age of German - Bulgarian chamber of industry &amp; 
commerce.
Honorary President of the Organizing Committee of CSI3* 
W  Albena Beach 2008 is D-r Mitko Vasilev - General 
Manager of the chamber.
Riders from Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Germany, Greece, 
Hungary, Italy, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Syrian 
Arab Republic, Turkey, Slovenia and Slovakia are invited 
through their National Federations.     
All courses at the Show Jumping will be build by the world 
wide famous  course designers Mr. Hauke Schmidt from 
Germany and the Italian one Mr.Uliano Vezzany.   
There will be three courses per day at 10:00, 15:00 and 
17:00 On Sunday 22nd - 15:00 you can watch the eciting   
Grand Pri World cup jumping - broadcasted directly by the 
Bulgarian national TV.

Hotels 
Boryana C-3, tel. +359 579 6 28 39, fa +359 579 6 
25 31, boriana@albena.bg, www.albena.bg. Situated 
right on the beach, this 10 storey hotel offers comfortable 
rooms in bright uplifting colours, all with balconies and sea 
or park views. There’s telephone, satellite TV, mini bar and 
bath or shower in every room. The hotel has 3 elevators, 
a restaurant, cafés, a bar, an outdoor swimming pool, a 
poolside bar, a shop, hairdresser’s, massage studio, safe 
at the reception and currency echange desk. At Boryana 
all sorts of sport activities are organized - beach volleyball, 
water skiing, surfing, panorama parachute flights, jet-ski 
and even a yacht club. For an etra charge the guests can 
use the resort’s horseback riding centre, tennis courts, 
table tennis, carting and the spa centres of Ralitsa 
Superior and Dobrudja hotels. All inclusive.Q176 rooms 
(12 singles €88, 158 doubles €134, 4 suites €112, 2 
apartments €180). PTA6LGBKCW hhh
Dorostor B-3, tel. +359 579 6 29 35, fa +359 579 6 
28 40, www.albena.bg. The 7-storey hotel is located on 
the main shopping street, only 20m from the beach. It has 
3 lifts, lobby bar, restaurant, safe and currency echange at 
the reception and massage studio. The rooms come with 
satellite TV, radio, telephone and bath. Fridges are offered as 
an additional service. Guests can rent a car or bicycle here. 

Near the hotel there are 2 tennis courts, a mini golf course 
and many restaurants.  Q147 rooms (15 singles €47, 132 
doubles €72). A6GBKW hhh

Druzhba B-3, tel. +359 579 6 29 42, fa +359 579 6 29 
50, www.albena.bg. Druzhba is in the centre of the resort, 
100m from the beach. The hotel was renovated in 1998 
and has 3 lifts, lobby bar, currency echange and safe at the 
reception. The rooms are in blue or grey colours, each with a 
balcony, satellite TV, telephone, bath and fridge against etra 
cost. Near the hotel there are two tennis courts, mini-golf 
and an outdoor swimming pool (hotel Malibu). The organized 
activities include horseback riding, football, beach volleyball, 
water skiing, jet-ski and scuba diving. In the proimity of the 
hotel there are several restaurants offering Bulgarian national 
and European cuisine. Q121 rooms (14 singles €49, 107 
doubles €74). A6GBW hhh

Elitsa C-3, tel. +359 579 6 29 92, fa +359 579 6 25 
56, elitsa@albena.bg, www.albena.bg. The all inclusive 
three star hotel is right on the beach near the natural reserve 
Baltata. The rooms are decorated in a blue colour scheme 
and come with a bath tub or shower, telephone, satellite 
TV, balcony and a sea or garden view. There is an outdoor 
swimming pool with children’s section, pool bar, restaurant, 
bar, safe and currency echange at the reception and parking. 
There is also Wi-Fi for an etra charge. The guests may use 
all the sports facilities in the resort for a small fee. Q176 
rooms (9 singles €80, 161 doubles €124, 6 apartments 
€123). PTYA6UGBKCW hhh

Flamingo B-3, tel. +359 579 6 22 70, fa +359 579 6 
27 08, flamingogrand@albena.bg, www.albena.bg. Few 
hotels on the Black Sea Coast can match Flamingo. The ultra 
modern comple Flamingo - Standard (4 stars) and Flamingo 
Grand (5 stars) - are situated in the central part of the resort, 
150m from the beach. With its 9 floors, 7 elevators, safe, large 
(1200 m2) swimming pool with show pool and children’s pool 
with water attractions, indoor swimming pool, internet halls, 
video games, children’s playground, massage studio, spa 
centre, fitness, squash, billiards, shops, art gallery, change 
bureau, 5 conference halls, business centre, hair dresser, 
manicure and pedicure, baby sitting and parking. This hotel 
offers all you need, and more, for your holiday. The rooms, 
apartments and studios are decorated in cream or soft beige 
colours. Each of them has a balcony, satellite TV, internet, 
safe, mini bar, electronic locking system, bath with tube or 
shower cabin, hair drier, telephone and panic button. The 
luurious suites and maisonettes have separate toilets, kitch-
enettes with tea and coffee equipment, microwaves, welcome 
trays with fruit and wine, LCD TVs, irons and ironing boards, 
dressing gowns, slippers and sun beds on the balconies with 
a sea view. The hotel is a model of ecological and energy 
saving with its solar panels and provides an ecellent family 
environment. Q182 rooms (18 apartments €270 - 315, 60 
Junior suite €146, 2 Presidential suite €349, 4 Maisonette 
€456, 84 Studio delu €152, 14 Studio eecutive €174). 
PTHARUFEGBKDCW hhhhh

Gergana C-3, tel. +359 579 6 29 10, fa +359 579 6 
29 68, gergana@albena.bg, www.albena.bg. Gergana 
all inclusive comple is located on the beach, net to the na-
tional reserve Baltata and includes the former hotels Mura, 
Slavuna and Gergana. It was fully renovated in 2008. The 
comple has two restaurants, shops, wellness and spa centre, 
hairdresser’s, manicure and pedicure salon, massage studio, 
bicycles for hire, 1 indoor and 2 outdoor swimming pools 
with water attractions, children’s section and playground on 
the beach. There is an animation program for children and 
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adults seven days a week, including day and evening shows, 
volleyball, football, basketball and darts. The comple also 
offers beach entertainments - boat trips, water wheels, water 
banana rides and jet-ski for a small etra charge. The rooms 
are spacious with balconies facing the sea or the garden, and 
are decorated with modern furniture in black, white and pastel 
colours, They have Satellite TV, telephone, radio and internet 
access. The bathrooms have hairdryers and telephones. 
The comple hosts two restaurants with terraces and total 
seating for 1100 persons.  Q292 rooms (8 singles €103, 
273 doubles €158, 7 suites €175, 4 apartments €270). 
PTARUFGBKCW hhhh

Kaliakra A-3, tel. +359 579 6 28 73, fa +359 579 6 
26 24, kaliakra@albena.bg, www.albena.bg. This is a 
lovely luury hotel with the best beach location in Albena. The 
rooms are spacious, in white and beige colours, with wooden 
furniture. All rooms have a sea view, central air conditioning, 
internet, safe bo, mini bar, LCD TV set with satellite television, 
sound system panel, telephone, mini-bar, balcony with out-
door seating. The bathrooms are with hair-dryer, towels and 
slippers and some (of the superior rooms and apartments) 
are with glass shower cabins and hydro-massage. The hotel 
has 1 panoramic and 5 inside lifts and modern energy saving 
solar panels. Nearby are the disco club Gorski Tsar and the 
karaoke bar Ganvie. Enjoy your stay with the breathtaking 
views of sunrises and sunsets as well as the tranquility and 
calmness. Ultra all inclusive. Q272 rooms (263 doubles 
€170, 9 apartments €270). PTHARULGB�
KCW hhhh

Laguna Beach C-3, tel. +359 579 6 29 59, fa +359 
579 6 20 30, l.beach@albena.bg, www.albena.bg. 
Laguna Beach The 7-storey hotel Laguna Beach, renovated 
in 2000, and of course located on the beach front, has half 
of its rooms facing the sea. The rooms are fashionably de-
signed, spacious and in rose and beige colours. They come 
with satellite TV, telephone and balcony. The bathrooms are 
with showers and hairdryers. For an etra charge you can have 
a safe and a fridge. Other facilities include massage centre, 
outdoor and indoor swimming pools with jacuzzi and children 
section. The hotel has a restaurant with Bulgarian national 
and European cuisine, lobby bar, café, animation hall for 250, 
bicycles for rent, massage studio and hairdresser ‘s salon 
with manicure and pedicure. In the proimity of Laguna Beach 
there are varieties of shops, fast food restaurants, pizzerias, 
different pubs, disco “The Forest King”, scuba diving club and 
a photo shop. Worth trying is restaurant Kaliopa, at Kaliopa 
hotel. The neighbouring hotel Dobrudja hosts a spa centre 
with different recreational facilities, beauty and cosmetic 
studios. r and hairdryer. Against an etra charge you can use 
the safe and fridge. Other facilities include massage centre, 
outdoor and indoor swimming pool with Jacuzzi and children 
section. The hotel has a restaurant with Bulgarian national 
and European cuisine, lobby bar, café, animation hall for 250, 
bicycles for rent, massage studio and hairdresser salon with 
manicure and pedicure. In the proimity of Laguna Beach there 
are multiple shops, fast food restaurants, pizzeria, different 
pubs, disco “The forest king”, scuba diving club and a photo 
shop. Worth trying is restaurant Kaliopa, at Kaliopa hotel. 
Hotel Dobrudja is also nearby which hosts spa centre with 
different recreational facilities, beauty programs and cosmetic 
studios. Q190 rooms (13 singles €88, 168 doubles €134, 
9 Junior suite €149). PTJAR6UGBKCW 
hhhh

Laguna Garden B-3,  tel. +359 579 6 28 27, fa +359 
579 6 25 25, l.garden@albena.bg, www.albena.bg. 
This elegant, all inclusive, hotel with terraced architecture 
is situated at the beginning of the main shopping street, 

150 metres from the beach and just a few metres from the 
spa and wellness centre Medica. Laguna Garden has an air-
conditioned restaurant, cocktail bar, outdoor swimming pool, 
pool for children, poolside bar, animation hall for 280, shops 
and massage studio. The rooms are spacious, in beige with 
telephone, satellite TV, mini bar, big bathrooms, fridge and 
personal safe for hire. The apartments are for 4 and consist 
of 1 double room and a studio with a kitchenette. The hotel 
also provides bicycles for hire and a mini golf course. Tennis 
fans can use the tennis courts near Kaliopa Hotel. few metres 
from the SPA and wellness centre Medica. Laguna Garden has 
an air-conditioned restaurant, cocktail bar, outdoor swimming 
pool, swimming pool for children, poolside bar, animation hall 
for 280, shops and massage studio. The rooms are spacious, 
in the beige colours with telephone, satellite TV, mini bar, 
spacious bathrooms, fridge and personal safe for hire. The 
apartments are for 4 and consist out of 1 double room and 
studio with kitchenette. The hotel also provides bicycles for 
hire and a mini golf course. Tennis fans can use the tennis 
courts near Kaliopa Hotel. Q145 rooms (14 singles €99, 
127 doubles €152, 4 Junior suite €197). PTHAR6�
ULGBKCW hhhh

Lora C-2, tel. +359 579 6 24 42, fa +359 579 6 25 75, 
www.albena.bg. This is one of the best two star options 
in Albena. Lora is just 300m from the beach, net to the post 
office. The rooms are small, neat, with modern furniture in 
green and yellow or brown and beige. They come with private 
bathrooms, balconies and fridges for hire. The apartments 
have radios and telephones. There is also a café bar with 
summer terrace, parking lot and children’s playground. Near 
by are the bowling centre, the horseback riding centre and 
the football field.  Q90 rooms (83 doubles €56 - 73, 7 apart-
ments €60 - 93). T6NGBKW hh

Nona C-3, tel. +359 579 6 29 30, fa +359 579 6 21 85, 
nona@abv.bg, www.albena.bg. Located on the beach near 
the National Reserve Baltata and only 300m away from the 
Balneological Center Medica this hotel provides rooms in light 
colours with air-conditioning, cable TV, phones, hair dryers, 
big bathrooms and mini-bars. There is no swimming pool but 
the guests can use the swimming pools of the neighbouring 
hotels Boryana and Elitsa. Near the hotel is the Gorski Tsar 
disco club. Worth trying are also the delicious pizzas in the 
pizza restaurant on the beach in front of the hotel. All inclusive. 
Q174 rooms (24 singles €80, 144 doubles €124, 4 suites 
€123, 2 apartments €208). PTAR6GBKCW 
hhh

Ralitsa Superior C-2,  tel. +359 579 6 22 30, fa +359 
579 6 25 05, ralitsasuperior@albena.bg, www.albena.
bg. The former Kiev, now Ralitsa Superior, is one of the most 
beautiful hotels in Albena. It is near the Variety Theater Al-
bena, the Horse Riding Centre and the three football stadiums. 
The hotel’s offer is all inclusive with everything - from ecellent 
restaurants to a large spa centre, jacuzzi, tennis court, basket-
ball and volleyball playground, air-conditioned animation hall 
for 400 people and a playground for children. The rooms are 
spacious, well decorated and were completely renovated in 
2003. They have air-conditioning, telephone, radio and satel-
lite TV. There is a free shuttle bus to the beach of Albena every 
30 minutes from 09.30 to 17:00. Ultra all inclusive. Q246 
rooms (5 singles €88, 238 doubles €136, 3 apartments 
€146). PTHAR6UFGBKDCW hhhh 

Libraries  
French Cultural Institute (Albena branch) B-2, 
Hotel Maastricht, net to hotel Althea, tel. +359  
52/63 22 08, fa +359 579 6 26 69, cedric.la-

vialle@institutfrance.bg, www.institutfrance.bg. 

Restaurants & Cafes  
Beerhouse Kartel tel. +359 579 6 25 55/+359 (0)  
884 35 52 98, juli@mail.bg. Located right behind the barrier 

of Albena resort on the beach this is a jolly place, decorated 
with all kinds of antique household objects - old irons, sewing 
machine, etc. The owner is a collector of beer glasses from all 
over the world and has decorated the place with them. If you 
read this edition of In Your Pocket before you travel down to 
Bulgaria take a beer glass with you, you will make somebody 
in Albena etremely happy. They have a fireplace, which gives 
cosiness to the place and a kids corner with toys. They serve 
international dishes and all kinds of beer and cocktails. Bring 
this issue of Varna In Your Pocket with you and you will get 5% 
discount, especially for our readers. QOpen 09:00 - 00:00. 
(6-18Lv). PT6IGBSW

Bistro Garden Place net to hotel Laguna Garden, tel. 
+359 579 6 22 87/+359 (0) 887 20 80 57, keki@abv.
bg. Net to Laguna Garden hotel, on the main shopping street, 
this place will welcome you with smiling faces. They have 50 
places inside and 250 outside. The cuisine is Bulgarian and 
the menu is in English, German, French, Russian, Bulgarian 
and Scandinavian languages. They have TV with all kinds of 
channels (also Scandinavian). The guests will be entertained 
by a duo performing evergreen songs QOpen 07:30 - 00:00. 
(15-28Lv). PTA6ULEGBCSW

Bistro Shamrock near hotel Dobrudzha, tel. +359 
(0) 889 38 00 21. Net to hotel Dobrudzha and Detelina 
supermarket, this is a lively place and the owners call it an 
Irish pub. When your company takes a table there, you will 
get your own national flag to signify where you are from. The 
cuisine is a combination of international and Bulgarian dishes. 
They serve veal stakes, Sach (meat on an iron plate), Musaka 
(minced meat with potatoes and a youghurt and eggs top-
ping baked to form a crust), Kavarma (pork or chicken meat 
with vegetables in a pot) and several fish dishes. There is 
also children’s menu. They claim to have the best karaoke in 
Albena. There is also live music with a great accordionist and 
they sing Norwegian, Greek, Irish and other tunes. They have 
3000 TV channels to suit every need. QOpen 00:00 - 24:00. 
(10-20Lv). PT6ULENGBCSW

Mobi Dick at the end of the beach, tel. +359 579 6 2 6 
60/+359 (0) 889 43 40 71. This is a restaurant located 
at the end of the beach of Albena, outside the boundaries of 

the resort. It has 120 seats on wooden tables and benches. 
The decorations are tamburas (mandolins) and other Bulgar-
ian folklore objects. There are 3 terraces, SAT TV and a big 
aquarium from which you can chose the fish for your dish. 
There is live music with Russian, English and other popular 

tunes. It’s seafood cuisine and it is not epensive. Bring with 
you this issue of Varna In Your Pocket with you and you will 
get 10% discount, especially for our readers. QOpen 09:00 
- 02:00. (7-15Lv). 6IENBS

Tex Mex net to hotel Dorostor. This is a Meican restaurant 
in the heart of Albena on the main shopping street. Everything 
here is authentic. The cook is Meican and prepares the food 
by original Mayan, Aztec and Olmecs recipes from imported 
Meican products and ingredients. They serve tortillas, mole 
con pollo, mescal with worm, etc. They have a kid’s menu 
and even prepare baby’s pap from fresh fruit and vegetables. 
They serve it in original Meican cutlery; have show kitchen 
and 3 meter big barbecue. The murals and other drawings 
are also created by Meican artists. The live mariachi (band) is 
of course Meican (from the Tlacala state) and they sing and 
play the violins, viguelas, bass guitar and trumpet. QOpen 
10:00 - 23:30. PTA6UILEBSW

The Old House in front of Laguna Beach Hotel, 
tel. +359 (0) 898 63 45 61, fa +359 579 6 26 50, 
novakova_1964@abv.bg. This is a Bulgarian style restau-
rant decorated with cow bells and icons. They have a big hall 
inside for 80 and an outside “terrace” on the sand for 150 
people, both with wooden tables and chairs. The restaurant is 
located on the beach alley in front of Laguna Beach hotel and 
the Rosaria (rose garden). The cuisine is Bulgarian, but they 
also serve international dishes. The owner prepares original 
Belgium cookies and claims that here everybody’s taste will 
be satisfied. They have an etensive wine list and live folklore 
band who will occasionally surprise you with international 
tunes. The waiters speak all kinds of languages - from Ger-
man, Russian, English and Bulgarian to the more eotic Finnish, 
Danish, Norwegian and Romanian, which unfortunately we 
couldn’t test as we don’t speak them. You will get your own 
national flag on your table to proudly present your nation. 
QOpen 09:00 - 23:30. (15-25Lv). PTA6EBS 

Bars, Clubs & Discos  
Karaoke Bar Ganvie tel. +359 (0) 898 63 54 94, 
val_eri7104@abv.bg. It is right on the beach of Albena, 
across from the central Bazaar, but you will not get sand in 
your shoes as they built a wooden bridge over the sand con-

necting the place to the beach lane. It is a wooden construc-
tion decorated with lights in all colours and the sign outside 
displays “Live Music Karaoke Bar”. They have comfortable 
seating and big bar. Here you will not only be able to enjoy 
a good collection of karaoke songs, but also a good snack. 
They serve salads, pizza, meat on the spit, grilled meat and 
desserts. Bring this issue of Varna In Your Pocket with you 
and you will get 10% discount, especially for our readers.  
QOpen 09:00 - 05:00. (12-25Lv). PTUEBW
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Best Rent and Travel ul. Primorska 9, tel. +359 579 7 
27 73/+359 (0) 887 477 765, office@bestrentacarbg.
com, www.bestrentacarbg.com. Bring this issue of Varna 
In Your Pocket with you and you will get 10% discount, especial-
ly for our readers. QOpen 08:00 - 19:00. Closed Sat, Sun. A 

History  
Antiquity It is said that in antiquity there was a settlement 
of Thracians here who practiced Thracian Orphism.

620 -575 BC According to Herodotus the town of Crunoy 
(Cruny) was established. During his reign king Astiag united 
the native population with the merchant seafarers from Yon-
ian Greece (present day Asia Minor). Translated from Greek 
Crunoy means water springs because of the etremely rich in 
mineral springs and underground waters lands.
4th century BC The territory was conquered by Philip II 
and Aleander the Great of Macedonia. The town flourished 
through trade with the Mediterranean countries. The town 
had rich social, economic and cultural life. At about that time 
after a violent sea storm the town was renamed Dionysos 
in honor of the God of wine. The legends also tell that Aph-
rodite was born here from the foam of the waves and first 
set foot on this land.
2nd-3rd centuries The town was reconstructed in accor-
dance with all requirements of the ancient military and civil 
construction. It also had a water-supply system, a catch-
water drain and a number of temples and public buildings. 
A Hellenic fortress from earthworks was built and later 
broadened. The town started minting its own coins. The town 
became part of the Roman Empire
527-565 During the reign of the Roman emperor Justinian 
the town prospered.
7th- 9th centuries The town fell into the hands of the 
barbarian conquerors of Bulgarians, Avars and Slavs and 
was renamed to Karvuna. The big settlement grew to a large 
city with fortified stone walls and an important medieval 
city center.
11th-12th centuries The lands fell under Byzantium rule 
and the population was forced to leave and settle on the 
neighbouring hills.
1366 the town lost its importance due to the building of 
the new impregnable fortress Kaliakra, which became the 
residence of the despot Dobrotitsa. The town was rarely 
mentioned in historical documents.
14th - 16th centuries The Turks took control of the city 
and a big part of the population left, leaving people of 
predominantly Turkish origin. Very few Christians remained, 
most of whom were stock-breeders. A poor little settle-
ment was built on the remains of the flourishing in the past 
medieval town.
1604 The town was assaulted by the Cossacks.
1653 The city was renamed Balchik, after the Boyar Balik 
who ruled the region referred to these days as Dzhina Bair. 
This is also the year in which the town was first registered 
under that name by the travelling geographer Evlia Cheleby 
and thus legalized for the future. By this time the town has 
grown into a district center with intense social-economic 
progress. The port was modernized.
1845-1847 The church “St. Nikola” and the first school 
were built.
1847-1866 The church “St. Georgi” was built with dona-
tions from Koyo Baychev. A lot of two and three-storey 
houses were built.
1866-1871 The Cultural Club was established to prepare 
the town for the liberation. The old hotel was built in neoclas-
sical romantic style.
1878 After the Russian-Turkish war Balchik was liberated 

Balchik  - the city of white cliffs, queen Maria of Romania 
and the Botanical Garden. Staying in Balchik will clear your 
mind and spirit from the everyday rush. Here you can come 
to rela and to enjoy typical Bulgarian hospitality. 

In spite of the fact that Balchik is a subsection of Varna 
In Your Pocket we managed to include quite some places 
you otherwise might have missed. If you are just passing 
through, the one stop you should make is the Palace and 
the Botanical Garden. Although it is the third Bulgarian port 
for medium-sized passenger and cargo vessels, Balchik is 
a peaceful oasis amidst the tourist uproar.

As Balchik is a small town it is not impossible to run into 
its mayor Nikolay Angelov - he can easily be recognized by 
his energetic walk to the office for another day of promot-
ing and governing his town. Mr. Angelov is also the mayor 
of the neighbouring Albena resort - so, who says work 
cannot be fun? 

Arriving in Balchik
You can get to this small but very romantic Bulgarian 
seaside town by car through the main road from Varna city. 
Alternatively, plenty of buses leave from the bus station 
every day. There is a regular bus service to Varna and 
Dobrich, another town to the west of Balchik. If you have 
your own yacht it’s possible to use one of the few yacht 
ports on Northern Black Sea coast. 

from the Ottoman Empire. The town became a centre of one 
of the 66 regions Bulgaria was divided into. 
19-20 centuries the town became an important industrial, 
economic and political center. Seven joint-stock companies 
started operation with two million golden levs. Established 
were a number of factories, corn echange, fishing industry, 
wine making, leather factories, hops and tobacco process-
ing factories, two flourmills and stone quarries. The port 
became a wheat-eporting port. Founded were a library, a 
theatre, a symphonic orchestra, a town choir and the Cher-
nomorets Sports Society. The ethnic composition gradually 
changed from mostly Gagauz and Turkish to predominantly 
Bulgarian.
1913 - 1940 After the Balkan War in 1913 with the an-
neation of South Dobrudzha the town became part of 
Romania.
1915-1919 During the Romanian rule the town was trans-
formed into a luurious resort for the Romanian aristocrats. 
Struck by the natural beauty of the place Queen Maria built 
a palace for her summer residence, a botanical garden, a 
chapel and a villa comple.
21 September 1940 An agreement was signed in the 
Romanian town of Craiova, 6 million golden levs were paid 
and Balchik was once again a part of Bulgaria. 

Hotels
Byala Kashta (White House) ul. Geo Milev 18, tel. 
+359 579 7 38 22, fa +359 579 7 39 51, white_house_
balchik@yahoo.com. Byala Kushta, meaning ‘white house’ 
is a small 3 floor hotel on the coast of Balchik, net to the 
yacht port. Apartments are small with modern furniture. 
Some rooms have panoramic balconies. Bathrooms are with 
showers. A big restaurant (see page.....) and a lobby bar (open: 
08:00-22:00h) are at the guests’ disposal. Pets are allowed. 
Internet is available. Q16 rooms (10 doubles €50, 6 apart-
ments €56 - 66). PAILEGBKSW hhh

Guest House Brezite ul. Primorska 4, tel. +359 (0)  
888 40 69 34/+359 (0) 896 89 59 91, dom_brezite@
abv.bg. This is a small guest house with just 3 rooms. The 
owners are a young couple, who are quite friendly. The rooms 
are with wooden beds, fridges and cable TV. The bathrooms 
are with showers and have small balconies. If you are looking 
for the basics this is the perfect place. Q4 rooms (2 doubles 
15 - 25BGN, 2 triples 23 - 33BGN). PGBW hh

Jupiter ul. Primorska 1A, tel. +359 579 7 64 70/+359  
(0) 887 88 31 23, fa +359 579 7 26 97, ivetta@abv.
bg, www.hotel-jupiter-bg.info. It is located on the paral-
lel to the quay street, close to the peer. There are bigger 
and smaller rooms, clean and comfortable, with cable TV. 
They are appointed in green and tender pink colours. The 
bathrooms are with showers. They have a small swimming 
pool with children’s section and chaise lounges. Also on the 
4th floor, on a sun terrace with a view to the white rocks of 
Balchik they have chaise lounges, where you can get a bit 
more privacy. Q40 rooms (24 doubles 20 - 40BGN, 3 triples 
25 - 45BGN, 5 apartments 30 - 65BGN, 3 Studio 28 - 48BGN). 
PA6UGKCW hhh

Lotos ul. Primorska 12, tel. +359 579 7 21 95/+359  
(0) 898 224 004, office@lotos-hotel.com, www.lotos-
hotel.com. This blue and white hotel is situated at the 
seashore and functions all year round. The rooms have big 
bathrooms, telephones, and cable TV. All rooms have a nice 
sea view and a balcony. The kind owner can offer you also 

room service, car parking space, boat trips, fishing, picnics 
and a romantic dinner aboard a boat in the Bay of Balchik. 
Q63 rooms (29 doubles €30 - 51, 29 triples €, 5 apartments 
€41 - 72,  studio €36 - 61). PTHAR6UFLEG�
BKDCW hhh

Marina City ul. Primorska 8, tel. +359 579 7 17 
77/+359 579 7 18 88, http://marinacity.eu/. Apart-
ment hotel with interesting architecture situated on Balchik 
Bay coast. The apartments are with 1 or 2 bedrooms, all with 
kitchenettes with cooking facilities. The luurious apartments 

Rehabilitation Hospital Tuzlata for spa and 
mud treatment mestnost Tuzlata, tel. +359 579 7 
24 80/+359 579 7 28 82. The mud and spa healing 
hospital is 6 kilometers east of the town of Balchik. The 
curative mud is obtained from the bottom of two firth 
lakes, which is covered with black hydrogen sulphide 
peloid. The hospital is specialized in the treatment of 
problems in the locomotory system - arthritis, rheu-
matism and post-traumatic states, gout disease and 
peripheral nervous systems. They provide kinesis therapy 
and electrotherapy. One of the mud methods they use is 
known as the Egyptian method. The mineral water spring 
has high flow capacity and is 31° C. It contains calcium-
magnesium, hydrogen sulphide and meta-silicon acid, 
giving alkaline reaction. Drinking the water is an efficient 
therapy for diseases of the urinary, digestive and meta-
bolic-endocrine systems.The hospital base is quite old 
and somewhat run down. The staff mostly do not speak 
English or at best, very poorly. But if you are determined 
to take mud treatment, since the chemical qualities of the 
mud are etremely beneficial, you might consider staying 
over in the town of Balchik and travel each day just to 
take your therapy treatment.If you are brave enough you 
can stay full-time at the hospital - you can choose one of 
the two full package treatment stays of 5 and 10 days. 
Of course, these will depend on the initial doctor’s eam 
upon arrival and what treatment best suits you. Best 
is to bring your -ray photographs if you have such. The 
hospital is open from 1st May until 31st October. There 
are 60 beds and a canteen on menu or free choice. The 
package prices are 180 Lv. for 5 days and 280 Lv. for 10 
days including the initial doctor’s eams. Otherwise the 
initial doctor’s eam costs 40 Lv. And the outdoor mud 
treatment is 3 Lv.QOpen 8:30 - 18:00. NB

Tuzlata

Welcome to Balchik – the land of 
seven civilizations!

Left aside from the dynamics of 
the big tourist centres, Balchik 
attracts more friends with its 
unique amphitheatrical location 
and unforgettable artistic spirit. 
It is also called the White Town 
for its limestone rocks on which 
seven civilizations have left their 
marks.
The variety of tourist services 
is expanded by yacht and spa 

tourism, festivals and convents, eco-tourism and hunt-
ing. Already one year the Black Sea Rama and the Light 
House golf courses have been receiving the fans of this 
aristocratic sport from all over the world. The town hosts 
one of most visited tourist sites in the country – the 
Palace, which combines the multicultural interests of 
its builders with the wealth of plant life in the University 
Botanical Garden.
The recently found temple of the goddess-mother Cybele 
drew the attention of historians and archeologists from 
all over Europe, which will turns it into the starting point 
of the tourist routes. 
My invitation for visiting Balchik has a year-round validity, 
because Nature has been generous and has endowed us 
with beauty which impresses in all seasons. 

Nikolay Angelov
Mayor of Balchik Municipality

Message from the Mayor 
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have bathtubs. Furniture is simple but stylish. A big terrace 
with an open-air bar and swimming pool (with a children’s sec-
tion) provides a magnificent sea panorama. Several fitness 
facilities are at the guests’ disposal. The garden is decorated 
with artificial palm trees. The hotel offers 2 restaurants: El 
Simpatico and Hemingway. Q (25 apartments €95 - 140, 14 
Studio €70 - 90). PTAFLGBKCW hhhh

Sea Star (Morska zvezda) ul. Primorska 7, tel. +359 
579 7 70 47/+359 (0) 888 707 137, seastar_b4@
mail.bg, www.morska-zvezda.com. The newest two-star 
hotel in Balchik, situated very close to the sea, is built and 
furnished in a modern style. All rooms have phones, cable TV, 
mini-bars, fridges and air conditioning. Kind and helpful staff. 
A nice and cheap place for rest and recreation. Q16 rooms 
(2 singles €15, 8 doubles €30, 4 suites €35, 2 apartments 
€45). PAR6LGBKW hh

The Irish Rover ul. Primorska 27, tel. +359 (0) 888 
510 530/+359 (0) 885 869 167, hotel@balchikirish.
com, www.balchikirish.com. A non-smoking hotel close 
to the quay. Almost all rooms have very small panoramic 
balconies and micro wardrobes. Some bathrooms are with 
bathtubs, and the others have only showers. The Irish pub/
restaurant attached to the hotel (100 seats, open: 8:30-
23:30) offers traditional Irish and Bulgarian cuisine and they 
have an ecellent choice of music on the jukebo. English 
speaking staff. Q9 rooms (1 single €7 - 15, 4 doubles €17 
- 30, 2 apartments €28 - 48). PARLEGBKW h 

Restaurants & Cafes  
“The Three Water Mills” - Vodenicata . The Three 
Water Mills Vodenicata is a small cosy restaurant in the Palace 
comple just net to restaurant Korona. It is a former watermill, 
built from stone. The mill-wheel is still preserved as part of 
the decoration of the restaurant. The inside seating is quite 
elegantly done with tables and chairs from wrought iron and 
wood. The outside seating is under a trellis vine along a small 
artificial streamlet, overlooking the sea. The restaurant offers 
a diverse wine collection. The cuisine is Bulgarian national 
with a rich choice of meals. If you are a lover of desserts, 
this place offers great variety of cakes, tarts, pastry and 
creams. Q B

Bar Fantasy ul. General Zaimov 2, tel. +359 (0) 897 
80 90 08, sst75@abv.bg. This is a small bar with about 30 
places inside. They work all year round and this is a place 
where the locals hang out for a chat. The place is arranged 
with wicker furniture. It is a smokey place, so mind that if 
you are not tolerant to smoke. If you are though, they have 
hookahs. There is TV tuned to sports and music channels. 
QOpen 07:30 - 00:00. B

Bistro Briz Aleya Dambata, tel. +359 (0) 887 252 
536. This place is located near The Palace comple, on the 
coast. The bistro is unpretentious, with very kind staff and 
predominantly fish dishes. Part of the seating area is under 
an enormous tent, the other part is around a small swimming 
pool. The long menu list is in 6 languages. There is also a 
barbecue area and a homemade bread oven. QOpen 10:00 
- 02:00. (10-12 lv). 6UNBS

BM Korona The Palace comple, tel. +359 579 76 84 
7/+359 (0) 885 775 520, www.bm-food.com. The fish 
restaurant Korona (crown) is found in the Architectural Park 
“Dvoreca” (read more on p….. in our sightseeing section) in 
a building which used to be a water mill. It is just above the 
beach and is overlooking the sea. The interior is in brown and 
cream and the wooden columns fit well with the flooring and 

walls, which are made from Balchik limestone. The outside 
seating areas are cosy on two terraces and are arranged 
under a vine which adds to the romantic atmosphere fortified 
by the jazz and popular music background. The menu is quite 
rich and includes fish such as red mullet and turbot. They 
also offer tasty veal pepper steaks, paella and octopus. The 
service is good, although it can be a little bit slow when busy. 
QOpen 10:00 - 24:00. (8-25Lv). PAILGBS

Byala Kashta (White House) ul. Geo Milev 18, tel. 
+359 579 7 38 22. The restaurant (100 seats) of the 
3-storey hotel under the same name. English speaking staff 
and English menu are available. Patience may be necessary 
here so it is a good venue for those with some time to rela 
and enjoy the view. The menu includes meat and vegetarian 
dishes, desserts, fish, soups, salads and an impressive list 
of around 140 different wines. Internet is available. QOpen 
08:00 - 23:30. (15-30Lv). PARILEGBKSW

Cafe Inteligent pl. 21 September 7, tel. +359 579 7 3 
0 77. One of the oldest venues in Balchik. Weird, but far from 
wonderful. The motley combination of dark colored seating, 
chrome and models of fishing nets makes for a high impact 
first impression. A better option is to sit outside, leave the 
drunken locals to their rakiya and enjoy the view. QOpen 
07:00 - 22:00. PJNGBW

El Simpatico ul. Primorska 8, tel. +359 579 7 42 4 
4/+359 (0) 898 626 275, mail@el-simpatico.com, www.
el-simpatico.com. This delightful restaurant is located right 
net to the yacht port of Balchik, overlooking the sea. It is a 
spacious place, with a bar in the middle and solid wooden 
tables around. The outside seating area welcomes you with 
the breath of the sea. The restaurant is decorated with toy 
ships, other marine elements and real flowers. The cuisine is 
equisite. The owner herself trains the chefs and decides on 
the decorative scheme of the dishes. The menu is national 
Bulgarian and seafood. They use special meat and other 
sauces adopted from the French and Meican cuisine, but 
with Bulgarian spices and flavourings which impart the unique 
taste. The wine list is also very good. It offers a selection of 
home-made boutique wines from a winery house in Dobrich as 
well as imported brands. There is live music and after 22.30 
piano bar music until 2-3 a.m. There are flat screen-TVs, 
so if there is a game you can’t miss this is the place to go.  
QOpen 09:00 - 02:00. (11-30Lv). PTAR6UE�
GBSW

Mikado ul. Primorska 16, tel. +359 (0) 893 455 
454/+359  (0) 878 451 594. This restaurant is situated 
on the seashore and offers a beautiful sea view from the 
airy terrace. Good pizza, a wide choice of salads and good 
selection of wines keep this place perpetually crowded. The 
staff are quick and efficient , however a reservation is advised. 
QOpen 9:00 - 24:00. PAB

Orient cafe Lilia The Palace comple, tel. +359 (0)  888 
319 390. The pastry shop Lilia is in the Architectural Park 
“Dvoretsa” perched on the edge of a water-lily pond near the 
beach. The whole place is designed in the spirit of the Orient, 
inviting you to sit back and make yourself comfortable. The 
inside is designed with colourful stain-glassed windows. The 
divans are settees with cushions and low wooden tables 
where you can happily puff away on your hookah, generously 
offered by the waiters. The eperience is guaranteed to be com-
plete since the café shop offers numerous pastry temptations 
typical for the Orient as well as Turkish tea and Arabic coffee.  
QOpen 10:00 - 21:00. A6INGBSW

Panorama Kavatsi ul. Primorska 22, tel. +359 (0) 897 
87 48 51, fa +359 579 73 013, kavaci@mail.bg, www.
pizza-kavaci.com. This is the first of three restaurants at 

the end of the quay street, right net to the peer. They have a 
floating platform on the sea side with a bar in the middle, a 
terrace on the second floor of the restaurant with a beauti-
ful view to Balchik and the Queen’s Palace. The restaurant 
is called after the old Kavak tree, which is still there and the 
terrace is built around it. If you prefer you can also sit inside. 
The cuisine is international and the staff are helpful. QOpen 
09:00 - 00:00. (5-20Lv). PABSW

The Old Boat ul. Primorska 22, Aleya Dambata, tel. 
+359 (0) 889 43 43 05. This is the second of three 
restaurants at the end of the quay street, right net to the 
peer. They also have a floating platform on the sea side 
and take the ground floor of the building where Panorama 
Kavatsi restaurant resides. Bulgarian cuisine and live music 
orchestra - Jazz, Rock and popular music. Q (9-15Lv). 
AULEBSW

Regina Maria ul. Primorska 29, Helios Comple, tel. 
+359 (0) 887 04 76 70, jolin@abv.bg. This is a traditional 
Bulgarian restaurant found down the stairs in the cellar of the 
house. This is great if you are looking for coolness in the hot 
summer days. The place is nicely decorated with pieces of 
Bulgarian revival period antiques. They have live Bulgarian 
music. The menu is in Bulgarian, Russian and English. QOpen 
00:00 - 24:00. (10-20Lv). PIENGB

Specialised Restaurant-Grill Kavatsi ul. Primorska 
22, tel. +359 (0) 887 890 161/+359 (0) 888 713 939.  

A small restaurant with a perfect location on the quay. The 
view of lovely yachts in the seaside sunset is etremely en-
joyable. The restaurant offers top quality mussels. The staff 
are pleasant and friendly and the prices are very reason-
able. QOpen 08:00 - 02:00. PTJA6ULEG�
BKS

The Fingers ul. Primorska 26, tel. +359 (0) 878 49 
77 76, galina_discover@yahoo.com. This is a lovely bar, 
elegantly set up. They have a ground floor with a bar and a 
second terrace like floor with high tables and stools and sit-
ting areas with sofas. They also have several tables outside. 
They play reggae, disco, retro and hip hop. There is TV tuned 
to sports or music channels, so you will not miss a game. 
QOpen 08:30 - 02:00. PNBW

Churches
Church of St. Georgi (Tsarkva Sveti Georgi) 
. The church was buil t between 1895-1897. I t is situ-
ated in the centre of the town and has one of the most 
beautiful altars in Dobrudza, the icons are gifts from the 
citizens. The church is in a list of protected monuments. 
Church of St. Petka (Tsarkva Sveta Pet-
ka) . I t is si tuated in the new town. The construc-

Cape Kaliakra Restaurant Kaliakra Cape, tel. 
+359 579 47 78/+359 (0) 889 921 384. The restau-
rant is sheltered inside a natural cave formed at the very 
edge of the cape. A set of stairs leads down to the two 
halls. The place also holds a big terrace with a gorgeous 
view to the sea and the lulling sound of splashing waves. 
If you’re lucky, you might be able to see a pod of dolphins 
swirling around in the sea. The restaurant offers good food 
at reasonable prices. The main specialty of the house 
is a dish called “The Admiral”, named after the Russian 
admiral Fyodor Ushakov who played a major role in the 
defeat of the Turkish army near Cape Kaliakra during the 
Russo-Turkish War. It is made from a variety of seafood 
and is really delicious. The other savoury temptation is 
the dish called “The Cave”, which is a combination of 
several kinds of meat and vegetables. The wine list is 
also ecellent. QOpen 9:00 - 24:00. (10-35Lv.). PT�
LENGBS

Mussel Farm and Restaurant Dalboka , tel. 
+359 (0) 899 911 377/+359 (0) 888 911 377, 
www.dalboka.com. The restaurant is found just 20 min. 
from the town of Balchik on a lagoon in the cove of cape 
Kaliakra. It is framed by rocky cliffs, with tables overlook-
ing the beach and opening out to amazing sunrises over 
the sea. To get there, you definitely need a car and best 
would be if it’s an off-roader. After you pass the town of 
Kavarna, be careful not to miss the turn for the village of 
Balgarevo. About 300 meters before the village’s sign-
board turn to the right on the dirt road. There is a small 
sign for the mussel farm Dalboka. The restaurant offers 
the stunning number of 60 types of mussel dishes, even 
as deserts. The mussels are, of course, just caught in the 
farm, 500 meters from the shore, and are guaranteed to 
be ecologically clean Black Sea mussels. For your informa-
tion the mussels have 98 % nutrition value and contain 
7.9-14.6 % protein, 0.14-3.2% lipids and 0.89-2.2% 
mineral salts. The rest 78-86% is water. So if you are on 
a diet this is the perfect place to get a nutritious and low 
fat meal in a tranquil atmosphere. The wine list is rich and 
completely consistent with the food. The restaurant also 
offers hotel rooms and a small private beach. The place 
is equisite and thus highly visited by connoisseurs and 
celebrities, so we recommend you to book in advance. 
QOpen 10:00 - 22:30. (5-30Lv). 6NBS

Out of town
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tion star ted in 1935 by the Romanian au thori ties, 
bu t i t was f inished and consecrated onl y in 1954. 
Church of St. st. Konstantin i Elena (Greek 
church) .  I t  is si tua ted in fron t of th e Ar t gal-
lery and is now used for concerts and summer opera. 
Teketo - religious cult monument , tel. +359  88 882 
070. It is located near the village of Obrochishte, 15km to the 
southwest of Balchik and 6-7km to the west of Albena. Built in 
the 16th century the religious cult monument has an original 
architecture unique for the Balkans. The monastery was once 
visited by both Muslims and Christians simultaneously. Q  

Museums  
Art gallery (Hudozhestvena galeriya) ul. Otets 
Paisiy 4, tel. +359 579 998 946, gallery@balchik.net. 
This is the first Art gallery in South Dobrudzha and is situated 
in a nice building erected at the beginning of the 20th century. 
It displays modern Bulgarian art and hosts various ehibitions. 
Admission: 5Lv QOpen 10:00 - 17:00.

City Historical Museum (Istoricheski muzey) ul. 
Dimitur Zhelev 2, tel. +359 579 7 21 77. The museum 
is found on the central square of the town. Balchik history is 
displayed chronologically in three halls - from the foundation 
in the 6th century BC until the middle of the 20th century. 
Admission: 5Lv QOpen 9:00 - 17:00.

Ethnographic Museum (Etnografski muzey) ul. 
Dimitur Zhelev 3, tel. +359 579 7 21 77. The ethno-
graphic museum is displayed in a beautiful restored house 
that once belonged to a wealthy local corn merchant. It shows 
the cozy atmosphere of typical village and town guest rooms 
at the end of the 19th century. Admission: 5Lv QOpen 09:00 
- 17:00.  
Revival comple (Vazrozhdenski kompleks) ul. 

Hristo Botev 4, tel. +359 579 7 21 77. It is a rather inter-
esting sight - includes a church St. Nikola built in 1866 and a 
revival school from the same period. The comple is now 
renovated by the project Beautiful Bulgaria. This is the most 
successful historical place after “The Palace”: It is often 
visited by organized tourists from Albena. Admission: 5Lv 
Q O p e n  0 9 : 0 0  -  1 7 : 0 0 .  C l o s e d  M o n ,  S u n . 
Aleyata na Vekovete i Gradinata na Aleandear 
(The Alley of the Centuries and the Garden of 
Aleandar) . The white stone columns in the garden were 
given to Maria as a present from her son-in-law the Serbian 
King Aleandar. That is why the garden bears his name. The 
row of mill stones passing through the garden marks each 
century. The last stone is the mark of the present 21st 
century .  
Aleyata na Vinoto (The Alley of Wine) . Before the 
construction of the Palace this place used to be the buffet 
for the marine baths and the beach, used by the population 
of Balchik. After the palace was built the place became the 
sewing work shop, where the dress-makers of Queen Maria 
sewed her fashionable dresses. Queen Maria was famous 

tuberose), creams (lilium) and others. In the northern part of 
the garden there is a small building that eisted before the 
palace was built. A strong stream of water gushes forth from 
the wall and the general belief is that this water is curative 
and helps healing. Therefore local people built a small chapel 
- Ayazmo.   
Gradina Angliyski dvor (The Garden English Court)  
The garden is hidden behind massive walls. It has a water 
mirror which shelters white water lilies. The lawns are full of 
primroses. Queen Maria called the garden British Court, be-
cause it reminded her of her happy childhood in Eastwell 
Manor in Northern Scotland where Maria used to pick prim-
roses with her sisters. Maria was the daughter of the Duke 
of Edinburgh and Coubourgh, second son of Queen Victoria 
and the granddaughter of the Russian Emperor Aleander II. 
Gradinata na Allah (the Garden of Allah). To see this 
garden you have to open the iron gate. The garden itself was 
created and modeled in the Mauritanian style where the 
flowers and ornaments were ordered from Morocco. The 
place is divided into two parts by a stone canal and high 
cypresses are planted along both sides. In the first part of 
the garden you can see various kinds of cacti and the second 
part represents a carpet of small size flowers of various 
colours. The water in the canal comes from three spouts in 
the wall above which the image of Virgin Mary is cut, holding 
a boat in her hands, with an inscription in Latin “Dei Mater, 
Stella Mares, ora pro nobis”(God Mother, Star of the seas, 
pray for the people). Queen Maria was a follower of the Bahá’í 
Faith which preaches that there should be a unity of all reli-
gions, because humanity is one single race and that includes 
all the messengers Abraham, Moses, Buddha, Krishna, Zo-
roaster, Christ and Mohammed. In compliance with her belief 
the gardens were symbols of the complementary Christian 
and Muslim religions.   
Gradinata na Placheshtite Darveta (The Garden 
of the Weeping Trees) . Between villa Suite and Izbanda 
(read more on p..... in our where to stay section) spreads the 
garden with the weeping trees. As if on an impressionist 
painting the tree branches are touching the ground and this 
makes them look like they themselves are actually growing 
up from it. At sunset the silhouettes of the trees look like 
oriental fountains. The picture is additionally coloured by 
bright red and orange flowers among the trees. Gradinata 
na Printsesa Ileana (the Garden of Princess 
Ileana). Among high quince trees there is a stone water 
fountain which flows into a small artificial lake. This garden is 
called Princess Ileana and was created by Jules Jani in the 
period 1933-1937. Roses and tulips in white, red, rose and 
black grow there. In 1937 gardener Jani died and his work 
was finished by a gardener called Gutman. The queen ordered 
the soil in the garden to be treated with very rich special 
manure. Nearby are the remains of a monastery, which, un-
fortunately was destroyed by landslides. Net to the monastery 
were located the Palace’s vineyards and fruit and vegetable 
gardens. There grew only specially selected varieties of 
grapes, fruits and vegetables. In the gardens were built 
greenhouses in which flowers for the palace were cultivated.  
Gradinata na Sveti Martin (The Garden of St. 
Martin) . A narrow staircase brings you from the Siniata 
Strela villa to the garden of St. Martin where small size flowers 
are planted and grown. Large stone crosses with inscriptions 
in the Slavic language can be seen in the garden. There is a 
statue of Saint Martin, patron of the Romanian royal family.  
Gradinata s Krastovidnoto Vodno Ogledalo (The 
Garden with the Cross Water Pool) . A staircase leads 
to a garden where a water mirror is cut in the form of a Cross 
in a stone terrace.   
Hramat na Vodata - Nimpheumat (The Temple of 
Water - the Nimpheum) . The so called Temple repre-
sents a waterfall starting from the end of the Garden of Allah 

the BalChik palaCe 

for her elegant style throughout Europe.  
Getsimanskata Gradina (Garden of Gethsemane)  
Whitestone stairs lead from a terrace below the chapel to 
the garden. Its construction started in 1933. It took the ar-
chitects and the gardeners three years to complete. Tulips 
from white through black can be seen in spring here as well 
as rare species of trees and bushes like Hinap (zizyphus 
vulgaris), heavenly apple (diospirus lotus u kaki), pomegran-
ate (punica granatum), figs (ficus carica), Begonia (begonia 

The Balchik Palace , tel. +359 579 74 452/+359 
579 7 68 51, tour@dvoreca.com, www.dvoreca.
com. Balchik was visited in 1921 by Queen Maria and 
her son Prince Nikolay who were intrigued by the stories 
of their friends, describing the rocks with colour of silver 
ashes and the calm sea. Maria was fascinated by the 
natural beauty of Balchik and as it was at the time the 
most southern point of the new Romanian territories she 
decided that the place was suitable for the construction 
of a summer residence. The project was assigned to the 
Italian architects Amerigo and Augustino. The architects 
changed the steep beach, constructing terraces with 
stone channels of running water. The garden was shaped 
by the Swiss Gardner Jules Jani, former chief gardener of 
the Russian Emperor Nicholay II. Nowadays the biggest 
natural grace is the abundant crystal clear water from the 
springs Ak bunar (White well), Chatal fountain and Danak 
gyoz (Veal eye). The picturesque view is complemented 
by the high waterfalls. You can see the Byzantine Orthodo 
chapel, Roman-Arab rotunda and villas in the Moorish 
style. Many fountains are decorated with fine marble 
and statues of mythological figures. The palace itself 
is built in the typical Bulgarian style with verandahs and 
decorated with a minaret. During the Romanian rule, the 
well Gyumyush bunar (Silver well) was covered according 
to the traditions of Transylvania. The buildings are found 
behind iron gates and are accessible via numerous stairs 
made of Balchik limestone.Admission: 5Lv, children 7-16 
years 1Lv. QOpen 08:00 - 21:00.

The Balchik Palace
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Minareto na Villa Tihoto Gnezdo (The Minaret of 
the Villa Quiet Nest) . Behind a wood-carved door, narrow 
stairs lead to the tower of the minaret. At the top there is a 
unique vane which used to have stretched chords as in a harp 
with which the wind played magic sounds. The minaret doesn’t 
have a religious value, but is just a decorative element to the 
house.   
Mosta na Vazdishkite (The Bridge of Sighs). The 
vaulted stone bridge got its name from the famous bridge in 
Venice, which was used for the last walk of the convicted to 
death. These days the bridge attracts a lot of lovers who 
come here to share their vows. A few couples even got mar-
ried on the bridge. On the right bank of the river running under 
the bridge is the power plant, which used to supply the Palace 
with electricity. Nowadays, the power plant is turned into a 
shop, called the Queen’s workshop, where they sell various 
souvenirs and artwork.   
Paraklisat Uspenie Bogorodichno (The Chapel of 
the Blessed Virgin). A small staircase through one of the 
broad arches of the Nimpheum will take you to a garden with 
white lilies, different from all the other gardens in the Palace. 
You have to visit it to see why. A stone alley leads to the 
chapel which was built in 1932. High trees surround the build-
ing in the center where the temple rises. the images of Queen 

flowing into a deep stone pool with a fountain from 1865 
embedded in the walls of the Nimfeum. Queen Maria liked to 
celebrate her birthday here at the Temple of Water. The 
birthdays usually started with a parade of young schoolgirls 
and f inish ed wi th a h orse race and a reception.  
Karaulnoto (The Sentry) . The entry to the Palace 
represents a building in Bulgarian style with casement gate 
and watch-tower. In the niches of the walls of the building two 
sentries were guarding the entrance around the clock. 
Spherical sea mines, a symbolic warning to anyone who might 
disturb the peace of the palace, are placed on both sides of 
the entrance. Over the entrance there were wa candles placed 
to illuminate the path. Further down along both sides of the 
cobbled path are the garden of the Cacti, the Maze of trees 
and the multiple flower gardens.   
Mavi Dulga - Aleya Siniata Vulna (The Alley Blue 
Wave) . From the Garden of Gethsemane through iron gates 
there is a path leading to the alley. It is built along the lower 
coastal terrace between 1930 and 1933. Colourful flowers 
grow along the alley - roses, black tulips, narcissus, irises, 
ileums, digitalis, delphiniums, clematis, jasmine and others. 
Here grows also a very rare and valuable tree - the cotoneas-
ter. Two stone thrones were built under the only magnolia 
tree (Magnolia Grandiflora) .  

the BalChik palaCe 

The Palace Comple, tel.+359 579 7 68 54/7 68 
71, fa+359 579 7 68 49, tour@dvoreca.com, www.
dvoreca.com. Prices: doubles € 25-50, apartments 
€ 40-100.

Villa Gutman The Palace comple, tel. +359 579 7 
68 54/+359 579 7 68 71, fa +359 579 7 68 49, of-
fice@dvoreca.com, www.dvoreca.com. Villa Gutman 
was named after the Swiss gardener Gutman who took 
part in the ennobling of the Gardens of Queen Maria’s 
Palace comple. The villa used to be the residence of the 
governor of the Palace during the Romanian rule. It is a 
two storey building in the Bulgarian style. The building is 
made of stone and wood. It has five double rooms - one 
with a double bed and four with 2 single beds. Each has 
a TV and a fridge and are equipped with radiators. The 
rooms are decorated in dark brown and cream colours. 
The floor is covered with brown tiles. The bathrooms are 
small. The villa looks better on the outside than on the 
inside but it is definitely worth visiting for its rich history.  
Q (doubles €16 - 36, apartments €31 - 57). ULNB

Villa Izbanda  Villa Izbanda is a two-storey white building 
in the Bulgarian style. The cinema, the post office and the 
telegraph of the Palace used to be here. On the ground floor 
there used to be a wine cellar. Net to the winery there were 
around 100 beehives and apiarists gathered honey. The 
villa has 14 rooms and 2 apartments for three people. The 
apartments hold a bedroom and a living room. The design 
solution is in cream, red and beige. The bathrooms are in 
grey with nice mirrors and showers. Each room has a fridge 
and TV. Between villa Izbanda and villa Suite stretches the 
garden of the weeping trees.  Q ULNGB

Villa Moara (Villa Watermill)  It is located in one of 
the water-mills net to Restaurant Korona in the comple . It 
is a small building behind an iron gate. On the ground floor 
there are 2 double rooms with a shared bathroom. On the 
second floor there are an apartment and a double room 
each with a TV and refrigerator. The villa holds also a foyer 
with sitting area in brown and beige, kitchenette and a big-

ger TV. The panoramic sea view from the villa will contribute 
to your comfort. Q ILNBW

Villa Sinyata Strela (Blue Arrow) - Prince Nikolay 
The villa looks impressive from the outside. It is a white 
building on one floor with wide arches looking towards the 
enclosed inner yard with a stone patio and a fountain. It 
used to be the residence place for the retinue of Queen 
Maria. The villa has 8 rooms and 2 apartments. Two of the 
rooms have three beds and si are with two beds. Every room 
has a fridge and TV. They are all done in cream and beige 
colour schemes, wooden or glass tables in the living room of 
the apartments and greenish sitting area. The apartments 
hold 4 sleeping places - bedrooms with double beds and 
living rooms with furniture that etends to two more beds. 
The bathrooms are with bathtubs. The place is not luurious, 
but is comfortable.Q ILNBW

Villa Suite  The villa looks impressive from the outside. 
It is a white building on one floor with wide arches looking 
towards the enclosed inner yard with a stone patio and a 
fountain. It used to be the residence place for the retinue 
of Queen Maria. The villa has 8 rooms and 2 apartments. 
Two of the rooms have three beds and si are with two beds. 
Every room has a fridge and TV. They are all done in cream 
and beige colour schemes, wooden or glass tables in the 
living room of the apartments and greenish sitting area. The 
apartments hold 4 sleeping places - bedrooms with double 
beds and living rooms with furniture that etends to two more 
beds. The bathrooms are with bathtubs. The place is not 
luurious, but is comfortable. Q LNB

Villa Zalez (Sunset) . The villa is a one floor white build-
ing with a stone veranda. It used to shelter the military unit 
which guarded the Palace. The villa holds three apartments 
with a bedroom and living room with three or four beds. The 
sitting area in the living room is with a sofa, a table and 
chairs. The colour scheme of the bedrooms is cream and 
beige. The living room has red carpets and wooden chairs 
with red seating. Each apartment has TV and fridge. The 
bedrooms are small, but comfortable. Q ULNB

The Palace Comple
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Maria and Princess Ileana are painted on both sides of the 
entrance. Inside the temple there is a wood-carved throne 
and an iconostasis made in 1721, bought by Queen Maria 
from the island of Cyprus.   
Pushilnya Chernata Valna (Smoking Room the 
Black Wave). The white marble walls of the Black Wave 
smoking room can be found beyond the walls of the Alley of 
the Centuries. Behind the wooden doors and glass colourful 
windows there is an oriental water splashing fountain. In times 
gone the hookahs were set on low tables. An ancient copy 
of the Madonna of Torchelo was placed net to a Japanese 
silk couch. Today this copy is a part of the historical ehibition 
in the palace.   
Queen’s palace - Villa Tihoto Gnezdo (Villa Silent-
Nest). This villa used to be the Palace of Queen Maria. 
Outside the villa, under the green shadows there is a marble 
throne, brought for the queen from Florence. On the stone 
wall of the building there is a white stone statue of the Virgin 
Mary with a ship in her lap. The three rooms on the ground 
floor - bedroom, office and an after-bath rest room - were 
built for King Ferdinand. Nowadays here is the oriental pastry 
and coffee shop Lilia (the Lily). From the coffee shop an arch 

staircase leads to the dining-room of the queen, once richly 
decorated with fine copper vessels. The queen’s library was 
also here. Now this room is used as an art gallery for Bulgar-
ian and foreign artists as well as for visiting ehibitions. The 
reception hall, decorated with antique copper items and a 
large bronze gong was on the third floor. Behind the glass 
showcases Queen Maria kept porcelain items and two antique 
metal containers, found in ecavations of the Thracian mounds. 
The bedroom was behind a heavy curtain . The bathroom of 
the queen has a wooden door and was, designed in oriental 
style, with luury bath in the center. To provide for a permanent 
flow of hot water, a special steam plant was built on the low-
est floor of the villa. The door in the corner of the reception 
hall displays a veranda with wooden railings. The veranda 
leads into a garden arranged with ancient stone pieces - one 
of them from VI century BC. There is an ancient Corinthian 
capital attached to a fine marble pedestal and old English 
stone threaded fittings.   
 
Srebarniyat kladenets (The Silver well). The well is 
behind a wrought iron gate under a white stone shelter with 
stone columns and a red roof. The well is covered with a 
heavy lid of forged iron. A porcelain icon of the Virgin Mary 
kneel in g b efore baby Chr is t  is bui l t  in th e wal l .  
 
Botanical Garden. The Botanical Garden was declared 
protected territory. On a plot of 65 000 m2 it preserves the 
habitat area of threatened, rare and vulnerable plants and 
animals. The garden is home to the 340 year old white pop-
lar tree (Populus alba), 270 medicinal plants, 27 species of 
plants included in the Red Book of Bulgaria, such as water-lily, 
Sea Daffodil, Paeonia tenuifolia, the Dobrudja wormwood, the 
Judas Tree and the Aesculus. There are also other 2000 plant 
species belonging to 85 families and 200 genera. One of the 
garden’s main attractions is the collection of large-sized 
cactus species arranged outdoors on 1000 m2, the second 
of its kind in Europe after the one in Monaco.Q Admission: 
5Lv, children 7-16 years 1Lv.  
The Grave of Maria . Queen Maria died in the evening of 
July 18, 1938 in Sinaya - Romania. Through vaulted tunnels 
the stairs of the Labyrinth lead to a stone cross with carvings 
in Church-Slavic language. In its base the rock is shaped as 
a grave. Queen Maria was born in crimson and wanted to die 
in crimson, so the mourning flags in Bucharest were not black 
but also in crimson. Thousands of people for three days went 
to take final farewell with their favourite mama Regina, as they 
called her. The body of Maria was buried in the tomb of the 

Romanian kings. The special wish of Maria was that her heart 
is returned to the gardens of Balchik. The heart was placed 
in a small golden casket and brought to the Uspenie Bogo-
rodichno chapel. On September 7, 1940 South Dobrudzha 
was returned to Bulgaria and thus on September 8, 1940 the 
casket with the heart of Queen Maria was returned to Roma-
nia.   

The Botanical Garden The Botanical Garden was 
declared protected territory. On the size of 65 000 m2 
it preserves the habitat area of threatened, rare and 
vulnerable plants and animals. The garden is home 
to the 340 year old white poplar tree (Populus alba), 
270 medicinal plants, 27 species of plants included 
in the Red Book of Bulgaria, such as white waterlily 
(Nymphaea alba), sea daffodil (Pancratium maritimum), 
fernleaf peony (Paeonia tenuifolia), the Judas tree  
(Cercis siliquastrum) and the horse-chestnut (Aesculus 
hippocastanum). There are also another 2000 plant 
species belonging to 85 families and 200 genera. One 
of the garden’s main attractions is the collection of large-
sized cactus species arranged outdoors on 1000 m2, 
the second of its kind in Europe after the one in Monaco. 
Admission: 5Lv, children 7-16 years 1Lv.

The Botanical Garden
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The Queen’s Winery House . The Collection of wines, 
rakia and brandies which the house presents is unique. There 
you can find Gamza wine (sort of black grapes) from 1909, 
Mavroud wine from 1956, mastika, rakia and brandy produced 
prior to 1945.The rest of the collection consists of wonderful 
ehibits and own wines the house produces. We tasted the 
Duccessa wine with bee honey and almonds and the diges-
tive rakia, destilled with 26 herbs and honey, aged in oak 
barrels. We were so pleased with the quality that we went 
further and bought a bottle.   
 
Villa Gabka (Villa Mushroom) . The villa reminds the 
watchtower of a fortress. It is hidden amongst the green trees 
and looks like a mushroom which just came up after the rain. 
From the windows there is a great view to the sea horizon.  
 
Villa Sinyata Strela (Blue Arrow) Prince Nikolay . 
The villa was the residence of Prince Nikolay - the second son 
of Queen Maria - and later of Princess Ileana - the youngest 
daughter of Maria, married to the Habsburg duke Anthony. 
The villa was built in 1931. The western wing is on three 
floors, and the eastern wing is on one floor. The first and 
second floors have small rooms, which served as bedrooms 
for the children of the princess, the ladies-in-waiting and the 
chambermaids. The third floor held the apartment of the 
princess. The sunny bedroom was separated by a heavy 
curtain from the rest of the apartment. The floor of the room 
was covered with decorative stone slabs. On each floor there 
was a bathroom with a sumptuous porcelain bathtub. The 
rooms were furnished with woodcarved furniture and there 
was a library with mainly English literature volumes. Nowadays 
the house holds two bedrooms and a VIP suite for four (read 
more on p…. in our where to stay section). The view is amaz-
ing and reveals glimpse of the mountains, Cape Ekrene and 
Cape Galata. The first floor of the villa accommodates a 
Gallery which presents photographs and paintings of Balchik 
and the Palace. On the same floor is the Queen’s winery 
house, which holds a sampling hall, where you can taste and 
buy some of the best wines from famous wine regions in 
Bulgaria.  
 
Visyashtite Terasi - Labirinta (The Pendant Ter-
races - the Labyrinth) . Following the narrow stone 
staircase passing through the arches, behind a wrought iron 
door is the Labyrinth. It was a project of Jules Jani and realized 
in 1926. These terraces are neatly shaped amphitheatri-
cally above the building of the palace itself. They have been 
planted with figs, roses, tecoma radicans and ampelopsis.  
 
Vodenitsite (The Mills). Before The Palace was built 
there were water mills in this area. Queen Maria insisted that 
the buildings were preserved as they were. The Old Mill, where 
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now restaurant Korona is located, was the dining room of the 
entourage of the Queen and the kitchen. The kitchen was 
modern for those times with a kitchen stove, two refrigerators 
and grilles. The second mill is now turned into a villa called 
Moara, the ground floor of which hosts the restaurant The 
Three Mills. The third mill is turned into Villa Magnolia (read 
more on p…. in our where to stay and restaurants section.)  

Tourist information  
Tourism Information Centre ul. Primorska 25A, 
tel.+359 579 7 69 51, balchik_tic@abv.bg. Opened from 
2004. Gives up free information about hotels, bars and 
restaurants, transport, culture events, sightseeing. Open 
May-September.QOpen 09:00 - 18:00.Hotels
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http://properties.discover-bulgaria.com

Easier than ever with Discover-Bulgaria Properties
Tel./Fax: +359 2 881 57 14
properties@discover-bulgaria.com

Land parcels
Apartments
Houses and villas
Hotels
Commercial buildings

Search in our database:

Property investment
Legal advice
Finance consultancy
Property management
Property development

If you are looking for the quiet of the SPA or you are longing 
for the Golden Sands of the Black Sea Beach we offer you the 

luxury of high class hotels and real comfort for a family 
vacation in our hotel and paradise club

CASINO & HOTEL HAVANA
Golden Sands Resort, 9007 Varna, Bulgaria
tel.: +359 52 381 200, fax: +359 52 355 356, 
e-mail: reservations@marketing.jelev.org, 
web: casino-hotel-havana.com, www.jelev.org
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